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REPORT OF THE WORK OF THE BUREAU OF EDUCA:
.T1ON FOR THE NATIVES OF ALASKA, 1916-17.

PART I.---.GENERAL SUMMARY.

The work of the Human of Education for thenative races of Alaska
iris been carried on in accordance with the !terms and purposes of
Congressional appropriations for their education, medical, relief, and
for the extension. of the reindeer industry long them. In the .

schools; emphasis had been place fl upon instruc 011 in matters per-
taining to health; industrial training, gardenin( , and commercial
education. Effort has been made to improve living conditions in

. the villriges, to lessen the death rate, andsto render the natives better
able to meet the changing conditions with whirls the advancing
civilization of the white man has confronted them.

Sixty-eight schools were maintained with an enrollment of 3,666,
and,an reverage attendance of 2,172. Four superintendents, acting
superintendent, 111 teachers, 5 physicians, and 10 nurses . were

iployed .

The school buildings at Noorvik, Shaktoolik, and Port Moller were
completed during the year. A teachers' residence was erected at -
11ydaburg. The erosion of the hank of the Yukon River made
necessary tife taking down'of the Fort Yukon school building, which
Ntiche rjbuilt ,itt a greater distance from the river. The region
surrounding the village on 13olovin Bay, in northwestern Alaska, is
*reit, Ind it was with difficulty that' the Eskimos could support,
themselVes in_that location; they, therefore, migrated to a tract on
the northerp shore of Norton Ray,. where they have an abundant
supply of fish, game', timber, and reindeer moss for their herds.
The school waS,reestablished. within this tract which was reserved for
the 'natives by Executive. order. A wireless telegraph station wis
established at Nporvik, in Arctic Alaska, which enabled this remote
settlement to communicate with civilization:

The Bureau. of Education encourages the establiehment in native
villages of cooperative mercantile stores, timinced b/aative.capital
and conducted by the natives themselves, under theItipervision of the
teacher of the local.United. States public- school. In no-Other way
can the natives so readily acquir.eselkonlidence and expetimice in



6 WORK OF THE BUREAU OF XDUCATIOZT FOR ALASKA.

business affairs. These Stores demonstrate the ad vani-ages of coopera-tion, and the annual dividends received by the stockholders arepractical .evidence of the4'nefits of thrift.,
Such enterprises arc in successful operation at Mydaburg, Klawock,

Klukwan, tied Metlakatla. in southeastern Alaska: at Tyonek. onCook Inlet : at Atka, on one, of t he Aleutian Islands: at Ganibell,on St. Lawrence Island at Wales, on Bering Strait:- at Noorvik,
on the Kobuk River. in Arctic Alaska: and at Wainwright, on
Arctic Ocean.. The auditing. Of the affairs (if the four enterprises in
southeastern Alaska made in January, 191s, by a representative of
the Bureau of Blucation showed that these companies had (111-dueled a business of $96.762.s9 during the previous 13 months.
Tine annual business at, Atka, tiambell, and Wainwright approxi-m ted115.090.-

One of the most beneficent functions of the Seattle office of the
Alaska Division is its transaction of personid.business for the natives
when such assistance is desired.. Formerly it was possible for the
natives in remote villages to dispo::e of their valuable furs and other
commodities to local t radeN only, with t he result that, the natives
received low prices and were constantly in debt to the tuaders.
Within recent- years the natives, even in the remotest regions, have
availed themselves of 'the increased facilities of the mail service andsend their furs to the chief of the ,,1Iaska Division in Seattle, Who,
through the Seattle Fur Sales Agency, sells t he furs to the highest
bidder. From July 1, 1912, to .tune 30, 1917, these sales of furs,
ivory, whalebone, etc., have amounted to S.12,166.-10; in addition,
cash amounting to $9,980.80 has been received from natives of Alaska
for the. purchase and shipment of supplieS. Ihiring this peeiod, their
deposits in Seattle banks have restated them $624:76 interest. By
direction of the Secretary of the Interior the superVision of this
business is made part of the official duty of the chief of the Alaska
lliision and he is uuder bond:for the faithful pe4rmance of the
same.

,Action was again taken to put in operation the industries in Net-
lakatla, oAnnetto Island. A lease was entered into with .cannery
operators of Seattle, Wash., of a site for a salmon can cry', and'of ligh trap rights

. within Annette Islands IteserVe. The lessees
guarantee the payment .during the season of 1917 of not :less .then
$4,000 tor fish-trap privileges. The cannery is to be operated for
five seasits beginning- with .1918. For the cannery and fish-trap
'privileges during these five years the lessees guarantee 'the payment
of not less than $6,000 per. annum. Except in a few instances where
skilled labor is required, only native inhabitants of Annette Issand
arc' to be employed. It iii hoped that the annual income to the
Metlakatlans froin the leases will enable then' at the end of the



period of the lehse to purchase all of the lessee's interests and operate
the cannery themselves, under the supervision of the Federal
eminent..., A local ceoperatiVe compapy has rehabilitated the saw-
Mill Which is now furnishing lumber' for the cannery building as well
as for other buildings in the village. Six thousand dollars of the
hureau's funds were expended in installing a water syseem to furnish
drinking water .for the and limited water power for the can-
nery and sawmill.

For the fiscal year 195 -16, Congress appropriated $25,000 .to
provide for the medicalerelief of t he °natives of Alaska; in addition,

-,$19,000 of the appropriation for the education of natives of Alaska
was used for that jturpose, making a total of $4-1,000 for medical
relief during the year. The appropriation for medical relief was
increased hem $25,000 to $50,000 for 1916-17, but as none of the
educat ion appropriation was used for medical relief the total expended
for that purpose during 1916-17 was only about $6,000 more than
during the previous year. A well-equipped hospital was maintained
at. Juneau with a physician in charge and three nurses in attendance;
the small, improvised hospitals at Vat() and Kanakaniik were con-
I noted; the hospital at. Kotzebue was not in operation during the . '
year, owillg to lack of funds and the dillieutty in finding a .prop-
erly qualified physician willing to go to that remote station.

In addition to the employment. of physicians and nurses, in several
of the Alaskan towns arrangements were matte for the treatment of
natives in hospitals and by plixsiciatis upon the request Of superin-
tendents or teachers; teachers at stations remote froill a hospital,
Iihysicians, or nurses, were furnished with medical supplies, for use
in relieving minor ailments.

Plans were made in the summer of 1916 for the istablislunent of
a small hospital at Akink, on the Kuskokwim River, and ,material
for the ereetiOn.of it hospital building at that place was purchased
in Seattle. Groat difficulty was experienced, however, in securing'

-this
for the bUilding material and hospital supplies to

this isolated place. One of the two ve0els which it was posiiible to
secure prOved punseaworthy, and was unable to reach its dee. tinatien.
It he'd to return to.Seatt16. with 44 cargo undelivered and part of it
in a damaged condition. It was then too late to secure another boat
to make the voyage during the short season of open navigation re-
maining. -Consequently it. was necessary to postpone the erection .of the hospital, at Akiak until the following year..

.,
TILE REINDEER SERVICE.

-The appropriation of $5,000 for the distribution of reindeer among
the natives and the training of the nativiii the carealind manage-
ment. of reindeer wasused to establish new herds and to .support.
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Dative apprentices being trained in the industry. The ,increasedcost of food and clothing has made it impossible for the Govern-
ment to train as many apprentices with the same appropriation asformerly.

The statistics regarding the reindeer service for the fiscal yearended June 30, 1917, show that. during the year the amber of rein-
deer increased from 82,151 to 98,582, and the number'of herds from85 io 98. Of the 98,582 reindeer, 67,448. or 69 per cent, were ownedby 1,568 natives; 3,046, or 3 per cent, were owned by the UnitedStates; 4,645, or cent. were owned by missions; and 23,443,
or 23 per cent, were oWled by Lapps and ,other.whites. The total
income of the natives from the leindeer industry during the fiscal
year, exclusive of the meat and hides used by t he natives themselves,
was 897,515. The total number of reindeer, 98,582, is a net increase
of 20 per cent during the year, notwithstanding the fact that 13,144
reindeer were killed for meat and skins,or were lost.

'Thereois still need for the extension of the industry into the CopperRiver region and especially in the delta country between the Yukonand the Kuskokwim Rivers, where hundreds of natives are livingin abject poverty, unreached by civilizing influences. t
The fairs, of which four were held during thewinter, again provedto be a great stimulus to the natives engaged in the reindeerinduntry.

LIST OF PERSONS IN THE ALASKA SCHOOL SERVICE, 1916-17.
William T. Lopp, superintendent of education of natives of Alaska and chief ofthe Alaska Division, Seattle, Wash.

EMPLOYEES IN TILE WA.SHINOTON OFFICE.

William Hamilton, acting chief of the Alaska Division, Pennsylvania.
David E. Thomas, accountant, Massachusetts.
James 0,`Williams, clerk, Illinois.

EMPLESEES IN THE SUPPLY AND DISBURSING OPFICE, SEATTLE.

Harry C. Sinclair, supply agent, Maryland..
Alexander II. Quarks, special disbursing agent, Georgia,
Chauncey C. Hester, assistant supply agent, Washington.
Julius C. Helwig, clerk anOtenogmpher,,Indiana.
Mrs. Iva M. Knox, stenographer and typewriter, Washington, from October 23, 1916.

EMPLOYEES IN ALASKA.

DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENTS OP SCHOOLS.

Walter C. Shields, northwestern district, Nome. ' I
Walter.H. %Tobago, western district, St. Michael.
George E. Benitez, upper Yukon district, Tanana.
Arthur H. Miller (acting superintendent),

southwestern district, Copper Ranter.. Charles southeastern district, Juneau:



GENERAL SUMMARY.

PHYSICIANS.

Emil Krulish, M. D., Public Health Service, on special detail.
Walter A. Borland, M. D., Kanakanak, from Aeptember 1, 1916.
Douglas Brown, M. D., Juneau Hospital, to September 25, 1916.
William H. Chase, M. D., Cordova, from November 16, 191$.
Linus H. French, M. D., Ranakanak, July-August, 1916, and May-June, 1917.
Frank W. Lamb, M. D., Nulato..
James P. Mooney, M. D., Juneau Hospital, from September 2, 1916.
Daniel R. Neuman, M. D., Nome.
If. N. T. Nichols, M. D., Kotzebue. during July, 1916.

CONTRACT PHYSICIANS.

William Ramsey, M. D., Council, from September 1, 1916.
Curtis Welch, M. D., Candle, from December, 1916.

NURSES AND TEACHERS OP SANITATION.

Mrs. Mabel R. Borland, Kanakanak, from September 1, 1916.
Miss Mamie Conley, Juneau Hospital.
Miss Fiances V. Dwyer. Juneau Hospital. ;

Mm..1.ulti A. Evans, Akiak, from September 1, 1916.
Miss Esther Gibson, southeastern district, from November I, 1916.,
Thomas R. Glass, Kanakanak, July-August, 1916; Kogiung, from Septembe; 1,1916.
Mrs. Carrie W. Lamb, Nulato. -
Miss Mabel Le Roy, southeastern district. from December 13/4916.
Mrs. Lucia Petrie, St. Michael. from September 1, 1916.
Miss Rhoda A. Ray, Juneau Hospital.

SITENOORAPHER, OFFICE OP THE DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT, JUNEAU, ALASKA..

Mtliblurlrey, J. P., from 'September 16, 1916.
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Teachers and school attendance, 1916-17.

NORTHWESTERN DISTRICTARCTIC OCEAN AND BERING SEA REGIONS AS. FAH
AS THE KOTUK RIVER, INCLUDING ST. LAWRENCE ISLAND.

13017/11411111

Enroll-
ment.

Schools. Teachers.
4

Appointed Iron
Average

daily
attend-
ance.

_Barrow

Buckland
Diomede
Elim

Gambol'.

Igloo ....
Kivaljna
NoataY

Nome

Noorolk

Selawik
Shishm.-. aref

Shunionak
Sintik
Teller
Wainwilght f
Wales

White Mountain

Total

Tolbert I.. Richardson
Mrs. Carrie L. Richardson

'oy AhmaoCnk
Mrs. Iva K. Taber
Arthur E. Fide
Miss Anna E. Karlson
Miss Mary K. Westdabl
Joan iupertuis
Mrs. Elizabeth Dupertuis
bonezer.li. Evans

Marry li. Reese
Glarenee AicJey
Mrs. sue It. AuQley
tlia.rles Menadelook
Charles Eiliik
Charle. N. Replogle
I elbert E. Replogle
Mrs. Ma'. Replogle
Mrs. Lydia Drottluk
FronkAl..lone.
Thomas w . '[hulls
Mrs. Kiateha Schultz
Fred M. Sickle!'
Miss Lucy 'Inward
Sirs, jorrine Fnectodt
Farle M Rarest
Sits. F.lizalvtli Forrest ..
John F Collin .
MN. Mary 11. l'nfila
k r timr Socotra:
luny; V. Geary
11 'inn 11! A. Carry

.

Washington
do

Alaska....,,
do

Cdlitoinia
:Alaska

I to
! 1Aashingt on
: to

' I'ennsylvania
Oregon

I NAt....1:4.14d11113in 0 o. o

, ..do
I Alas.ka

IVA:11010ml
iliiirola

I'. tinzyll oat .
\ 1.1,ka
w ,:hin-ton

do
In

r:dinrni i
do

. % lacks
.ilo
tit

1

17
11
A3

43

37
29
37

23

6.9

32
40

28
I 24
I 20
I

27.

70

i

1 49

89

19
14

. 07

75

46
53

. 42

60

10S

66
52

51
39
3.5

89

.
77

i 673 1,0.12
-.-

WESTERN DISTRICT-4BERING SEA RIt..ION., DETWt EN ROYCE RIVER AND CAPE
rit:WENITAM

Schools. Teachers. Appointed from
Average

daily
rd tend.
once.

Enroll-
meat.

Akter
..

Alndurat
Bethel

Eek
Harnton
Holy Crop

Hooper Its;
Mountain %Hinge
Nulato

Pilot Station'
Quinhagak
Bunion Alis,lon
Bt. Michael.

.
Shageluk
abaktoolik

Ihaateklett

lohn It. Fialick
Arks Mar Wynooda
Peter WHInint4
Miss Mary Laiirentla
Mrs. Berth 1. Boyd',maim I'. wice.,..mie
.Thorald A. Anderson
Sirs. Martha Fuller
Miss Mary Bernadette
Mitt Mary Theolp
Ralph K. 81111111n
II. Rriv Faller
'solos Mary W. Salley
'Miss Mary Finneis
Elmer SI. Hamden ,
meet Mari.' IC sleeker
Mrs. Corinne Call
Floyd I.. Allen . .... .Sirs. tiladri S. Allen
Wolter E. Cothran
11 sha Ivanort
hurry 'Clitoral Johnson...,
Khmer E. VanNoss
'annul Anarok.
Mts. Eva Reek

Alaska
Kowtas
Alaska

do.
AVDshington
Alaska

do...,
1VashIngtob
A lakn

do
Washitgt on

do
Alaska

do...
IA ashington
Alaska
Washington
401chigan

do
West Virginia
*tasks
Minnesota
Trtmassoe
Alaska

do

4$

52.
33

17
10
97

31
17

35
20
22

24
21

47

^

1

1

1

60

62
64

32
29
98

Ss
23
on

3'2
52
25
38

43
53

SI

Total $ . .
v 810
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urEER YITION DISTRICTVALLEY OP THE YUKON AND ITS TRIBUTARIES BETWEEN
141° AND 157°.

Schap. Teachers. Appointedppointed from
Average

daily
attend-
ants).

Enroll-
moot.

Circle
Eagle
Fort Yukon
Rampart
Tanana

Total

Miss Evelyn L. Carey
Everett P. Frohoek

WMiss Winifred Dalziel
kliAS Lula Graves
George E. Boulter

Alaska
washi gton
New ik . ...

Alas
o

.,

21
10
28
24

4

ao
32
70
30
17

87 179

sOl*THWESTERN DISTRICTBERING SEA .REDION S 1'T11 OF CAPE NEWINHAll AND
NORTH PACIFIC COAST REGION W ST OF 141°.

('hignik
Clugiung

Copper Center

Iliamna
kogiting
Kulukate
tort Moller
Susitna
Tat itlek

Togink
Tyonek

l'eashik
Unalaska

Total

t

Teachers, ppointed from
I Average

daily
at t end-
once.

Enroll-
ment.

Mrs. Kathryn D. Seller
Amo, B. Carr
Mrs. Ella I). Carr
Leland E. Carr
Mrs. Lora Olsen
Prest on 11. Nash
Mrs. Preston II. Nash
Art hur li. Miller
Est aco Easn
Fred Phillips
Thomas It. Glass
James ti. Cm
Walter G. Culver
Rupert A. Moon.
Cheslev W. Cook .. ,
Mrs. Mary E. Cook
Waiter IL Johnston
Charles M. Robinson
Mrs. Milda 11. Robinson
Will A. Mason
Joseph W. Coleman
Mrs. Marie A. Coleman

A ka
M hington

do
do

Al. ka
WI hingion

to
0

Al ka
I

i Muslin n
Alaska
oregon
Alaska
Washington

. do V41 iska
Washington le%

do
Xlska
Washington

do

1-
i

I

36
18

241

441

7

13
17
33
15

8
56

17
27

16
84

3f
57

32

20

37
30
2o
62

- 39
.29

32
94

419

SOUTHEASTERN orsTRIFT--NORTII PACIFIC CQAMT REGION EAST OF 141°

Schools. , Teachers.
4

Appointed from
Average
dallyattend
once.

EnroU-
inept.

.

liottglas
Haines
iloonab

Hydaburic

Juneau
Kake

Ilillisnoo
Klawoek

I:Juke:an

Loring
Metlakatla

Mika

Wrangell
Yakutat

Total

:. .

Mrs. Isabel A. Oilman
Mrs. Nancy I,. Alexander
Charles F. Richardson
Miss Elite NI. Nezzle
Mark E. Said.
Miss Ruth E. Storrs
Miss Frames NI. Winker
Mrs. Elizabeth K. M'IllIver
Mrs. Sadie E. Edmonsan
IllsA Nellie M. Taylor
Mrs. Ilene Newton

;John It. Cot
Charles EA nibs
Mrs: Mnrgnrvt W. lilltbs
Miss Ermine Forrest ,
Fay R. Shaver
Miss Marie II. 'Thompson
Miss Margaret liamilton
Charles Ii. Schell
Harry F. Geil
Miss AgEts Pan rorki
Miss tiertnale It. Wvhrant
Miss 'Margaret W. Schell
Mrs. Edith C. Schell
Mrs. Elizabeth 1'. Brady
Miss Mary S. Brady
Mfg Hannah E. Brace
KW M. Ageism:1

.

.

. . ..

,
i

.

Washington
Alaska
X1'oshingt on
Washington, D. C
NX-ashingion

do
do

' do
, Idaho
' %Dwarf

Alaska
i iregon
Washington(won
A laska a

do
do
do

, I InVoll
Idaho
Washington

to
Oregon

do
Yew York

do
f <regon

t Illinois
i

19
13-

, 31

e7

... ,
31
30

...
21
43

-20

13
112

:so

at
In

ea
38

100

130

76
74

37
88

40

2)
160

79

45
41

458 1,050

.
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Expenditures from the appropriation for "Education of Ndtives of Alaska, 1917."
Appropriation

$200, 000.00

Salaries in Alaska
100, 244.99Equipment and supplies 21, 937. 52Fuel and light

24, 632. 90Local expenses
I, 808. 44Repairs and rent

lffuildings
7,

10,

600. 54
960.07Met lakatla industries

6. 000. 00Destitution
1, 881. 24

Commissioner's office salaries
5, 071. 67Seattle office salarie4
8, 271. 33

Commissioner's office expense'
200. 00Seattle office expenses
873. 21Traveling expenses

10, 220. 97
Contingencies .

297. 12

200, 000.00
Total

Ecpctuliores from the appropriation for " Medical Relief in: Alaska, 1917."

Appropriation
$50, 000. 00,

Salaries in Alaska
19, 007. 84Equipment and supplies.
12, 980. 07Fuel and light
2.019. 10

Local expenses
1, 578. 71

Buildings
8, 068. 88

Destitution
4, 082. 07

Traveling expenr4
2,071. 75

Contingencies,
191. 58

Total
50. 000. 00,

Expenditures front the appropriation for " Reir:her for Alaska, 1917."

Appropriation

Salaries of chief herders 583.11Supplies 4,210. 72'
Establishment of new herds 200.00
Contingencies 5. 67

65.000. 00

Total.. 5, 000. 00

.. ,



GENERAL SUMMARY.
-

Number of reindeer belonging to each class of owners, 1916-17.

13

Owners.

Number of
'reindeer.

. .
. Inerease.1 Decrease.: Pcr cent

owned.

1916 1917 Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent. 1916 1917
-

Government 3,390 3,046 344 10 4 3
Af is.qions 5,186 4,64.5 541 10 6 5
Lapps and other whites 17,530 24,443 5,913 34 22 23
Natives 56,045 67,448 11,403 21 68 89

Total number ' 82,151 98,582
I

1 By purchase, apprenticeship, and fawns.
3 By-paying apprentices andlInat Ives for ser 'fees, and sale of deer by missions.

Annual increase and decrease of reindeer.

Years.
Balance

from
previous

year.

Fawns
siirr lv-

mg.

,...

Imported
from

Siberia.

Killed
for food

and
skins,

or lost.

Total in
herd

June 30.

Per cent of an-
nual increase.

By
fawns.

Net (sine,
1mpor
ta,.on

ceased).

1892 171 2S 143
1,41 143 79 124 23 . 323 55164 323 145 120 96 492 451,95 492 276 123 lis 743 56
1896 743 357 up 1,000 48Dor 1,000 490 1 334 1,132 46
1898 1,132 625 161 185 1;733 551.99- 1,733 638 322 299 2,394 37
1000 2,394 758 29 487, 2,699 32
1901 2,092 1,110 200 53g 3,461 41
1902 -* 3,464

1,,9_, 4 30 4,795 48
1903
1904

4,795
6,282

1,877
2,284

390
377

6,282
8,189

39
36

31
30

1905 8,189 2.978 928 10,241 36 25
11106..,, 10,241 3,737 1,130 12,828 36 25
1907 12, 3'28 4,519 1,368 15,839 35 23
19081 15,939 5,416 1,933 19,322 34 211909' 19,322 6,437 2,844 22,915 33 181910' 22,915 7,219 2,829 27,325 92 191
1911" 27,325 9,496 3,192 33,629 35 231912' 33,629 11,254 6,407 38,476 33 14
1913' 38.476 13,681 4,801 47,266 35 231914' ,47,266 18,866 6,260 57,873 ,36 23
1915' 57,872 21,022 8,851 70,243 36 91
1916: 30,243 25,116 13,208 82,151 36 17
191?' 82,151 29,574 13,144 18,682 36 20

Total 167,582 1,280 70,231 '40 122
.

'246 killed in Barrow re le:expedition.
Some of the figural Which make up these totals are estimated.
Average.

,

"l4
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Increase in reindeer aerrice front 1907 to 1917.

1907 19177
Total natives owning reindeer

114 1,5811Herders and owners

Government apprentices
57

17Missionapprentices
ZS 10,Apprentices of Lapps and other whites

2Herders' and owners' apprentices
27 134Total apprentices..
79 170Reindeer owned by natives-

6,406 . 67,448Total number of herds
16 98Red reindeer:

Trained
-445' 1,843Partly trained

77 , 420
Income of natives from reindeer

$7,783 $97, 515Total income.from reindeer I
$9,513 $122,517Percentage of reindeer owned by-

Government
. 23 3Missions

22 5Lapps and other whites .

14 23Nitrides
41 60

Includes approxlm4ely $6,000 received by Teller Mission for deer sold Lumen d: Co.

Amounts appropriated, growth, and results of introduction of reindeer among natires of
Alaska.

- First 10
years

Next 5 I Last 10
years ), ears Total.(1891.1932). (1903-1907). (1908-1917).

Appropriations
5133,030 899,000 $85,000 $117,000Number of herds at end of each period

9 7 82Num her of net Ives owning reindeer at end()reach period 68 1,444 1;5114Average cost to government per owner
$1,950 $1,768 . 859 $202Number of reindeer owned by natives at end of eachperiod

2,841 3,585 01,042 07,44RValuation of same
971,025 $89,125 91,526,950 $1, (.80, 200Income received by natives
84,210 - 9.15,5110- $548,352 3308,352Number of reindeer owned by Government at end of

Valuation
period

Valuation of same 2,247
856,175

4,084
1117,100

3,046
870,150

3,016
178,1so

Wiallb produced by introduction of reindeer in ellusi-a)
NValuation of 67,448 reindeer owned by natives in 1917, at $25 each

Total income of natives from reindeer, 1893-1917
Valuation of- 31,134 reindeer owned bruisions, Laplanders ,and other

whites, and Government, 1917
./.Total income of missions and Laplanders and other whites from reindeer,

$1, 686,
568,

778,

200
352

350

1893-1917 a 4
214.443

Total valuation and income
3.247, 345Total Gov,ernment appropriations, 1893-1917 317, 000

Gain (928 per cent)
2,930, 345

1 Some of the figures in these tables are based upon estimates.a WAD have been deducted for deer sold by Lapps end missions to Lemon dr Co.



. PART II.DETAILED REPORTS.

SECTION 1. REPORTS BY SUPERINTENDENTS.

REPORT OF WALTER C. SHIELDS, SUPERINTENDENT OF THE NORTH-
WESTERN DISTRICT.

During the year 18 schools have been maintained in this district. The number of
pupils enrolled was 1,032, and the entire population of the villages reached by schools
was 3,894. There are probably 1,000 natives outside of these villages in this district,
making the total native population of this district close to 5,000. Twenty-five white
teachers were under appointment and 8 Eskimo teachers.

Inspection.All of the schools were visited during the year. Those south of Point
HOpe, with the exception of the up-river stations, have been visited twice. The
trips of inspection during the year covered 4,328 miles, 2,427 by water and 1,901 by
laud. I was away from home on these trips 142 days during the year.

This is the first year that I have been able to report all my land travel to have been
behind reindeer, and probably it is the first time Lily superintendent has had such a
"clean" record. The winter's travel was the moat enjoy-able I have ever experi-
enced. With the exception of a very trying trip to Igloo and Shishmaref in Decem-
ber, travel conditions were unusually good and the sled deer did well. With the
assistance of my "boys" at various places, who were always ready when I arrived,
the winter's work was done in record time. During January, February, and March,
in spite of considerable deep snow, we averaged 80 miles a day. From Nome to
Shuugnak, with the exception of one day lost on the coast on account of a blizzard,
we went straight through to Shungnak withopt a stop except over night. We were
able to cut our time between Selawik and Shungnak to four days. On the return
from the north, I was met at the Igloo Fair by my wife and two children, who traveled.
from Nome to the Hot Silings with sled deer.

Once more I feel that it is proper for me to express the wish that the time may come
when the Government will make some provision for the medical care of its civil em-
ployees in Alaska in case of accident while traveling on duty, also that some pension
provision will be established to cover any permanent disability that might very easily
come to any of us who travel in this country. We are called upon to face dangerous
conditions at times, and this should be recognized.

This year again adds to our debt to the. Coast Guard Service for assistance rendpred
through the U. S. S. Bear. I wish to express my appreciation of the great aid ren-
dered me by Capt. C. S. Cochran and his officers during the summer months. The trip
to Point Barrow and, all the coast stations was made on the Bear, and I was given every
opportunity to do my work at all places. The work accomplished for the native; by
the surgeon of the Bear, Dr. Ernst, was of inestimable benefit.

Teachers.I think that our teachers, who do the real work among the natives and
who are the real points of contact with our acenal work, should be givenAll possible
recognition. Their Value to the service is inestimable.

The work in this district is in the hag& of capable, efficient people; their hours
are all their waking hours, end their place of work in the entire community and re.;
gion for at least 09 mike arotidd. They carry the responsibility of the health.of each
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individual, his business affairs, his family affairs, and his chances for future happi-ness. These community services and responsibilities make the schoolroom dutiesof the teachers fade into insignificance.
Through the excellent supervision of appointments, each year we are getting more 'efficient teachers in this district. It is an easy matter to select a person whose expe-rience and recommendations assure schoolroom efficiency, but it takes personal inves.tigahn of a peculiar order to make certaie that the applicant has the larger qualifi-cations for the leadership of an Eskimo village. All this has been efficiently takencare of by the chief of the Alaska division. '
Wintcr trips by tearhers.---Mr. Reeseand hisfamily, Mr. and Mrs. Jones, and DelbertReplogle went to the Noatak Fair. Charles Menadelook, of Nome, went to the IglooFair. Mr. Forrest visited Icy Cape from W'ain.wright twice, and Mr. Evans wentfrom. Igloo to Nome in the spring. In addition, most of the-teachers made regulartrips to the herds under their supervision. These trips are often long and trying.&hoofs and buildings.- -This year we abandoned the school at Connell and opeqed

new work at White Mountain, 15 miles down the river. This new school has reached
more people than the old one and is in a much,better location.'

Of the 1,000 natives referred to in the first paragraph of this report as being outsideof school villages, most of them are located in small scattered communities, none ofWhich warrants a school.
. I

. The largest centers without schools are: .Point Hope, estimated population, 300;Solomon and vicinity, 75; King Island, 125.
Of these places I would again most strongly urge the establishment of a (Invent-meat school at Point Ilope. The Episcopal mission maintains a Ittrge mission plantat this place, but it has been in charge of one man who is manifestly unable to attendto much schOol work. I believe the mission would welcome the establishment of aschool by the bureau if the usual good judgment were employed in the selection of ateacher. At Solomon the storekeeper has maintained a sort of school out of privatefunds. A building was furnished and a native teacher hired. While Solomon is, inmioxinion, a poor place to "pile up" natives, yet the store and lighterage jobs willprdhably hold them forsome years. I recommend the appointment, of a native teacherat a nominal talary and the furnishing of school equipment. While King Island hasa large population relatively, its location is to trying for a white teacher: Its per-manence assn Eskimo. village depends entirely upon the permanence of the walrusherds, which is more than doubtful.

Diomede Island is our most diatilt station; the teacher is terribly isolated and thenatives are hard to handle. Tho right back to their old ways as soon as the winter
ice comes down and shuts off the island. The school has abolished the drunkennessand crime that flourished In this region in the past, but with that exception hasaccomplished but little. There are few children, and there is no Chance of develop-
ment alongeconomic 'lime. The inhabitants haie to depend upon the walrus catchvery largely. For several years we have been trying to induce both these people4nd the King Island.people to go to St.. Lawrence Island. While this project isdifficult, yet, if accomplished, in the end it will be an excellent move.

Natives; general conditions. I have elsewherestated that the native population
in this district amounts to about 5,000. In tabulating the births'and 'deaths, as reportedby each teacher on the monthly report cards, I find that the birth rate is about 30 toeach 1,000-of population and the death mtecabout 20. to each thousand. This makesthe actual increase about 1 per cent. I believe these figitree are fairly close forthisdistrict. This Would show that the :Mimes are holding their own and are slightly
an the increase. Only three villages of those reportedahowed a decrease. In studyingthese figures it must not be forgotten that the large death rate on St. Lawrence Island'
this year, 24 out of 240, due to an epidemic, accounts for the low rate. Next year the
increase will probably be twice that of this year.
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.1. REINDEER FEEDING THROUGH SNOW. EN.ROUTE TO NOORVIK FAIR.

A. JUDGING THE SLEDS AT IGLOO FAIR.
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The past year has been unusually good for furs south, of Point Hope, but muchworse than usual tp the north. The little village of Shishmaref, for example, receivedover $2,000 in cash for its white Pox. There was an unusual run o( fox along that partof the coast. Selawik an Noorvik and Noatak also did very well.
, The coast villages, especially.Wales and Barrow, had a hard winter. These villages
seem to have reached the zenith a their roeperity. The decline of the whalingindustry and the diminishing walrus catch, as well as the eventual lessening of the°trapping in the vicinity will meau, I believe, the breaking t'p of these considerablecenters of population. It is difficult to work out any solution of the problem forthese two largest centers. While in time moat of the people will become large reindeerowners, yet their herds will have to be kept at a considerable distance from theseplaces. I am of the opinion that the future will find the largo Eskimo centers inland,
on rivers where there is timber, instead of on the barren coast as at present. Theseal hunters will still do their work on the coast andship their seal inland, but during
the wintrr I am of the opinion that the future generations live in the Limber,where they can satisfy their desire for more comfortable and roomy houses and amore diversified diet.

The need of native stores, cooperative or otherwise, is very great and will become
greaser. It is not ro much thr; need for lowering the prices the natives have to pay,for their goods, iv- the present number of thorn with their keen competition has putprices down where they can noi be improved upon to any very great extent. It isnot on the buying end that the native needs help,it is more on the selling end. Thereis a tremendous profit in furs and other native products a great deal of the time, ifonly the middleman coitld bo cut out. The establishment of these 'stores wouldprocure for the native the full value of his product. But, as I have already fated in
another report, I do not, believe it advisable to attempt the estatilislimenflf sup
a store at any place where there is not a good (ox catch. It is difficult to get aheadwitch the only products handled aro sealskins, ivory, and articles of native Manufac-
ture. Tho real profit is in the furs.

, Noorvik.The establishment of the Noorik center, involving as it did the removal
of Eskimos from the coast to a timbered setioa, has been an epoch-making event inour management of the Eskimo' problem. The Noorvik station is the biggest project.our peope have to handle in this district. It has called for leadership of the highestorder and an unusual display of mechanical ability. Mr. Charles Replogle iind his
eon handle the largest school in this district. They also manage and operate a saw-mill and an electric lighting plant; they have installed and are bringing to perfectiona wireless station That is communicating -direct-with Nonie regidarly; and they have
organizedApriounative industries, among others a fish trap, managed by a native
company-EL native store started without any outside help. They have likewise.
established a sawmill-operating company, which takes chaise of the management ofthe mill, paying the labor and engineer and sawing mistime. After the success of the
electric lighting system the natives wished electricity in their homes, so an arrange-
ment was made for the natives to purchase the lights, wire, etc., and to pay ,for a native. engineerto keep the plant running. All of this work has been inaugurated and carriedon by our people at Nclorvik, and it all has been done in addition to the regular school,

^ village, and reindeer work that all other teachers have to manage.
Medical work. =In this district we have had only one doctor under appointment,

but ao, ntuses, except Miss Carlson, at Elm, who was appointed as a teacher, not as anurse: While we have bad good contracts with Dr. Welch at Candle and Dr. Ramsay'
at Council, we have withdrawn from Kotzebue. An arrangement was made with
Dr. Spence, of Point Barrow, to makeone trip to Wainwright during the spring.

I again urge the apperatment of a physician for Kotiebue,ind the appointment of asmany field nurses as possible, each one to have charge of several viljagee. In order
39799°-18--2
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to render the medical service efficient it will require the services of a medical superin-
tendent, who will visit each section and outline the work that should be done.

Eventually our service will take up the matter of preventing the spree I of tuber-
culosis and other diseases by ist")lating afflicted persons. There are also chronic CUM'S
which need continual care which ran only be given by some institution. I ur'
the establishment of a sanitarium either at llot Springs or White Mountain on
SewarclePeninaula, or at Noorvik or Noatak in the north.

The "Eskimo." bast September Mr. E. D. Evans, to:kb& at Igloo, and I took it
upon ourselves to start the publication of a little magazine in the interests of the
service and of the Eskinios. We secured all the subscriptions we could get and
undertook the financial responsibility of publication. air. Evans took harge of the
paper from Igloo because there was no one at Nome able to handle it in my absence.
The paper has been a great success, we think. While it has received considerable
flattering coaunent from outsiders who are interested in Alaska, the nati'oes, or various
scientific subjects connected with primitive peoples and countries, yet the paper's
greatest success has been in its appeal to the Eskimos themselves. I have heard.
it said that the Eskimo is kept inside of the 'filth. in Dimly Eskimo cabins.

The aim of all our education of the Eskimo is to put lam on his ft,et, to make hint
fit to'take care of himself in this modern world into which 4 has been suddenly thrust
right out of the "Stone Ago." He has imbibed education rapidly, but it has been
hard to put his education to practical value at once. llis knowledge of figures.has
been of real value to him in all his business affairs, but his reading has not been the
practical good it might he because there is so little for him to read that fits his own
case. In the Eskimo we have tried to give the Eskimo something to read that abso-
lutely fitted his case; and he has taken to it wonderfully.

From the first we have endeavored to make the Eskimos write articles for the maga-
zine. This has mostly been along reindeer lines, following up the plan at the basis
of all the work at the reindeer fairs- -the development of a strong, united Eqkimo son-, timent on matter, that vitally concern the EakimosAlthis development of Eskimo
leaders and Eskimo public opinion is, in my estimation, the most far-reading work
that we can do. It is being done remarkably w4hy the Eskimo and the reindeertie

The little paper is only in its infancy, SW we have ninny large plane for its
development. For example, we have now in course of preparation several histories
of different tribt;s, which are being written by Eskimos. These articles will doubtless
prove important contributions to ethnology; records of the primitive history, religion,
and folklore of a people, written by themselves. By studying their past and com-
paring it with the new. world opened to them, the Eskimos will attain a devalopmimt
in the next 20 years that will be more wonderful than the advanee they haVe made
in the last two decades.

Credit should be given for the establishment of the aboy.c-named,paper, and the
. bureau should do something to lighten the financial load of its publication. The

journal should stkiiiilitaelf and would easily do so if properly pushed: But it is hard
for us to make (natives included) appreciate the fact that the Ekkinto while
treating of Government business, yettas to bet kept going by private funds.

The reindeer service.- During the peat year there have been 00 different herds in this
district under 17 Jo*, superintendents. The deer in these herds number about
50,370. During the year all of the stations have been by me, some of them
several times, but only 23 of the camps have been visited. It is no longer praCtS5
fora district superintendent to visit every camp. The camps are too widely scat .

However, I believe that I have eeen and talked with most of the herders. In addi-
tion to personal conferences With the herders there has been a steady increase in the

. large amount of correspondence between individual herders and the .Nolie office.
'Load superrision.Most of our teachers have made-ea great success of their herds.

But the work is trying and there is a /rums of detail connected with it. As I have
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stated repeatedly,,the teacher has to neglect village and school work to attend to theheel and reindeer work. Where there are three or four or even live henfs this work.becomes very insistent. The time has come when efficiency demands men speciallyappointed for reindeer work.
Inwel with Bled den.- -This has been fully covered undo / 'any education report.This winter for the tiratlime the work in this district was done behind reindeer thewhole winter. The sled deer are .getting better each year and the men are handlingthou better. This is due entirely to the impetus given reindeer transportation bythe fairs.

. .

isense.There has been constflerable hoof disease this year, just as there was lastyear, add f believe it is on. the increase. It is probable that we litee now reached a(lineal point; for years we have had comparatively little
trouble along- that line.The last twrt summers a coneiderable plumber of deer has been lost from this (beire.The only way we know* to meet it is by moving the herd off the infected ground. Insane eases this was not done because the

native herders were out of reach at the timeand the local so peri went lent knew walling about it until is fate. In time the nativeswill appreciate tin; regions:less of this matter and will tight it themselves. but at pries-.eve the disease always (Mime at it time of the year when many of the herds are under-manned, Ho that the most capable men are not on hand to direct matters.With the increasing interest taken by outsiders in the by-products of the industry,especially in the development of a market for reindeer leather, WO have all becomemore impressed with the seriousness of the damage done .by the "Warble fly." Thisfly is the emus. of the grubs that hatch out under the skin of the deer and have largeholes. These holes heal after several months but leave sears which show plainly onthe hide even if they do nut penetrate entirely.' Considerable has been done in thepast two years by the natives in.tanning the leather for tatir own use, instead of usingthe skin only.with the hair on. A betinning has aliw)Teen made to commercializethe leather id the United States. t4The scars made by the grubs lessen the value ofthe leather tremendously andmake it entirely unfit for anything but secondMasigoods.

.There arc two ways to meet the trouble, both of them seem almost uselesa. Theone is to force a campaign of destruction against the fly itself, a "swat the fly" cam-paign, and the other is to folloW one of the several methods for proiecting the deerfrom the fly or for removing the grub before it hatches. The killing of the flies wouldhire to be a long and persistent task. Tcydip all the deer, as sheep are dipped, wouldIra difficult and expensive in this country. To squeeze the grubs out by hand wouldmean Liking out more than fifty froureadi animal and would be tedious. However,this evil must be stamped out in some way. In this cane, as'in most of our otherdifficulties; what we need is a trained man tastudy the situation and recemmend'adethod to follow. ...

Breeding, A.--Tho last of the deer imported from Siberia reached here in 1902.Since that time, while there has been an extrAmely slight mixture of caribou bleedwith the original strain, the deer iu this country have 'reached a large number andthey all.come front the original stock, numbering but little more than a thimsand.My pereonal experience goes.baek only eight years. I do not believe the deer havebecome Much smaller from this in-breeding, but I have been forceil to the conclusionthat tho deer aro not as' prolific as they were years ago. In 1914 1 made a report onthe percentage of adult tondo bearing fawns. At that time the general average !MIN*.71-per cent, This year it will be 65 per cent or less. *And this year was a good year.The stock eau Oct but deteriorate, no matter how careful we are to Ablect thvbestbulls for breeding and to exchange bulls. We know that this matter has not beenefficiently managed booties° we have no man specially trained for such-nit Buteven by the most scientific management the fact would still remain that year afteryear we have only the original stock-to work on.
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We should no longer slight the fact that new stock is needed. I strongly recommendthat at least three shipments-of deer be imported .from Siberia to improve our stock.
Unless this is done the deer we have will certainly deteriorate faster each year. Asalready stated, 1 do not believe there is any very serious deterioration in size now,
except what is due to careless breeding with the stock we have, but this is hound tocome. I do believe, however, that the (leer are less prolific and possibly moresubject to disease and weakness, especially the fawns.

When I consider that our appropriation haS dwindled from $5.($01) to "::.-)..1)00 I apciat the fact that, it will be difficult to secure money for puri)ose'. NN ever. the
reasonableness of the recommendation sheuld be self-evident when it is recalled thatthe last deer was imported in 1102.

Mission and white herb!. My report of last year contains general statements. regard-
ing mission herds and herds owned by white men which still apply. At the date
of writing this report; Lomeli 'tk: Co. have increased their holdings by the !inims(' ofthe Klemetsen herd in the ,wi:stern district. To effect this purchase several newstock holders entered the company, all business men here at Nome.

The company. has zeCured the services of Marx,. United States commis-
sioner at Teller, for' the management of their Teller:herd. They have ilone well in&eating markets for the by- products of their herd, and have been the first to begin
butchering deer in a slaughter. house in acconlame with modern methods..

Grazing lawILThe question of the right to .Lise land for grazing is the point of con-tact betwen white herds and native herds.. There is some unrest now over this
question, and it can easily become critical unless properly covered 1y law.

"The Eskinw."The publication of our little paper in this district has done agreat deal to interest the reindeer men it their work. Two pages of each is -ire, atleast,, have been devoted to reindeer business. It is an. extension of the work of thefairs and tends to qmphasize the development of native leaders. and to create a united
Eskimo sentiment on matters that. concern their race so .deeply. It is impossible. forme to show in this report the great good accomplished by thiS magazine even in its

Reindeer fairs.--The two fairs, at Noatak and at Igloo, far surpassed. anything weever had before. The interest *11.9 greater, much more-worl: had been done ti)
Tare 19r the events, and many records were broken-. At he-No:flak fair over 101
people were fed in the mess tent (not including the 11 in the leachers' mesio.
Igloo 83 were fed in the big tent. Caring for this inliber of people for a week en-
tailed considerable Work. Four years ago such efficient labor was out of the question
and unheard of, Now it is all handled by the rskimos themselves. I wish to ern,phasize the fact that in addition_ to the impetus, given the reindeer industry, the
fairs are.deVeloOng the Eskimos along otherimportant

Among records that excel those of a year ago, the 10-mile course was covered in 27
minutes and 20 seconds. Last year it was 37 minutes and $ seconds. It will .also-be
noted that in the racing events the 'Woo fair wog much faster than the Noatak fair.I shouid state; in this connection, 'that the 'exhibitions were much bettor the horth-eh fair.

I believe the most important thing 'accomplished at theef air was the emphasis
placed upon the development of a real united Eskimo sentiment on:thatters that
'concern the natives vitally. This 'year the Megates elected'.at each fair five- head
herders who are to be ..their "lkders" during. the coral,* year. This. Ora yew* wewill not do:owl:to deillop this -idea, but the. second year will see a great deal of
authority placid, upon these head herders. . They have .already settled a *great many
minor. matters, and settled them -much more efficiently than I could have nnyself
They. have attempted to bind the herders togethOr and to get all of' the reindeer men.
to work together, especially in thel.diVision of .mrkets for meat. is much to*.be done along this line yet.

4,
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I thoroughly believe that the most hopeful factor in the situation today, and one
that will save the reindeer industry for the Eskimos,is the awakening of the natives
to their own responsibilities. Each fair will strengthen them'along this line.

Rerominendations.--(1) Expert supervision. 'We should secure the services of a
trained man to study the herds, improve breeding and fight disease.

(21 Native supervision. We should develop the head-herder idea as worked out
at the fairs and give several of the leading natives a very nominal salary, either as
teachers. from the education fund, or,;.as head herders from the reindeer fund.

(3) Secure an appropriation for the importation of 200 bulls from Siberia to improve
the stock,

1-ti Settle the matter of grazing rights.
(.5) Use a part of the funds, either education or reindeer, or both, for the support

of 11 skimp.
(6) Continue thy' fairs for at least three wars more.
(7) the chief of the division.tahould make a winter visit to northern Alaska in the

interesCof the reindeer indUstry.

REPORT OF WALTER H. JOHNSON, SUPERINTENDENT OF THE
WESTERN DISTRICT.

Inspvetion.,--Special effort Ittts 'made to visit the heretofore-uninspeAed villages
.and camps and, with a few exceptionS, every stream; bay, island, and village, was
visited. The villages near the mouth of the Kuskokwim River, as well as the section
north Of Bristol Bay, were visited by Assistant Superintendent John II. Kilbuck,
while the villages on:the Shazelnk slough were visited by W. E. Cochran. The
approximate distance traveled by the superintendent was MOO. miles-2,500 by
small gas Iloat.2,000 miles with. reindeer, and. 100 miles-with (legs. . While in confer-
ene with the chief of the division, at Seattle last. July, plans were made for explor-
ing the coast region. of the tundra district between the Yukon and .Kuskokwim

explor-
ing

. 'Rivers. As 'this coon *s a network of sloughs, small rivers, swamps, tide-flato,
.and-lakes, a small b( e enough for tyro men to sleep in. yet small enough to be
portable, was purchased, with a small detachalile engine. With this outfit I' was
able to make.the trip froth Hooper Bay to Bethel. traveling back and forth in a zilz-
zag course. along the coast until Nels'on Island:was rbacJied. From there the general
direct ion of travel was toward the east. by way of the large tundrt- lakes and the
tundra rivers until we arrived at. the Kuskokwim. River, which we -ascended until
the small slough or "dirty creek," as it is called, was readied. This is the antranee

of .:the Yukon- Kuskokwint portage, We crossed this pgrtage in five days, and
iie1iviittikw. of low water it. was IINTSSAry to carry .ott,r'outfit o ' five places,.sotne weretot lon !yardS .or more, *bile. two. were nearly a de in length. liming 'to'

carry a coniti. camping outfit besides an engine, gasoline, and a boat,'it was *cos-.
Sary for us to make seven relays-80 poundecor 1p spdlns of 'gasoline being considered
a .pack for one man in the soft moss- or muck that is found on low ground. We then
proceeded down the Yukon to -.St. Michael,.whence a trip toUna;al:leetan&retion'
Was Made befiire the freeie-4. Imniediatelfifter tile. break -u. tVaA made. to
Nunivak- and Nelson Jslands also to a few places that Iliad .been. unabto to reach
with a.small boat last fall. - -. :' , . ..: ._

I noyfeel. satisfrid--thio LT:haiie tluiroughly investigated .tonditions along the root:
islander and tundra. of this -distriCt. All investigations.*ere carried on with the
idea.Of locating schools or reindeer herds. Going south from 1,1ooper Bay not.a single
suitable site was found until. Nelson Island was reached; along the north and. east

..illiores.ofit there are no villages, the water being shallow when the tide is ottL Save0 camps or villages were found on this stretch of tundra, but they were len
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built in low places near sloughs, rivers, lakes, or the ocean. The best location.noticed
was situated about 50 miles north-northeast of Nelson Island; and though there were
no natives at this place, I believe that they would move to this low mountain if a
school were placed there. At Nelsoryillirdi the natives were found on the west and
south sides. They stag on the island for a few months in the summer and about three
months in the spring, fishing in the summer and sealing in the spring before the ice ,
goes out. Four days were spent at Turuina, on Nelson Island. A thortnigh investi-
gation was made as to the resources of this place. There is :very little game in'the
winter; in the spring the people some to the island for sealing, then after the ice goes
out they scatter along the west side of the island and fish. Codfish, herring, and
salmon Ire caught in abundance; water fowl abound; and berries are plentiful.
Driftwood is scarce, but sufficient is found for kindling, whilesto good veins of
are within 2 miles of Tununa. One vein is on the beach and can be leaded into boats,
while the other is high up on the hillsides. Both veins are accessible and as the coal
is of good quality it could be utilized to supply several of the (-oast schools, or at
least Hooper Bay and Nunivak Island. Nelson Island is not suitable for reindeer
grazing during the winter.

Nunivak Island has several small villages, the largest being located on the north-
east coast. This village has an ideal site foF a school, and the Nletluslist Missionary -
Society, -with headquarters at Nome, is planning to build a mission at this place.
The natives of Nunivak expressed their willingness to move wherever the school might
be located. As the land is quite higil and rolling, with gra'eel beaches. affording
good drainage, the soil was not so wet and muddy as that of the tundra district and
the people were not so muddy and dirty. At Kanrayuktaligamute, where the twit
site was found, there is a small stream for water: a little driftwivsl is gathered in the
bay; water 'fowl, fish, berries, and sea birds furnish food in the summer, while seal
hunting and fox trapping (white foxes) are profitable occupations during the winter.
The island is the, best adapted to the grazing of reindeer that I have seen.

By making a single portage of approximately 200 yards we were able to visit the
villages on the large lakes north and west of Bethel. These lakes, though apparently
deep, ale quite shallow and we were able to, touch bottom with our ears 5 feet
being the average depth, and often places were found a mile or more from Shore that
were only 3 feet deep. This has to be considered when the shoot site is decided
upqn. The villages are all located at the entrance of sloughs or small rivers, conse-
gaudy the ground is lower and not as suitable for building purposes as that found
farther back. A good location for a school NV noticed on a slough Itading from these
lakes into the Keskilkitim River. Here a native trader has a small store and one or
two native, families live near by, but the native village proper is across th,e river on
loweritround. if a school sheuld be built on the high ground it would he necessary
to have the natives tfiove across the river or the children would have to cross in oats
until the ice formed. The name of .this place; is Piagamnte andin the nearest village
.to the Kuskokwim River, being about 20 miles from Bethel by land and 50 by water.
The supplies could be shiplied to Bethel and then transferred t smaller boats for
transporting to the school'site.

The region north and west. from Akiak has not it sufficient number of natives to
warrant a school, ' Three midi villages were visited, with one or two families in each.
These people were invited to send their chiliken to Akiak,- Russian Minion, or lloly
Cross. In many places arrangements were made whereby parents in outlying vil-
lages placed their children with relatives located in dine proximity to a school, there-
by giving the children the benefit of a schooling 'without removing the parent from
his chessn hooting ground.

A school should be located-on the Kashungnuk River, near the Yukon, where
the last spruce timber is found. With a pooperative store, hospital, mission, doctor,
and s'nuree this plate would drive from all of the tundra villages within a radius of
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a hundred miles. Only in June can the supplies be boated from the Yukon into this
river and the supplies must come on the first boat on the opening of navigation. The
distance to the site is approximately 40 miles from the.Yukon by lend, a5d'a hundred
by water. Land travel is impossible in summer. Kaltag, 40 miles belQW Nulato, and
Ketlik, near the north mouth of the Yukon River, have sufficient children to war-
rant schools. A few of the Kaltag children attend school at Nu lato, and three or four
1I the Kotlik children either attend at St. Michael or Hamilton.

.schools. -1 believe that. all of the teachers realize that to do justice to the work
and the people, it is necessary to exercise a spirit of philanthropy. A teacher's
time is not his own, as he scLons finds out by experience, for often he is callCd at the
most inopportune times to assist in philanthropic deeds. A self-willed person, who
believes that he is giving up too much by laboring in this Alaskan country, is not
t lie sort of a worker the bureau will retain in the work. The teachers are all efficient,
and the general advancement of the communities shows that excellent work has been
done. This year special stress has been put on filling every desk and seat in the
schools. Many children 'living in distant villages were invited to come and live
with their relatives so as to be able to take advantage of the school. In the school-
room the children were taught to tan skins, make snowshoes, fish traps, fish nets, sleds,
draw maps of the region on a large scale, in addition to the _usual branches of study;
t he girls were instructed in cooking, sewing, and general housework, while the boys
studied and-practised agriculture. The best snowshoe maker in the vicinity was
invited to instruct the class, and in this way the_boys were soon able to turn out a
creditable snowshoe. In one ,village the best workman happened to he the chief or
spokesman, and he deemed it an honor to help the children and took great pride in
reaching them. The same inetlexl was used in making sltls, tanning skins, etc., while
all of the older men were invised to make additions to the large map of the region.
I n these ways theiolder interested children
and try to keep their children in school as long as risible. It is the exception,
rather than the rule, to find a parent that does not wish his child to attend school.
Should a teacher go about his work in a half-hearted way it not only affects the chil-
dren, but the whole village shows the lack of ambition.

Medical vork.Material for a hospital arrived at Akiak during the stammer of 1916,
but the boat that was to bring the carpenters, doctor, and nurse did not succeed in
nitaingits fall trip, so the building was not erected. However, a nurse managed to
reach Akiak via the Yukon River, crossing the portage. She visited the schools and
villages on the Kuskokwim River, and also the villages of the tundra. lier work was
of a Very satisfactory nature. A doctor will be in charge of the hospital, which will
be erected later.

At Nulato Doctor T.amh and his motllerearried on the work in an excellent manner.
The natives all trust Doctor Lamb end assist him in many ways. lie is to be trans-
ferred to . Akiak and the natives deplore the fact that their physician is to leave them.
Batley have been assured ri a doctor, and understand that the bpspital
he closed.

Shagelnk, Anvik, and Holy Cross are without the services of a physician. Holy
Cross has a small .hospital and a nurse in charge. A nurse is a great help in any com-
munity, but it is necessary that a doctor make m;casienalvvisits: Anvik will build
usmall infirmary Old it has been promised a nurse by its Nlihion Board. This infirm-
ary will be open to all natives, and as Anvik is conveniently located to Shageluk,
by winter trail, and as most of the Shageluk natives come to the Yukon to fish durinsiw
the summer, near Anvik,a doctor should be placed in this locality, with .heatIquar-
ters at Anvik. Rev. J. W. Chapman voiced We sentiment of the Anvik people by
stating that they-would be willing to prattle a place for the doctor to stay while at
Anvik. The doctor would travel among the 8hageluk, Holikachuket,slioly--Ctue,..

. . . ...1
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and Swiftwater natives. The only expense to thrbureau would be the drugs, travel
and salary of the dOctor.

A medical man should be stationed at. Mountain Village. If possible his wife
should teach the school. Tills doctor would make tripe into the tundra and visit
Pilot Station, Hamilton, and Akulurak. He would blaze the way for a hospital to be
placed on the tundra, later. At the present time the people of the lower Yukon are
without trained medical aid.

.The nurse at St. Michael. with the free aid given by. the poet surgeon, is able to
handle the situation very satisfactorily. I trust that some arrangement Can be made
with the War Department whereby the Interior Department can either pay for the
services of their doctor at St. Michael or else have the doctor appointed to fill Loth
positions. If this can not be done then the bureau should by all means send in a
physician. This physician could attend to the native work of the surrounding villages
find also care for the white- population of the town. In the summer undoubtedly
the doctor could add to his salary by caring for the work of the transportation com-
panies, who have headquarters at St. Michael.

A nurse should be appointed to visit the villages of Norton Bay; she should travel
between Unalakleet and Shaktoolik. A small infirmary should be fitted up at either
of these places. Whenever funds are available a doctor should be located on Norton
Bay, with headquarters at Unalakleet. At present these people come to St. Michael -.
for aid, and as their ailments are often of a serious nature and require the services of a
physician, they-have to call on the post surgeon, whose fees are in accordance with
other prices in Alaska: These people can ill afford to pay such fees.

Reindeer.This great industry is advancing by leaps and bounds, and if the bureau
wishes to maintain its supervision, it will soon be necessary to appoint a man to have
complete charge of all the reindeer in the country.: This'fudividualshould familiarize
himself with the busineris from all standpointamarketing, grazing, breeding, herding,
diseases, etc. I do not mean that his jurisdiction should apply to all owners of reindeer,
except when it became necessary to exercise authority in dealing with diseases,
branding, disposition of .strays, and the approving of grazing tracts: Not only is this,
in4stry of economic importance to the Eskimo but in the near future will prove.a
factor in the meat supply of the States;

Nunivak Island has a grazing area of approximately 1,000 equate miles. The land
wit is hilly and well drained,.has very little brush, and iscovered with the ['luck growth of

reindeer moss that I ha4 ever seen. The nearest land is about 30 miles away and as
it is seldom frozen over,ltheydeiar could not stray. I estimate that Nunivak !eland
would continually feed 10.000 bead. of adult reindeer. Being in the direct line of
ocean-travel, no difliclilty would be experienced .in getting the meat to a good market.
The Government should place deer on this island at once. The Hooper Hay herd is
availible and could be driven to Nelson Inland for transporting to NuniVak at any .time.

The Hooper Bay herd will be moved. to a new location, for all of the available
young men in this vicinity have been taught the work and now own, deer. The plan
is to place the, herd nearer the Yukon River for a year, unless the Government decides
to place this herd.on Nunivak

'The GoVernment training herd at Pilot Station will be moved to Shageluk. The
Kinak herd has been moved up the Kuskokwim to the eastward of Akiak. The gen-
%el trend of these herds is toward the east and,the Indian will be given an opportunity
to'again enter the industry. Critics say that the Indian will not make a good herder.
Next winter the Shageltik Indians will try to prove their ability as deer men and they
are now preparing for the ivork.

. .

The Holy Cross Mission herd is still in the vicinity of Andreafsky,. under the direct
supervision of the bureau. Though the Bureau has. kept a close-supervision of this
herd thre have been no surplus males to send the mission for food. This herd will
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undoubtedly be turned over at the first opportunity and the mission given another
chance to manage it. I believe that it is necessary that they put a competent herder
in charge and pay him a salary, he to have complete control of the herd. That is, .
if they intend to make a financial project out of the herd and raise the deer for a profit,
instead of using the hard as a training schooner furthering the industry. .Two trained
men will do the work of four apprentices and the expense of supplying an apprentice
is as much. if hot more than that of a herder. consequently the Government does not

;make a profit on its herds but it does continually train new men and introduce the
industry to new communities. . a. .

A new herd will be started by thking the herders' and apprentices' deer from the
mksion and Government herds near Pilot Station., This herd will be placed near
Pilotlot Station. .

.

The Nu lato pill:ins were given an opportutiity,..to become rekdeer owners and
herders several years ago when a herd was placed It. They did not take kindly
to the industry and the deer were removed. For t le last three years these people
have realized their folly and have tried every means at their disposal to get deer.
It has been impossible to.grant their request, and they are not capable of caring for
deer. However, arrangements were made 'whereby young men of Nulato or vicinity
could enter the industry assapprentices. Several requested positions and site were
placed in herds near ljnalakleet. When these young men become trained herders
the deer that the Nulato people had_whet the herd-was 'removed from there, will be
placed with the young men and a new herd will be started and plived near Nulato'.
At present no nettleuient can be made, for by virtue of their contracts they forfeited
their deer wljeti they abandoned the herd. The Government wishes to give them
every opportiinity.to get these deer back and if the young mentstiek for the four-years
of their apprenticeship: they will receive the nuwber that they originally owned.

Within a radius of aRendred miles of St. Michael there are seven herds. There is a
tendency of herders to place their herds its near tts possible to market. Regardless of.
crazing ground. they will let their deer remain at one place until the moss is practically
destroyed. Every foot of available coast line near St. Michael is taken up by reindeer
herders, partly .because of camping and tiahing facilities near salt water, and partly :
because of easy access to market. Owing to this ready market many of the natives; :.
killed all Males, even those', not yet grown. because they knew that the meat
could be sold. However, there are times when reindeer meat is not to be found on the
market. This is generally in the spring when the deer are poor and travel is difficult
because of the trails.

It is the policy of the bureau to continue to introduce deer into new section 1n the
country. With this end iu View arrangements have been.made whereby parts of the
Sitircick and Angoolook herds twill be moved to new grazing grouuds. The bureau
has promised these natives that it will do all in its power to recognize the priority
rights of any man putting a herd in a new Ideality. This has a salutary effect on this

. phase of the work: When a herd is located hear a village or town, the young men and
herders spend much of their time visiting and do not properly care for their deer,
There is less dissatisfaction and 'the mon are lesi liable to sell off their young males, "
when the herd is not located near a town with several stores.

Parasites.Thefe are severalllies that infest reindeer, the principal one being the
warble fly. These Mee deposit' their eggs during the mouths of July and August.
The larvae lure found as early as October scattered aloitg the back of the deer. Here
they remain until May and June, when they work their waytout through the skinind
fall to the ground. I have been unable to determine the length of time required for

Abe metamorphosis to take place, but 1 believe that the, cycle is completed in
one year. These larvae make Miles is the akin and render it practically valueless. ,

' A deer that is covered with warbles becomes.poor, There is also a fly that deposits'
its egg, or at least the larvw make their way into the larynx and in the sprit
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.
they are found fastened to the upper back. aide of the membrane. They are
sneezed or coughed out during May and June. 1 know of no harm that they cause
the deer, unless the numerous cases of "crazy in the head" that the herders report
are occasioned by this parasite. So far no cure has been found. but I feel positive that
proper spraying will do much t,, relieve the deer and eaveJliquitands of dollars to the
industry.

Fairs.Two reindeer fairs were held in this district last winter. The fair at Akiak
' was presided over by Assistant Superintendent John II. Kilbuck. while the one at

Shaktoolik was in charge of the superintendent. At both of these fairs committees
had of the detail work.

REPORT OF JOHN H. KILBUCK, DETAILED AS ASSISTANT SUPERIN-
TENDENT OF THE WESTERN DISTRICT.

This report has to do with the eastern section of the western district, drained by
the Kuskokwim River and its tributaries. During the year all the schools were
visited three times, except Goodnews. which was reached only twice, while Bethel
was officially visited four times. Besides the visitation to the schools, nine reindeer
camps were inspected, one new herd established, and the United States herd of Kinak

. was combined with the Government herd at Kalkak. A side trip was also made t6
the schools at, Togiak and Kulukak. SAmething like 1,690 miles were traveled, MO
by motor boat, 175 by dog teams, and 1,155 by deer.

In this section of the western district there are at present four fully established
United States public' schools. named in the order. of establishment: Bethel, Quin-
hagak, doodnews,,and Akialc. There was a fifth school at Kinak, lint it was discon-
tinued after last year. the building being dismantled and moveeto Eek. The villaiw
of Eek was founded some years ago by enterprising natives from several villages, who
started out with the idea of having a school in their midst for t heir children. Bight at
the outset a site was-reserved for the school buildings, an act of faith which now'
begins hi be a reality. To this place the Kinak school building was transferred and
it is now partially set ntp. The school property is stowed away in the cabins of the'
natives. The Eck village is on teriver of the ['came name, emptying into the Kuskok-
wim, on the left bank, about 60 miles below Bethel. It is on high tundra, the cram,
try about it being open and stretching out in a plain to the hills at least 25 miles

. away. The river is fringed with stunted willows and alder, the latter being the
laincipal fuel. Driftwood is picked. up on the main river and' floated up to the
village, a distance of at least 20 miles. There is a rise of about 4 feet of tide at the vil-
lage. When the Eek school is fully established the population will increaie rapidly,
as there are many families ready to move to the new settlement as anon as the school
is opened.

It would be well_if the department realized that this work at Eek will not he a small
affair and therefore deserves substantial buildings.- The present building is hardly
anitable for this open tundra, where blizzards rage unbroken and untamed by timber
or hills.

There is a fine opening (or a school at Quigillinguk, on the Lay about 40 miles from
Cape Avinof. There are now fully 60achool children in the village with every prms-

, poet of 20 more shortly after a school is opened, The Moravian Mission has established
a station here. The church building is so arranged that Itean be turnedinto a school-
room , sufficiently large to accommodate 50 or,60 pupils.

Each school has its own peculiar conditions to contend with, the principal one
being the inadequate force. The majority of the teachers had too many scholars in
crowded rooms to do good work. At Bethel an traistant was called in to relieve the'
sitnation tor a leaf months. The teachers, however, did their beet, and it is to their
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credit that they were not .altogether discouraged. The attendance w. -, good and
regular at all the schools, except at Bethel, where the scholars were mor, tardy in
spite of the efforts of the teachers. The natives of this village were introd teed to
the white man's dance and they took it up enthusiastically. The coneequen e was
thamhette dances occurred rather frequently, and as they were carried on into the
morning hours, and the entire families attended, the scholars were usually in bed
when the school bell rang. The threat to enforce the compulsory attendance law
had its desired effect in securing better attendance.

.t-

In general, the people led orderly hips, as far as we could see, and there were no
t reports of drinking by the natives, Three white men concluded to quietly put away

the native women they were living With when their attention was drawn to the fact
that they were breaking the law of the hied. A native man and woman are both under
'probation of good behavior after having lived together illegally.

- The us' of poison for catching fur- bearing animals occurs almost every winter and
this one was no exception. The white man has been the transgressor. This winter
poison was evidently put out near the native village of Apokak and in ,proximity to
the trail used by the natives when going for wood. A native lost all of his three dogs
while driving, because they had eaten something that they had picked up beside the
traill

There was a time when a native population of fully 3,000 occupied the Kuskokwim
valley, not inchttling the natives on what is known as the west coast, which extends
along the right shore of Kuskokwim Bay as far as Nelson Island, with a populatiqa of
about 1,500 souls. Beginning with the advent of. la grippe in 1890, and recerring
annually with the arrival of the ships from the outside, the mortality among the natives
increased. In 1900 an epidemic of measles complicated with pne"monia reduced the
population by one-third and left the rest in a weakened state. At the present time
there may be something over 2,000 natives in this valley and the west coast.

The teacher of sanitation, Mrs. Lulu A. Evans, this year examined .608 individuals.
Of this number 204 people have tuberculous histories or active symptoms, cough,
rapid pulse and breathing, or hernoptysis regardless of temperature.. This means that
we know that more'than a third of the people examined have only a limited time to
live. About half of the remainder are proncieed normal, and the rest are below .

normal. This statement of the physical con lion of the natives is alarming, but it
is true to tfie best of our knowledge. The general health of the people this past year
was about as it is usually. However, the call for medical attention so demanded the
time of the nurse that Mrs. Evans was relieved from her duties in the'schoolroom at
Akiak. She was detailed to especially look after Akiak and Bethel, teaching sanita-
tion in the villages/Ind the schoolrooms. Oteater results were obtained among the
school children than among the old folks,' the latter being more set in their habits.
Special assignments were also given her to visit Tulksak, Eek, Kwigluk, Akiatshoak,`
and Quinhagak. She has never hesitated to go where duty called her, night or day,
through rain or snow, cold or heat.

The annual reindeer fair occurred in January. The interest in this midwinter
event was as great as when it was introduced four years ago. There were spectators
from as far away as Iditarod. The prizes, furnished by local merchants, were numer-
ous and valuable enough to excite the keenest competition. Everything passed off
well. The court bad many questions brought up for decision, and the jury is to be
congratulated for the. impartial decisions it rendered in every ease, The competitive
examination of apprentices as to the taro of deer and a herd was a new feature of the
fair. 'The chief herders alsodermulated an experimental course of training for appren-
tices, -for the full term of apprenticeship.

Recommendations.:-.1. That the herds at Togiak and liulukak be c biped, With
headquaitera at Kulukak. The two herds together would make o good herd, and
reduce the expenses.
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2. That the Goodnews herd be ti nsferred elsewhere, where the distribution of the
deer to the natives could be carried on. The natives of Goodnews d take to the
reindeer industry, and probably never Will:

3. That new schoolhouses be built at Akiak, Bethel, Eek, and Quinhagak as soon aspossible. At Quinhagak the United States public school is in a rented building. Allthe buildings at the above places are no longer adequate to hold the school children
comfortably, and not eacher is able to do good work in crowded quarters. The school
is an attraction to the natives in outlying villages and hence they arc moving to them.
The &well; at Akiak and Bethel will require three teachers in the near future.

4. That the new schoolhouses be made of logs, which are abundant in this region.
By dressing all four sides of the logs a very ileatiend substantial building can be erected.
There will be a great saving of full. fere, at Akiak there is a log schoolhouse and aframe one, t he priginal sclux4. The log house requires about seven cords of weed
while the other one will use up' 5, and then not be ,comfortable in cold, windy weather.

REPORT OF ARTHUR H. MILLER, ACTING SUPERINTENDENT OF THE
SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICT.

. .

Inspecting the work of the schools in the Copper River, Prince WilliaM Sound,
and Cook Inlet regions, 1 have travelled by train, boat, automobile, stage, dog-team,
and on foot more thau 4,000 miles, covering only -a port iort of the district. ,

The question of extending the work of the Bureau of Education in order that it mayreach and serve the needs of natiTes remotely situated from the Government schools
now established, appears to me of paramount importance. To-attempt establishing
a school at every point where a village, of 50 or i0 natives is locateil dues, not seem to
be a solution of this question, nor good policy.

Until the natives I Ivi nu within a radius of 40 or 541 miles of the schools already
established avail themselves of the benefits of these schools, it hardly seems good
business policy to go to the eSpense of maintaining numerous small schmils. Con-versely, the 'schools now maintains shouldshould be equipped in such a manner as tojustify the native to COMP to the Gov nment school and ktave a means of Making aliving for his family. Then, after we lave offered the

the
an oppertunitysto

work and earn a livelihood, the responsibility is not with the Bureau of Education if..--

they will not take advantage of it. We believe if -it were possible to add de-
partments of industrial education to the schools at present maintained, such as boat
building; carpenter shops for the making of furniture, shops for the manufacture of
sheet-iron stoves, equipment for the salting and canning of fish, that the .question of
getting the. natives to move from some distance to fiat schools we now have would besolved.

If the fund so expended could be made reimbursible,, so that the -product of the
natives' labor could be sold, I believe the natives would thus become self-supporting

.within a reasonable number of years.
It would be difficult to overestimate the great serce the Bureau of Education has

rendered in establishing by Executive order,, land, fishing,-and teiadeer-grazing
reserves to be used for the benefit of the natives. At Tatitiek, where the fishing
reserves haVe been secured, the income of the natiVes has greatly increased.

At Tyonek, the Moquawkie reserve has increased the income of the natives from a --
mere existencelo several thousand dollars each year. This will, I believe, ituttre the
Success of the liative Cooperative Store, The natives at this place feel much en-
couraged, and have alreadf expressed their willingness to raise a thousand dollars
among themselves to start the store, This amount, with -$800 the teacher has cons,
tented to loan them, and' the snowshoe industry already established, should give the
natives at Tyonek A working capital Ofmore than $2,000 .
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If the fishing out put at Tyonek could be sold directly to the consumer as a finished
prodtict the financial question would be solved for. that village, but the lark of harbor
facilities is the one hindering factor to be overcome.

I first visited Tyonek four years auo. At that time an epidemic of measlettr had just
ravaued the native's and their condition was wretched. Too much credit can not be
riven to those who were instrumental in securing the reserve for the natives, which
marks a new era for them.

We believe the t haw is rapidly approaching when the exploiting of Alaskan natives
wilfbeit thing of the past. Though there yet remains much to be done, no one who
has known Alaskan natives for a considerable number of years doubts that ad vance-
mvia has been mad.. mecum them where schools have been established and proper
christianizing inlluetires have obtained.

The plan of rentraliziwg the population would materially assist in the adminis-
tration of medical relief and adequate supervision. The doctors now under reaular
appointment can not reach the sea 'red natives. The doctors as well Mahe teachers,
as far as my knowledge extends, ar conscinhtiously performing their duties. It is
no more than just to say that tlwn there are many rases of mistreatment and in-
justie done the natives by a certain lass of UlldeSitabk9 there are many instances of
kindness and assistance'rendered the n by a majority of the citizens of Alaska.

I desire to/call the special attention of- the Commissioner of Education and the
Chief of the Alaska Division to the need of establishing a reserve for the natives of
hCopper River. In my opinion

importance and value of olitainintt this reserve.
too much emphasis can not be placed the

Reii,:inf ipstituriou.The scarcity offish and game in the Copper River Valley has
caused a general destitution never before known among the natives and madwit
'imperative that sorneth;pg be done to relieve the condition. Consequently, this
phase of the work at coppyr Center has. been forced upon our Mt( lion as a first con-
sideration. In order that. a policy of merely distributing. rat ions avoided, it was
thought best that all ablemdied natives should be.requireld to do v rk in return for
what was given them: only needy widows, orphans and the sick w e supplied with
food free of charge.

Approximately )4,00 pounds of supplies were sent from Seattle and in return for
collft'ai. supplies the natives, under Hi); direction, cut the logs, hauled them to ground

adjacent to the Government school, (teeted a building, 22 by' 2 feet,
12 feet high, and whipsawed the lumber for the rafters. to mean sent from Seattle,
the doors and windows for this building and 'sufficient roofing for the same. The

logs are all in place, the openings for doors and windows cut, door and window fraMes
whip-cawed and pelt in, and the rafteM up and braced. When this building is inclosed,
which should be done this fall, it will ho a creditable looking edifice suitable for a
public, meeting place in which the natives may hold their council meetings or a
splendid. building for a cooperative site should the natives become prosperous enough
to start one.

In addition to putting up this building, the natives have built about d mile of
eteellent fence along the Government road from the experimental farm buildings to
the:',Gayornment school, 'adding greatly to the appearance and utility of the Govern-
ment reServe.. By dotng this work we have not only been able to relieve the dosti.
tution among the Copper River Indians, but have at the same time received labor
equal'in value to the amount expended for destitution supplies.

I have dins boon able to give them instruction in carpentry and building. Tho
natives hav'e taken interest in their work, and we believe it rolle40 great credit upon
them. Those natives are excellent axemen and loggers. All they need is theoppor.

. tumty to be developed Into useful citizens. .

Very little has been accomplished during the past year in the teaching of sewing
and cooking, because no woman teacher h been at Copper Center. In response to
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the request sent. out by the chief of the'Alaska Division, asking the natives to plantgardens in order to add to the food supply because of war conditions, the peopleof Copper Center, l'pper and Lower Tonsina have planted larger gardens than everbefore.
Each year shows advancement among these natives in cleanliness in their homesand in keeping their yards free from garbage, but there is much room for improve.

ment in the proper ventilation of houses during the winter months.
Diseases have been treated by the medical sergeant of the Army, James E. Young,

who has conscientiously Aministeret1 medical aid to all natives calling at the ArmyHospital. In a number of instances he has 'mule, trips to the native villages and
treated serious cases of sickness with vood results.

No deaths have occurred during the year at Copper ('enter. but five deaths have
been reported to its from other points on the ('upper River tone at Tailina lake, twoat 'Lower Tonsina: and two at Gulkaua. Seven births have been reported four atCopper Center., two at lower Tonsina:and out at Upper Tonsina.

Centralization t the population, I believe, is the oil) pact icable method for thecare and ethicatiun oft ho 'ripper Itiver natives.
If the fishing resources of the Copper River can he conserved for the benefit of these

natives, sufficient funds may I herelly be derived to establish industries hereny they
may be provided with work to earn their living and assistance rendered for the build,ing of suitable home+ and a model village estaidished on the splendid site adjacentto the Government school.

The observance of law and moral conditions is well during-the .teacher's
term of resideiice, bat. as soon as the instructor leaves th'e place delinquencies arenearly always in evidence. This is the principal reason why I recommend that ateacher be appointed for 12 months in the year.

In none of the-villages I have visited have the natives vet availed themselves ortheopportunity provided by the Territorial legislature ofbevonling citizens. At Copper,Center four or five of the young men are preparing themselves to take the -examinationrequired, and I believe it is only a question of a few years when loony of the youngermen will do so in many of the villages.
Waco Ewan, the assistant teacher, is a product of the work of the Bureau of Educa-tion at Copper Center. At the expense of this bureau he was seat to Juneau n fewyears ago to be operated upon for a tubercular leg. This operation probably savedthis young man's life, permitting him to return to (upper Center and attend the Gov-ernment school where he readied the studies of the seventh gratk at the age of 15.Ile has not only 'done good work as assistant teacher during the p-ast school year, buttheyork has been a decided benefit to him, stimulating in him a feeling of commend-able pride in assuming the resPonsibilitim of a teacher and. awakening in him a realize-don of the value and benefits of education.

CANNERY INTERFERENCE WITII FOOD SUPPLY.
.

Owing to the decided shortage in the supply of salmon, the natives of the 'Copper
River have found it proportionately difficult to obtain their living during the yearjust past.

I have succeeded in securing employment for a few of the Chitina natives at sectionwork on the Copper RiVtkr Jr Northwestern Railroad: About 20 Copper River nativels
find employment at the canneries, but most of them live such a great distance that itis a very difficult, matter to get them to and from the canneries. .This can readily bedone on the coast, where the cannery companies send boats for them, bides supply-ing them with boats and, gene. it is not only expensive Tor the Copper River nativesto get to the canneries, but also expensive for them wh returning.

The Copper River Packing Co. agieed this year to trans the nativee.to the can-nery from Chitina and after the fishing season closed to return to the same point
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by train, which would have been a material advantage to the natives, as it would have
made it possible for them to get to the cannery in time to get ejually good fishing

with the white fishermen. After I had completed this arrangement and secured
a limnber of native fishermen for them, the company entered into negotiations with
the chief of the Chitina natives, making it an inducement to him to bring the natives
dos it the ('upper River in a boat. After bringing them to the cannery by this method,
%% Oh no ex pence to the cannery, the natives were obliged to get home the best way they.

This, of course, was dole by the company to avoid the expense of getting
p,ople to and from the cannery rather than to meet the more exacting requirementi
node by the writer-in favor of the natives.

In this report I' shall not treat in detail the subject of cannery interference with
he native food supply, which was discussed at length in my report of June 30, 1916,
Liu merely state that conditions as therein set forth are increasingly worse during
he present fishing season and deal briefly in a general way with filets that I personally

ol.served at the fishing grounds only a few weeks prior-to this date.
During the present year two additional cannery companics have entered the field

and are fishing in the waters of the Copper River on an extensive scalp with modern
goal-. and equipment, and now the Copper River Packing Co., the ('arlislo racking
Co.. the Northwistero Fisheries Co.-, and the Canoe Pass Packing Co. are 1111 fishing
in the waters of the Copper RiVer above the delta and as far up as MileTifty Five.

I am eticourhged, however, by the fact that the Bureau of Fisheries has senta special
investigator to inspect the fishing operations in the waters of the Copper River during
the present. fishing season. This representatiye of the 'Government, Dr Gilbert, of
tanford University, the writer interviewed in Cordova", Alaska, only a le* days ago,

presenting in detail to hire the subject from the Standpiiint of the natives.
The fact t hat the Bureau of Fisheries has taken' cognizance of comlilions on the

copper.lti yer not only through careful and thorough investigations by its regular
.representat iv es, but also by sendinif a special investigator this spring tosurvey eon -
ofitiunx iu there waters, seems encouraging evidence of a purpose to get at all the facts.
I am of the opinion that the Bureau of Fisheries will take the inevitable action of
closiniz the Copper River to cannery fishing, in order to prevent the depletilln (3 the
supply of salmon and reserve the waters, subject to careful regulation by Executive
order, for the benefit of the natives, who are first entitled to them.

. I believe it behooves the Bureanof Education to use all honorable means to con-
serve the fishing resources of the Copper River for the natives, because of the con-
stantly increasing burden of caring for destitute natives as a matter-of policy, but
also for the more valid reason of saving this race of.peoplefrifro certain decitdence and
extinction: With the funds that may be derived from the leasing of these waters,
the-Copper River natives may be provided. with industrial training and education
that will during the life -of;a 20-year lease develop them into a worthy and self-
supporting people.

I therefore most respectfully and earnestly-urge that rem* d and vigorous effort
'ho put tort h by the officials of the Bureau of Education toward securing the necessary
action to close the Cepper River to cannery fishing, reserving that.portion of its waters
described in my report Of June 30,.1016, for the natives, to be leased with its fishing
rights in the manner therein set forth and the fundsderived thereby expended for
the care and educition of the Copper River natives.
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OF CHARLES W. HAWKESWORTH, SUPERINTENDENT OF
THE SOUTHEASTERN DISTRICT.

The monthly report cards, forwarded by the teachers of the 14 schools in the district,show that we have administered to the educational, social, economic and ne.ralii4deof 3,335 natives of Alaska. These are 'listed in tribes as follows: Thlingets, 7,467.;
Taint ',seam 531; I l ydas, 334.

From this total population of 3,335 in the district, 1,050 have been enrolled in the14 schools.
. During the school year of seven months, which is the period of time covered by therepowt cards, we have had births and 12; deaths. These deaths were due mostly
to tbo epidemic of measles that sprinit Moughout Southeast Alaskwduring the months4of January and February. In Ilydabure alone during the rehool year there were 2i
d1.1101S. It is our aim to :wean as .1.1,111:11(? record as possible of tin' vital statistics-of datives for the-entire 12 months and thus to -ascertain heyend a doubt the increase
or decrease in the native population of Alaska.

The entire force of the bureau in the district during.t he year consisted of I super-intendent, 1 doctor, 5 nurses, and 2s b.:tellers. The- teachers, of Imeessity, are re-quired to be specialists in kindergarten and primary work, for the reason that percoat of the total ennilltnent in the listriet consists of kindergaiten children; 3s per' cent are in the fir:+t and second mulles, while only -_11 per cent are iii the third andfourth grate', 4.S per vent in.the fifth and sixth grades, and only 2.2 per cent in theseventh and eighth grades. i
In order to start a unifticlu school system, we introduced Thompsou's MinimumEssentials last fall, and worked the same papers in all of the schools, but this was only

. one step toward grading. Another step was the schisil fair at NIellakatla. '1111r
was for each of the 11 schools to keep every pad piece of work done in any of the. variedbranches during' Um year and forward the saute 4t Metlakatla on 1Vaiihingten's birthdayforthe school fair exhibit. We had planned a contest for the same time betweeustheschoolti of Metlakatla, Ityplaburg, and Xlawoek, in order to bring those three Mostproressive schools 'in the district into rinser fellowship, and through-good-natured
competition in spelling matches, arithmetic tests. prize speaking tl'ontests, as -well ascontests in athletic events, to create a pride it1ilthe h'ical schools andmouse enough
interest to keep the older boys and girls at home rather than go away to the Itidian
school's-in the States,

The Metlakatla fair; considering the fact that we had most unpleasant weatherduring the week, was a great'sneCess. The entire teaching staff from klutvoek, withtheir most promising pupils, came, alto the teaching staff and members Of the School,as well as the Boy Scouts squad, from II ydaburg. No greater incentive has ever beengiven to these three'schools than that of the fair. All the advantages iif a teachers'
conference we hail, phis the additional advantagC of the boys and "gills seeing whatothers had actually accomplished. All were aina4ed at the nautical knowledge of the

. Boy Scouts front llydaburg in tying semi) 20 different kinds et knots. Their abilityin first -aid work, so necessary in this hour of the world war, and their.ability to use 06'commerciartelwraph, won the admiration of all. Theptize-spOiking-coutizt between, Nfetlalcatla and Klawoek brought' to mind that the natural oratory of the Indian is Ii3tor,..7no means litit'when the boys and. girls speak in English..
I haVe seldom, irever; lietiitt Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, or the great speech ofPatrick Henry, given with more convincing, power than when those orations weredelivered by boys from. Metlakatla; the Klawock contestants .44r fair wero muchyounger, but showed excellent. strength. 'Their exhibit was readily vanted firsta o by the judges, and their prize- speaker,.a young girl 'of 12 years, won the first

rollors of the fair, a gold medal, in the prize - speaking contest.
An additional incedko brought out by tho fair was that t schools could 'have.bands. Practically every native town in Southeast Alaska has its band.- We eug-.
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.1. METLAKATLA. THE GIRLS' BASKET-BALL TEAM.

11. METLAKATLA. SOME or THE YOUNG MEN.
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1. THEAEW CANNERY AT METLAKATLA.

B. OATS AT KLUKWAN, IN SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA.
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A. UNITED STATES PUBLIC SCHOOL, WRANGELL.
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A. TEACHERS FOR THE SCHOOL AT WAINWRIGHT AND THEIR FUTURE
NEIGHBORS, LEAVING THE U. S. S. -BEAR."

- R. UNITED STATES MAIL CARRIER. UPPER YDKON DISTRICT.
Except (luring the season of open navigation In midsummer, mall for the schools in the interior

reaches them over frozen truth.
.
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gested at.the fair that a teacher could get his pupils to school at any hour he saw fit,
if he offered an incentive. Mr. Hibbs, of Klawock, organized a school band as a result
of inspiration received at the fair, and had it meet from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m., and the boys
were all on time.

These boys had never played any instrument, but by the end of the year he had
trained them so well that they played an orchestra of 16 pieces. This shows that in
order to increase the 7 per cent attendance in the grades from the fourth up, we must
offer an additional inducement, and if the schools can take the bands of the towns it
will greatly assist.
' Not only is there the benefit to the schools of such an organization, but it is a physical

development to the individual 11.9 well. We mush start a campaign to create a stronger
body for the natives. It is evident to any Alaskan that natives as a race are weaker
and have less physical endurance than they had 30 yearsago.. One reason is that they
have not learned the white children's 'system of play. Confined to closely in the
schoolroom without sufficient outside exercise many of the weak-chested boys and
girls decline in health.

The industrial development of Metlakatla continues with gratifying success. The
old sawmill that was supposed to. be absolutely beyond use, with an -outlay of only
8123.07 for repairs, has cut and sold 82,001.48 worth of lumber. The water line.ia
extended throughout the town and into the school building. The new cannery is
being built with lumber cut at the local mill, and native workmen are furnishing the
labor. The town is well united in its aims for pr6gress, and we are all much encouraged
Over the prospect for an industrial and educational center at Metlakatla.

With a tradb school established in Metlakatla, also a weekly school publication;with
local correspondents in each of the 14 towns of the district furnishing reports of local
events, a brief account of current events, and with articles of instruction contained
in each wee lay issue, I see a most valuable field for intensive instruction. I would
have the pu ication sent into every Indian home in Southeast Alaska, and I am cer-
tain i.hat since ours is the age of the written rather than the spoken word, we would
give more real instruction to the 3,p5 people living it the district than is possible in
any other way. 7

The Metlakatla CommercialCe., which came into existence lath year, has built a
big store on a strategic earner in the town. Its first few months of business were most
discouraging, It now has a paid up capital stock of mote than 87,0007

The lumber business at I lydaburg has also been considerably larger this year than
'ever before. The mill there shows a sale of $4, 029.37 in lumber. The lumber market
in Seattle has raised the prices so high that the canneries are dernandinwAlaska lum-
ber now, while only two years ago they could get Oregon fir delivered at the canneries
cheaper than the Alaska mills could furnish.

A new incentive has come to Klaivock in getting an additional section of tfie town
surveyed and a poet office established in the native town. This has been badly needed
during the past years.

The towns of Hoonah and Kake, which have been more steeped in tribal customs
tan most 4f the other towns of the district, are manifesting a worthy pride,. They
have cooperated and plan to join the Forest Seririce in surveying the towns and build-
ing made. Both are almost a mile from their canneries, and both have agreed to
furnish the labor to build the proposed readwayb if the Forest Service would furnish
the material. Tribal homes along the water feint are customary in Kake and Hoonah.
TJiere are no lots suiVeyed behind these shore lines, consequently the people, of neces-
sity, are-forced to live in houses consisting of one big room, in which areeoine eight
beds in full ,view of all ip the room. The chief of the Forest Service, Mr. Weigle, of
Xetchikao, whose most viluable assistance to our work I wish-to selmowledgo, his.

.39799°7-18--3
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assured me that these two towns wouldbe surveyed in the fall. I am looking for greatprogress at both Rake and Hoonah.
Regarding Indian landsa matter wliieh has been brotightto the knowledge of allteachers and the superintendent through Circular No. 491 of the General Land Office--I have to report that I have made an intensive application of the law in each town!have visited.
The natives are accused by various white men and by some of the !Arid Officeofficials of retarding the development of Alaska. Wheti a settler aliplies for a home-

stead and builds his cabin and plants his garden, a native comes there and claims the
ground lecause of former occupation. We readily see the reason of this; an Indian,
naturally, does' not take any step toward making a recorded claim for an allounentuntil hesees the "white man on the land.

In order to offset this custom I have,urged all natives who claim land to get their
corner poets set, their notices up, and their applications in the Land Office at once and
thus anticipate any future claim by white men. .0

I have proposed tg the Land Office officials that a time limit be set, say until' 1920
or 1921, offering to the natives during that period every opportunityt to enter a claim in
the Land Office for all land ever used by them. After that date they would receive nospeciallavore. From that time oti,-if they wished to apply for an allotnent or home,
stead, they would have to enter their claims the same ae white men.

SECTION 2.-REPORTS BY PHYSICIANS.

REPORT OF DR. JAMES P. MOONEY, JUNEAU. '

4

These two villages of Juneau and Douglas I do not regard as typical, for the reasonthat there is too much contact heat with outside itifluences. What the natives needis help, not hindrance. Get them out in the open more and give them the benefits
of our knowledge of sanitation and public health and you will have done much for thenatives of southeastern Alaska. -

Our hospital je new, and it will be some time before the nail es learn to appreciate
- its full value. But judging by the way they have patronized it, there will be need of

extra accommodations before next fall.
Last November and December we had an epidemic ofameasles in the village, and

very few of the children escaped, but, on the whole, there were few complications.
Some of the other villages suffered more than Juneau, and yet I am sure there were._
many fatalities that were only hastened by the inception of measles. On the whole
this has been a fairly good year as regards health conditions.

Our hospital has been full most of the time sincethe 1st of Qctober, and many. times
the women's waiting list was two weeks in advance. The men's ward was not socrowded, as a rule. We had 164 admissions up to the writing of this report, represent-
ing 3,476 days of treatment. A great really willingly paid thesenall charge forboard
at.least 60 per cent.. In fact, those who paid were the.onee who seemed to appliciale
the met what was being done for them, There were 1,750 clinic patients, beskies
many out calls made in the villages. af

During this time I hkve performtx1 operations as follows: Thirty-two laparotornies,
3 hernias, 2 kidney operations, 3 gall-bladder operations, removing 71 gallstones from
one and 23 from another, and removing the gall bladder in still another; 3 amputations,
3 bcine cases (resecgons or parts of humerus, etc., all tubercular). In three instances
I removed all the-glands of the neck, and two others only part. There were several
cases where gland here and there had to be removed, sometimes under local aid
sometimes under general anesthesia. There were also 4 curettage'', 4 circumcisions,
2 cases of perineorrhaphy,.. 1 cystecele, 1 radical. mastoid, and 1 antrum. There
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were numerous minor eye operations. besides 5 major ones. as cataract, enucleation,
etc. There was one case of ununited fracture of rib that was anchored, with goodresults. There have been many CaSC8 of tnnsilsind adenoids that were operated uponand taken home in the afternoons, aside from the 11 cases that were entered upon myregister. There was also one case of external urethrotomv.

The above does not include the numerous caeca of minor surgery that were done inthe chili:, under local anesthesia, such as removal of the nasal septum, turbinates,
lipomas. amputations of fingers, etc.

We have many-interesting medical cases, and some very sick ones too, but withfew exceptions they have responded to nursing and treatment. I have in mind one
rase of Ian In ut ri i(in and gam roent eri t is that recovered, and, if there had been no other,the saving of this one little life would justify the expenditure of energy and funds onthe pail of the bureau. I am looking forward to the time *hen we may havea training
school for the young native girl, in order that she may be fitted for work among hersisters and brothers. With this in mind, i am submitting a plan for enlargement, part

which we hive needed from the first and a part of which we will need during thb
toy winter months, and still another part or which will be needed when we have at ruining.school;

REPORT OF DR. DANIEL S. NEUMAN, NOME.

The following individual eases were treated in Nome: Bronchitis. W3; rheumatism,
1:11; conjunctivitis, 77; influenza. 38:separative otitis media, 23; keratitis, 20; footand mouth disease, 15; snow`blitidness.13; menorrhagia, 3: endearditis, 1; syphilis; 1;gonorrhea, I: gastric dilatation, ; prostatic abscess. 1; accidell eases attended to, 104;i.ontinement eases attended to, 3. Inladdition to the'above there were Vaned manymists rases which were not recorded because of their insignificance. Eighteen
patients received hospital treatment, three of whom were tubercular. One patientwas operated on for extra uterine pregnancy; one curetternent (puerperal septicemia);
ofir: optration frt mastoiditis: and one fibroid tumor (uterine) was removed. Allsurgical caries recovered. During the year 1,500 day and 63 after midnight visits weremade to the native homes of the sick; patients receiving attention at my, office num-lusred 3,604; school children examined, 42; visits, made to the hospital, 378.

During the year not a single new case of tuberculosis developed in Nome. Theadditional cases were out-of-town patients. Rheumatism showed a decrease overthe previous rear. while bronchitis increased, which was due to the severity of thepast winter. There were a few serious accidents, but all cases recovered. There
was an entire absence of any skin cliseasel in Nome, although a few cases were treated
from other villages. Venereal disease was also on the decline. The natives havebegun to take better care of their eyes in the springtime, which accounts for thedecrease of snow blindness. There were nine deaths during the year.

The hygienic condition of Nome village is gradually impmvilig. The natives arebecoming more employed in the white man's occupations such as mining, freighting,
carpenter work, painting and the like.

The llolY Cross Hospital repdered excellent 'service during the past year, and the
inajority.of native patients were furnished with a privite rota, which is &Ways
preferable to a crowded ward. ..

With the advance of civilisation the natives move away from the Sandapit and
scatter all over the town. This feature makes the work more difficult, and more and
more time is required, as each year passes, for a physician to render efficient service.
But this can not tie remedied, and there is no question in my mind but that in a few
years the,entire Nome village will disappear, and the melting pot of civilization will
not only remodel these people, but will entirely absorb them.
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..Recommendations. (1))4y laboratory work, has proven conclusively to me tintevery patient who suffers from repeated. severe attacks of rheumatism invariably is
troubled with an advanced stage of 'pyorrhea:- 1.believe it is our duty to pay more
attention to oral prophylaxis, and all natives should be supplied. not with a cheapand worthless toothbrush. Jut with a brush with good bristles, having a sufficientamount of stiffness. 1 wo 1(1 also recommend Ili: asp of some good tooth paste. Allof my rheumatism patients have been greatly benefitttl by proper attention to theteeth and the gums.

(21 We should be authorized to exclude from school all children suffering fromtuberetilosis.
(3),As a good many of the Nom; natives are doing well and are more than self-supportitig, I believe it is inadvisable to continue free treatment and free medicine.Some schedule should. be worked mu, eh:In:Ting a small fee for both, which shOuld

go into the treasury of the Bureau of Education.

REPORT OF DR. FRANK W. LAMB, NULATO.
_impA great imp ent in the sanitary Conditions of this village is manifest. Forthe past two y 11 drains have been redug at breakup time and antiseptic solutionssprinkled arou the village. All low places, were treated with chloride of lime,reftIse matter of every description which had accumulated during the long wintermonths was carted off, all debris burned, and yards and streets raked. -It has been necessary to hire a native to do this work, as at this particular timethe natives must MOW to the lakes for their spring trapping. not returning until June.The people have promised to build their deg kennels' t the hack of the town before`next winter which will greatly add to the cleatilinessof the settlement.

The natives are exhibiting a marked improvement in the care of their dwellings.
After thorough and painstakkng effort I have succeeded in making them understandthat overcrowding and poor ventilation are injurious and dangerous. Many of thehave built bunks in which they now sleep instead of on the floor as has been itcustom for many generations. There is still, however, room for peat improv mentin their habits. .

.Strange to say, the most unsanitary building in the village is the council house,' where all ptibliegatherings are held. 1 advise the destruction laf this building this'fall or. at least a thorough overhauling before the winter' activities begin.
All tubercular cases, with the exception of one bed-ridden.case, are in fairly goodcondition. Patients are careful to use spit t urn cups at oit the town and in their homes.The winter of 1916-17 was not so hard for the natives as was anticipated, most ofthem finding employment cutting wood and the fur market being fairly good. Thespring catch of muskrats was also good.
During the past ,winter 1 made several trips to the native villages of Melozi, Lewis, Landing, Louden, Koyukuk, and Kaltag, and one Trip to Tanana, on which occasion

.

I visited all native vitiates en route. 1 also visited the reindeer fair at Shaktplik,where I had an opportunity to examine.ibanyof the natives' of the lower Yukoncountry. here I found the same prevalence of tubercular ,,Lases as in the uppercountry. I instructed these natives Its to habits dud hygienics. On my return Ibrought with me a groin native boy who had sustained a fracture of' tibia. Afterrecovery he returned to his home in Shaktolik.
.

Among the many cases treated during the past year were one of typhus, one of .scorblitus, and two fractures of tibia.. The following eases were operated on With,success: ..Appendicitil, anal ostula, 'fistula followireappenclicitis and several cases'of lacerated tervix and . .eum. Several abscesses have. beep °aped and drainedand countless minor In i es treated. Fifiy-three natives and seven whites were.
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admitted to the hospital during the year. Vital statistics show 21 births and 10
deaths in the villages of Nulato, Ka Rag, Koyukuk, and Louden since July 1, 1916.

I recommend that an addition. including an operating room, be built to the hospital,
also that a cabin be built or rented-for tbeilleatment of advanced cases of tuberculosis.
I recommend the expenditure of a small sum for the purchase of enough lumber for
two toilets and the digging of two drains, also that several barrels of lime be furnished
to be used in whitewashing and to be apt Wiled about the town in the spring.

REPORT OF DR. F. H. SPENCE, BARROW.

(Presbyterian missionary employed by Supt. Shielli to visit coast villages.)

Soon after the U. S. S. Bear left here last year an epidemic of grippe prevailed for
five or si weeks; nearly every one in both villages had it. It was a busy time for
one doctor with 54k) people to look after. most of them sick. Some of our supply of
medicine for a year was three-fourths gone when the epidemic was over.

At the request of Walter e. Shields, superintendent northwest district, I made a
visit to Wainwright in March, where I was almost as busy as when here, and even
more seceessful. Cases came from the reindeer herd, from Icy Cape, and Point
Franklin. One. very interesting case of eye strain Wein Icy (*ape has since come up
here to he with we longer. and is improving.

I am glad to he able to say we are not troubled with trachoma here. We have
many easel of snow 'blindness and conjunctivitis. some of them very severe, but
where we can obtain the active cooperation of the patient the result is good. A few
cases have resulted-in a scar and consequent partial loss of vision because ofSeglect
of treatment. Attempting to alleviate pain by cutting is a custom among these
people. One woman lost her sight because. she had a native make a deep incision
over the eye for Rain. and 1 did not learn.of it until the sight was lost. We are
trying' to put a stop to this, but the old "Devil doctor" dies hard.

During the year there have been 28 births and 17 deaths. SeVen of the 17 I never
saw or knew they were sick until they were dead and buried. AU 'of the seven were
at the upper village at Point Barrow with which there is no gisod means of transporta-
tion.. When I go up there it means six or eight hoursut of the day. I.ast summer
when %eined the epidemic and so ninny were sick here it was not possible for me to
take care of those here and those at the l'oint, so 1 had them bring the worst cases
down here. Because the people in the upper village have not had the advantages
that the people have here from your bureau they do not realize the Value of human
life and are careless and indifferent. There were eight deaths there this year, and
only one had any medical attention.

A subauthorization of $50 to be used for food to given the sicIhria been a great
help during the year in many cases.

During the year 1 gaio a stereopticon lecture on tuberculosis, assisted by Mr. T. L.
Richardson, the teacher, using slides furnished by the National Association for the
Study and Prevention of TufSerculosis. I also gave three talks on tuberculosis, based

s on "What Yuu Should Know .About Tuberculosis," prepared by the'above society
and distriphuttxt by the Bureau of Pucatien, Alaska School Service. I have also
given ninneroua other talks on hygiene and sanitation.- Last week Xi. T. L.
Rid:V(184n also.gace a talk on the above subject.
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SECTION 3.-- REPORTS BY TEACHERS.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC SCHOOL AT
KIVALINA, ON THE SHORE OF THE ARCTIC OCEAN.

By H. D. REESE, TEAC9F,R.

We arrived at Kivalina on September 16. Had we been two (lays later we very
likely could not have gotten from Kotzebue until after the freeze up, as storms set in
the day after our arrival and continued the rest of the fall.

We discovered that the school supplies for the year were not here. A native in-
formed us that the steamer could not land them because of storm. that it had taken
them north. reshipped them, and that they had at last been landed at Point hope.
Some natives volunteered to go after them. They got ready two skin boats and crews,
but three weeks passed before the weather indicated safety forset ting.out..011 the trip.
Because of severe storms they were four weeks in making the trip. They experienced
a very rough voyage, and were compelled to land their cargoes and make (limp ninny
time. At last on the 5th of November, with the temperature 15' below zero, they
arrived here. Winter had already set in in earnest and several hall) blizzards with
plenty Of snow had overtaken them.

About the middle of October the natives began coming in front up the river Where
they had ,camped for the fall fishing. School was opened on October lir. and was in
session until April 20. The migration to the whalinggrouuds forced the closing of schis4
at that time. The total enrollment for the term was 53: the average daily attendance,
29. Every child of school age in the community and several adults were in atftnd-
ance. previous years children between the ages of 3 and 6 years were enrolled.
We enrolled only three under 6 years of age. We did not believe it in any way ad% an-
tageous to the small children to attend school iu a room already crowded and with
only one teacher. The very small children retard the progress of older pupils.
Neither did we enroll any of the married people. as we did not consider schoolroom
work of value to them, their duties at home preventing their attending a efulliciptit
time to learn reading or any other subjects taught in regular school work. Theattend-
ance of pupils who lived in the village could not have been better.

The school is the center of their social activities. and there is no other place in the
village where they can all get together. The weather along the coast here is not
favorable for outdoor play. so the schoolroom is the place where the children and
young people wish to be. In' fact the only way we can keep them out ai any time is
to make hours during, which the schoolroom is not open to them. They enjoy and
take a lively interest in school work.

Qur people are scattered over a wide region. During the past winter only 10 cabins
Ware occupied in the village, while 11 houses were occupied at the reindeer herds
and 6 others on the coast and rivers from 12 to 40 miles distant from the v,illage. Two
of the reindeer camps were 35 miles each and one about 70 miles from the village.
There are but few children in these outlying cabins and they get to school from one
to two months each year.

With the increase of reindeer and number of herds more people leave the villages
for the deer camps. ,Surely the reindeer camps are the proper placettfor the homes
of the herders and their families. But this presents the problem 'of keeping the
children in school a sufficient length of time each winter. The houses at the village
woo small and overcrowded that it is not advisable to have these children move in
with the village 'people. We expect that next winter a couple of the reindeer families

live.in the village and keep these children.
All the yoUng.people in the community can speak, read, and write the English

language. The.children of school age have a sufficient knowledge of English' to
converse in that language. The past' winter two ptipils reached the sixth grade
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and nine the fifth grade. To assist the pupils in getting a better understanding ofthe English language, we did two kinds of language work. One was the keeping of' diaries. Diaries were kept by third, fourth, fifth, and sixth grades. Diary writing
is an excellent form of language work, as it compels tkie pupils to think and expresstheir thoughts in English. The pupils like diary writing and there is much rivalryin each grade to see who can write the longest and best diary. Some of the pupils
are very good diarists, and record not only incidents of the day but their thoughts
and opinions as well. They try to use in their diaries the new and big words which
they learn in their reading lessons. Sometimes in order to work in some big wordthe language used to express the thought is far - fetched. Nevertheless it is very goodpractice and is a grtaiiissistance in teaching the pupils to wifte and speak betterEnglish. The other form of language work was the writing of Eskimo folk stories.
This work, too, was taken up by the third, fourth., fifth, and sixth gradetZ. Somedays each pupil would select an old 'story, write it and read it in class. Sometimes
one pupil would tell the story in the Eskimo language and the class would write it
in English. To vary this work occasiotallytn English story would be translatedand read in Eskimo by a pupil and the others would translate back into English.
Then the twice translated version and the original would be compared. Sometimesmuch hard thinking is done by the pupils iiorder to get the most suitable English
word. They like this work very touch and it is a rich field for language work, as thereseems to be.no nd to the number of old Eskimo stories. However, many stories cannot be used, as they contain parts which are obscene in thought and words. This
same objection nakes it impossible to use in this work the Eskimo songs. For thesmall children we made in school the reading charts used. An advanced pupil
made drawings and other pupils with the assistance of the teacher made sentencessuggested- by the drawings. A pupil would then print these sentences. To add alittle zest to these sentences sometimes an Eskimo word would be put in, The
children read these sentences with vim and they quickly learn them.

A branch of work in which we got good results was sewing. Fourteen girls didregular work in this branch. In regular class work 28 dresses, 12 aprons,.many hand-
kerchiefs and towels were made, 17 pairs of mittens were it, and much lace wasmade. Besides this tht girls and women made m artic es of clothing on thepchool machine, of which we kept no record, as i as not regular school work. eAt
first beat cutting, fitting, and sewing did not count Jos much with the girls; newmaterial and colors were everything. Untidy seams and, fittings were done overuntil care was practiced.

In cooking, all girls who were large enough were instructed in making bread, biscuit,
and doughnuts. Nearly all the women of tho village can make bread, but it is notmuch in evidhnce owing to lack of flour and poor facilities for baking in their honies:
The *school girls often bake in the school 'kitchen for the village people. Biscuitmaking is the favorite way of using the flour. The school girls display their ability
as cooks to the people of the community by preparing and serving a Thanksgiving
Day dinner. Thanksgiving Day rivals Christmas with our people, the chief cele-
bration being a big dinner. The dinner is prepared and served at the schoolhouse
and the entire community is on hand to do it justice. The food is furnished by the
natives and all kinds of native foods and white man foods which can be procured are
in evidence. Usually a reindeer for the occasion is presented to the villb.go by somenative. Last Thanksgiving tho girls made noodles and stewed them with the meat.
They also baked bread and biscuits and made doughnuts. Then the women brought
all kinds of native foods, which they prepared at their homes. Especially favorite
dishes for the dinner are mukluk (whale skin) and berries ralied with oil and rein-.
deer fat until foamy and then partly frozen (Eskimo ice cream), 'All Wives vie with-

. each other in displaying their capacity as eaters.. This is a social event anticipated
all the year
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The workshop is a great boon to the village. -It is in use nearly every day through.out the year. Sleds, kyaks, stoves, tables, chests, stovepipes, ice picks, spears, fishtraps, tinning, and all manner of things are made. The village council takes fare ofthe shop and makes an effort to see that-shop and tools are used properly. This, how-ever, is not an easy task to do, as the natives are very careless in using tools.and goodtools do not remain such long. It is surprising, though, to see the good workmanshipthe natives accomplishWith peer tools. The lumber sent for the shop work is still atPort Hope. So we had nothing but a few boxes for the schoolboys to practice on.They made of these boxes chestS for themselves, also a chest for each of the large girls.The shop has never been completed.. The walls are but one thickness of lumber andevery blizzard puts much snow into the place. Ft is, also hard to keep it warm.Enough shingles are here to cover roof and walls; nails and huildine, paper were puton last December's requisition. If we get these materials we can complete the shop,and thus save much fuel. 0 `The bathroom is a source of much enjoyment and help to the pupils. Every Fridayafternoon and evening the girls bathe; every Saturday afternoon and evening the boysbathe. The 'other people of the village bathe occasienall. but earli.one can not batheoften. It is impossible to melt snow and ice with our limited facilities to make suf-ficient water for.the whole village to bathe often. Even to get sufficient water for theschool children and three- or four of the adults each week. wo begin to melt snowMonday morning and keep at it all week. .1 limited =omit of laundry work is doneeach week in the bathroom. This work we limit to the young people who are inattendance at school.
Some people frequently requested at first to do the family wash there, but becauseof the small amount of room, we loaned them tub and told them that the fancily washmust be &tie in their homes. lilies with the young-peoPle we permit them to washtheir clothes in the bathroom rather than encourage it. The fact that when they, washclothes in the bathroom they usually take a bath in the Water first may give some ideaas to how water is valued here. It takes much fuel to melt the snow and ice, and fuelis a very valuable and highly prized commodity here. Also, our supply of coal directsour policy in connection with school, kitchen, and bathroom.
The School Republic has been in successful operation here for several years.' Thelarge number of young men and young women in attendance at school is a very favor-able condition for its success. The officers consist of president, vice president, judge,. two peace officers, two health officers, two commissioners

of work, and a truant officer.The officers, with the assistance of the teacher, make the rules for disciplining theschool. The peace officers look after the enforcing of these rules. The commissioners,with the assistance of some pupils, whom they choose each day, look after all janitor-work. The truant officer keeps the daily record of attendance and looks after allabsentees and cases of tardiness. Not onlyis the Mewl .Republic inculcating theprinciples of self-government and community betteriffent through Working- together,but it is a great assistance to the teacher.
The village government is conducted by five councilmen, a peaceoffiter, and twohealth officers. These officers are chosen by an election in which althe people vote.The council meets monthly and discusses questions for the common good and passessuch 'ordinances as are needed. The health officers are ,women. Their duty is toinspect the houses every Saturdp afternoon. The peace officer informs the peoplewhen they are violating an ordinance. The peace officer is ajlow addition to the vil-lage government. We thought there was monk for such an officer; we also thoughtthat sometNag new Might revive interest and add a little life to the village government.. It mtuit nut be supposed' that the village council has an easy timin govern-ing the village. The ceuncilmen have their troubles. One of the topics brought upat every meeting is "The people no honor the council." -Of course the teacher mustdirect the council and uphold. itsauthority,

/
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Through the council the teacher does much of his village work and settles disptites
arising among the natives. Such. disputes do not always remain settled, however,
and may come up two or three times for settlement. The village council is especially
helpful to the teacher when he wishes to introduce something new and which he
thinks the people may not take to very well. lie has the council to pass it as an
ordinance, and then he explains, the helpfulness of such-an ordinance and puts it up
to the people that:ince it is an ordinance of their own village government they are'
duty bound to uphold it. The. village council is a step in educating the, Eskimos to
direct their own affairs and to follow leaders of their own race.

Looking after the sanitation of thivillag,e is one of the tluties.of the village govern-
ment. With this in view the council laid and collected a tax of $2 on each house,
which is to be used in paying for cleNning up the village this spring, taking care of the
village well, and draining a pond in the center of the village. This work will be done
IV soon as the snow and frost are all gone. - The refuse is to be gathered up and burnt.

,`anon, an ordinance teas passed forbidding anyone starting a rubbish pile in the village
after this spring clean up. All such rubbish must he put on the ice of the sea or lagoon.
The health ()Akers inspect. the houses every Saturday afternoon. The floors must be
scrubbed and everything orderlbefore the officers make their call.' In previous
years these onicers.were, appointed by the council, but the ones appointed last spring

, for the past year would not serve, because they said-, "the people not much honor
the health oflicess." To givetlie hea.lth officers more authority we had all the people
come to the schoolrAhm and elect two health officers. These officers say that the
people "honor them."

All theouses of the village are igloos built of driftwood and soda They are all built.,
above ground. have floors. ventilators. Ware well lighted, but they are too small and

*crowded. Lack of for building and fuel for this. One fire must
suffice for as many people a.s possiltle. To get auy otant it y of wood it is necessary to
go from 15 to 25 miles. liven at that distance the amount of wood to be had must be
economized in order to last through the winter. Last winter the driftwood was
cleaned up along the beach and considerable seal blubber was burnt with it. This
wood should be collected in the fall and hauled by boat. This is not always possible,
as it is the fall storms which bring in the drift, and these storms sometimes prevail too
late into the early winter to permit the hauling of wood by boat. This was the case
last fall. Though the scarcity of wood makes croe-ded -house room, the effect of this
crowding is somewhat counterbalanced b. tte outdoor life led by the natives. They
take to the tents early in April, staffer over the country and remain so until late Octo-
ber. This Inert ice,of tenting and rovipg for half the year is favorable both for health
and acquiring a livelihood.

The village haa.no fresh water supply in summer: It ison an island with the ocean
on ene side and a wide lagoon on.tlie other. An attempt*s been made to solve the
whter supply .by digging wells. These wells are shallow, bekhg only about 6 feet deeP.
It is useless to dig them deeper because that is the frost limit and there is-no water,,
below the frost lituit ,Thus only surface water drains through the loose sand into the
wells. . Last fall, in'spite of the unusually rainy weather, both wells were dry. This
need inconvenience -no one but the teacher, as the natives may justas well camp away
from the island where they can get to the freshwater.'

There was about the usual amount of siclie;s: among the natives during the past
year: A disease went through the village last fall and early part of the winter.. The
same disease was at Kotzebue last summer and was pronounced euteric fever by the
doctor there. No deaths. resulted from it at. our Village. but two people had it very
severely:

Two deaths occurred during the year. One was that of a man about 45 years of age,
who died freM the effects of syphilis. Ilia was a chronrc case. The other was that of
a little girl who died from the effects of burns received last spring. She was in the
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hospital at Kotzebue all last summer and was thought out of danger when she left thehospital.
Our community has a large number of cripples. It-must not be inferred from thenumber of cripples that our' people are unhealthy. In fact, the health of the KivalinaEskimos is perhaps above the average.

*The people make their living by fishing, trapping, sealing, whaling, reindeerraising. The village has exceptionally fine fishing. Trout is the chief t caught.This fish is caught throughout the year but in very large quantities in the late fall,when they are put up for winter use. The sealing at Kivalina is also very good.Whaling is the old-time industry and tube a whaling captain is a position of great honor.The captain whose boat. catches a whale has great prestige with his people, Thoughthis industry is not so profitable as it was a few years ago nearly the whole villageengages in it. There is a fascination about it which is hard to resist. Then, too,even though the bone is not worth much now, there is a big amount of oil and meatin a whale mid the natives use It all. Whale oil is the favorite oil. By the 10thof May the Kiv,alina boats had caught two whales and one. walrus. Because of thebreak up we have had no communication with the whalers since then, The whalingiit.done 80 or 90 miles above here at Point Hope.
Kivalina is the center of a very good trapping section. Some years the fur catchhas been very large. This past year, however, was an. exception. The fur catchamounted to .about $1,800, which was about one-fourth of what, it should be. Forsome reason the foxes migrated to other sections but the natives say they are comingback this spring, and then, as if misforttfites. never conic single, the sealing duringthe 'Winter awl spring was very poor and, of land game there was none. As fur is ouronly marketable product our village was hard hit this winter. The natives say itwaA the poorest season' they have known for hunting and trapping. However, therewas sufficient food, but not much variety.
Such years br:ng forcibly to the natives the value of reindeer. Without the reindeerthis past year they would have endured hardships. The reindeer business at Kivalinahas grown to be big. Two rivers which penetrate the near-by mountains have broadvalleys, protected from the storms and covered with an abundance of 'mon whichgive the village ideal advantage's. for raising deer. Also, the sturdy charftcter of .thenatives at Kivalina is an important facttir in the growth of the reindeer industry atthis place.

. We have had a very favorable spring for fawning. The records of the thrde herdshere show about 900 living fawns. The Point Hope herd should have at least 250,which would give our station 1,150 fawns. This makes about 3,400 deer in the erdsunder this station. Every man and many women and children of. our commt ityown deer. This is a condition' toward which we have all been lookinq,- yet it liardrawbacks as well as advantages. We must remember that the number of deer.,isyet too small to permit every native being,a reindeer owner withot seriously retardiT'igthe growth of .the herders. A few deer,do not assist in developing the owner. To,develop pailir through the reindeer industry he must be the owner of many reindeer. \`However, our hope is.t.hat the ownership of a few will create the desire for more and \lead to greater care in saving female, deer. The reindeer is the Eskimo's bankaccount, and In theory a small bank account should Make the possessor desire a largerone.
. ..

The big thing in the reindeer industry is the facilities it offers us for-educating thenaives. The reinde1/4er industry is the only industry through which we can get a holdon the Eskimo. Then, too, when we consider that there is no market here for meattd. theri areiother sourceswhidh furnish sufficient meat for the natives, killing male.fmns,for skins is.not so bad as it apppars on the surfice. Fawn skins are badlyJor clothing. , Last spring a village herd wag started. It is too yottng yet to demon!
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strate its value to the village. A village-herd is probably not so important to a village
wiiere all are reindeer owners.

There is no mission at Kivalina and the religious worklicarried on by the natives,
.

with the assistance of the teacher. The natives conducted a Sunday school through-
out' the winter. Two teachers were chosen, one for adults and one for children. Each
Sunday morning a Bible lesson was studied by the Sunday school. Two other church
services were held on Sunday and one on Wednesday evening.

Teachers who have been in the service for a number of years can note with satis-
'faction that the natives have progressed far. They have also taken much from the
teachers.' shoulders by undertaking some of the work themSelves. Many details of
the work which in former years the teacher had to .look after, the natives now take
care of themselves. Nfany,of the old beliefs which in former years interfered with
treating the sick, with morals, and industrial work have passed away, the work of the
teacher has become much..easier and, more encouraging..

An event which 'means much to natives and teachers.who,can get there is the rein-
deer 'fair, This is a big factor not only in.developing the reindeer people but in
developing the whole native race, It is creating a spirit of union which is one thing
badly needed. by the Eskimo race...

ANNUAIf REPORT OF THE 'JNITED STATES PUBLIC SCHOOL AT
NOORVIK, IN ARCTIC ALASKA.

:ov By (111ARLEs N. REPL.OGLE, TEACHER.

In NoOrvik, perhaps as nowhere else, we have the two extremes of Eskimocharac ter.
On thene lie the sloW.-thinking coast native from Deering.who moved here less than
two yearki, ago, with a new hope4o attempt a higher life and a better condition .for his
children till! 'other side we have ithiny natives whose residence has been along
the Kohui Rivtr, who are more intellectual, but very slow to adopt new things. They
have been drawn to us. more. by curiosity than a desire to take any real part in a genuine
uplift. They came to.See, have been made to wonder, and now are rapidly advancing
-in civilization.

,

The work in the school has been divided as follows: In room No. 1 the advanced
classes from. aft? third year up, With Delbert E. Replogle. as 'teacher, who also is our
wireless operator;.ik ropm No. 2 the primary classes, under May Replogle' as teacher, .

whoinstrueta the girls in sewing,...kiiittinvand basket weaving. In RoOm No. 3, is
the kindergarten, with dia Oreluk, the"naive teacher, itfi charge. 1 have general
:!upervisiott 0 ustrial work.; the sawmill, the erection of the 'buildings,. the- .

medical work, together with the *oversight of- the village activities. We have all been
busrand find the work growing to such .proportions as to require the training of the
natives for Some of the responsibilities. Our.school enrollment: this Yreaereached 108
but the regularity was -not whatIt should. be. .

.

The school- is 'being held. in the natives' own building,.erected.by themielvei: anAl-
enlarged for the..accOlum4vIation 61 the acliool.

The greatest .difficulty emierienCed in..tiiitching the Eskimos is not in teaching them
-regarding the facto of life but in getting- those facto applied to their every-day likuge.
Instruction has.therefore been of the most practical kind.

The morning exercises are larkely taken up with tinging and telling_ -the wireless
news .from all ,_Aver the world, aft:receivedat our wireless station. &eager are the
people to get in touch with the world that it is.connon to Hive the 'School room full
of adUlts'tolear the -news. In. order. to _understand it they must become ilcquainted
with geography an(history. These studies haVe given them a comprehensive view-
point such as was never possible to obtain throne\ the abstract textbook method of
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teaching. This- has had much to do with the change of the customs of the people .themselves. To them the.United States and its Government is no longer a matter of aman or two, but is a big tangible reality.
The wireless has done more in one winter to awaken the shunbering intellect of thenative than years of abstract -bookwork. His education has come to him impercep-tibly and has fastentd itself upon the consciousness without definite effort on hispart. There is no longer any balancing of the "native custom" against the newknowledge.
In room No. 1 a class was organized for fire study of electricity and.the- "radio"code. With the very limited general knowledge of the pupils, the progress was neces-sarily slow and very tedious.
Entertainments were given thisyear by the school on Thanksgiving and at Christmas.There was marked improvement over arose of previous years. These entertainmentsare giving the natives confidence and eliminating their shyness. There were greatcrowds from afar at both affairs.
Carpentry.With the improved facilities for obtaining lumber there has been softiereal work done in this line. Our method of instruction has been to teach the adultsand apprentice the bow to them. This insures a more perfect working knpwledge.All but four men in the village call understand and talk English enough for workingpurposes. We can therefore give the older men instruction and they are quite proudof the kaponsibility of teaching the boys. With the growing duties of the station thismethod was rendered necessary and has proven very successful. Houses were built,floors laid, windows and doors set, frames made and roofs put on homes which havebeen of practical value. The boys made 9 beds, 4 common chairs, 2 rockers, 4 trunks,and 12 tables.

Boat building.Eleven Mats have been built, some of which were sold to othernatives, besides the one built for the station this year. The boys sell their smallboats for $15 and $25 each. There is now a 35-foot boat under construction, whichwould be suitable for a 15 horsepower engine, or two 8 horsepower twin engines. Thenative who is building it expects to get it into the water in the latter part of thesummer.
Sleds. Fifty -four sleds were built this year-1S of hard wood and 36 from the nativebirch, found locally. This birch makes a strong light sled and ill plentiful in the foothills. Five of the boyspeJearning the industry.
Storei,FOur boys tinder the instructions of a natilleCan are making stoves. Theyproduce a very good camp stove with oven and fire box which, will last about twowinters. These stoves are constructed from material sent in by the Bureau of Educa-tion and from material obtained here from empty distillate tanks. Twenty-eightstoves were manufactured this year.
Cooking. Cooking is taught through the meithers-of the village.. Every woman illthe 'village can bake good bread; and most of them do so, regularly. We have a. system of inspection requiring each family to bake a certain quantity of bread eachmonth. 'This was enforced when they. had the flour. It has created the bakinghabitsiiict.has largely eliminated the intestinal troubles of the children.The native must needs live as much as possible on his own peculiar diet; we havetherefore endeavored to teach new and better ways to prepare what he has to use forhis food;

Sewing.-Leargful instruction has been given the girls in school as well as the womenat their hoinia This departinent is under the care of May Replogle and the workhas been thorough. Two native 'girls have conducted dressmaking establishmentsin the village and were ices' busy all out of school kours. At the holiday seasonthey had to hire help to g eT all their work done, Theft is a great demand for clothes ,that fit, and the native women. are getting to care more for their neatness.than at anytime to my 1nowledgh.

err
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In the school. knitting. crocheting, basket weaving, and general sewing are taught.These classes have produced this year the following articles: Ten skirts for girls, 31towels, 24 handkerchiefs, 5 baby outfits, 21 yarn hoods for. babies, 36 pairs mittens, and
1 comforter, also sheets for hospital work. All the industrial work in the adultclasses must be done by artificial light from November 20 until February 6. Theonly light for this country is the electric light, which we could not use very much onaccount of a shortage of distillate for the mill engine.

Fishing. Fishing is the great industry of the Kcintk. Fish are plentiful at alltimes of the year, ice or no ice. The shee, perhaps the finest fish in the world, ii foundonly in this region. It is,ahundant and weighs from 10 to 85 pounds; 20 to 30 poundfish are plentiful. The shee is caught in the winter with a hook through the tee, andin the summer in nets. Its meat is as white as that of a halibut, and very fat, with adelicious taste. Pickerel abound in t'he grassy lagoimsi 10-pound "mud sharks,"
resembling cat fish, are all aIong the river; there are quantities of whitefish weighing'
from 1 to 5 pounds, caught mostly in the latefall; also smelts in the early spring,together with the innumerable salmon all summer long. Noondk being in the upperend of the great Kobuk delta is admirably located for fishing. The average catch for
a thrifty family for the'year is about .6 tons, most of which he dries: this feeds his dogteam and helps to buy his flour and sugar for the family, as well as furnish the bulk.of his own food. This year a company has been organized, a fish trap secured, and
large preparations rilade for curing the fish in a more sanitary manner. This willgreatly add to the catch and increase the income of the natives.

Mining.Some 'natives have done considerable Prospecting and have shown goadspt,cimens of gold-bearing quartz, but no developments have been made. Somehave undertaken to guide prospectors to a mythical deposit, only to return with theprospector thoroughly disgusted and with a large fund of experience, both of Eskimo
character and of climatic conditions. Five Eskimos work in the mines of CaiidleCreek and Klerry Creek near Kiana.

Gardening.There was an awakening along this line this spring. Last autumn wepurchased from Mr. tickler, the Government teacher at Shungnak, a quantity of .theturnips, potatoes, and cabbages raised there. -This we used for in exhibit and talkedup the business for Noorvik. We also grew in our own garden, on the hill by the
teacher's residence, some fine lettuce and kale, and we had about 100 tills Of celerywhich.nttained the heiht of 14 inches. The turnips weighed about 8 gunees each.,These were grown in raw ground the first season, in the frozen tundra where it never'
thaws more than 10 inches deep in. the 'year. This year we have planted the sameground in vegetables and celery Aich are all doing finely. We have also cleared,about one-quarter of an acre of ground across the river in the willow covered bottom
land, that overflows at some seasons. This is a sandy loam and if thawed down a longway. Here we crave planted potatoes which had been started in 2-pound butter tins
and then slipped opt into the hills, and the are doing 'finely. This garden is only an
experiment but looks so well that the natives are planting gardens all about us. lacaggregate of about acres ar being planted, mostly in turnips this year, by thenatives of Noorvik.

Medical clepartment.Tkere has been lees than the usual amount of. severe sickness
this year. Four deaths' and 12 births are recorded. There were three'deaths from
chronic tuberculosis, anil one child from inflamation of the bowels. Onesevere caseof burns was cured very quickly, and one severe case of ulceration of stomach wascured. One leg broken in a foot -ball game, a compound fracture, was set and put in
good form again. Two severe maternity cases were successfully handled. All oth9s
'were minor cases of colds and such like.

_
77ts-- satemt11.---The greatest industrial .achievement, after the reindeer industry,

was the establishment of the sawmill: The mill cut during the year 44,276 feet of
himber for the !Wives, of which the Government received one4dxth, or 7,811frfeet,
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which was used in ceiling the wireless room. for double floor in the native teacher'shouse, inclosing the mill shed, and other work such as boats and walks. The slatewere used in making houses, which are built double and filled with moss. In orderto operate the plant a company was formed of Noorvik men who transact all businessfor the exchange of lumber. The lumber sells at the mill for $35 per thousand. Therebeing no logger among the Eskimos, we have not vet been able to secure the goodlogs that await the man who knows how..to get them out. Neither are we able to getall the logs that are needed. Three rafts, totaling 500 logs, have already arrived andsome natives are out cutting logs now. There may he a better report to make nextyear. The mill is a positive success. We are able to-make any kind of lumber needed.We need additional planer knives for making rustic and drop siding; also longer knivesfor planing boards over 12 inches wide. We made about 3.000 feet of flooring thisyear, some 4 inches and some 6 inches, which is in-great favor with the people. Withthe mill there has grown a strong sentiment in Javor of better homesreal homes.One frame house, the first in Noorvik, was built this year. Thus far there has beenno accident at the mill. Every precaution and safety device .possible is in use. Wehave partially trailed one sawyer, one engineer, one planer man, and a bookkeeperand yard man, who do really good work. The mill can be made to cut 2,500 feet oflumber a day, with good logs.
Mercantile business.Two men purchased $2,200 worth of goods from a local mer-chant in Kiana and sold them in Noorvik. The stock was far too small and the costtoo great to permit of profit. About $11,000 worth of goods was purchased this yearfrom the various local traders, which if expended at home would have been a goodbusiness for one firm. There is not at present enough cash among the natives to buya stock of goods, but it is imperative that Ace have a stbre in the village if we expectmercantile success.
The store could supply the most-needed articles of food and clothing, and leavethe other things to the local traders around us.
Logging.Although everyone logs a little, in a crude way, there has been no sys-tematic effort in this direction 410 yet. There are nine men working at it who maysucceed in making wages, but they need an experienced5man to each.thetn.
Woodcutting.A wood yard is operated at Kiana each summer by natives fromNoorvik. The mercantile company of Noorvik contracted for the Government'swood supply this year and satisfactorily fulfilled the conditions.
Village sic. The village is just far enough from the sea to escape the fierce coastwinds, while still close enough to satisfy the hunger of generations for the sea andseal. It is located farenough inland to meet the requiremeata of the (rapper andfisherman and to hale an abundant supply of timber. It is far enough dOwn (he'river for logging purposes and in a slow river current, where the logs can be held easily,and is located at a stifficient'altitude to avoisI any possible high-water troubles.Home life..1n this new village the native is no longer burdened with the irre-sponsible white man coming to his home; the loose morale of the women are less triedthan before. The present one-rvin system of housing is not conducive to chastity,E0 that the morale of the peopleare still very low. But a healthy moral sentiment isgrowing.

Electrical plaiu.This new feature ofthe Eskimo home life is not without its influ-ence on thought and habit! In the semidarkness of the candle or seal-oil lampthe weird fancies and ihostly superstitions of the by-gone days flourished. Elec-tricity is the only safe light in this land, wheredanger by fire is-so serious. Every.amity in Noorvik is anxiously waiting the installation of the electric light in thehome.

Sanitation. This department is in charge of the village commissioner o: sanita-tion, who is elected by the village annually. He works under the direction of tilateacher. Tilt+ part of the.work had special attention. Many lectures were given,
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fines were levied, and a village spirit awakened. There are now plans under wayfor shelters where the dog teams may be housed at a distance from the dwellings,
which will materially lessen the filth accumulation in the' village. Garbage is eitherburned or hauled to the ice in spring and goes out in the break up.

Washing. Clean clothes are now demanded by the people; an unclean native iemade to feel his condition. A wash day is set aside by many families and washing isdone regularly every week on that day.
Bathing. --This is still a difficult problem for the people in the winter. With theirone-room houses and no privacy bathing is rather neglected. Only a public bath-house will solve this question satisfactorily.
Dress. Wearing apparel is conforming to the-native improvement in taste. The ,fur coat is slowly taking the pia7e of the "parka" for social wear. The natives arebeginning to have a special suit of clothing for home wear and a good old-fashioned

reindeer -skin outfit for the trail and rough work. The new roofs on their cabins permitthe last winter's clothing to be stored for the succeeding winter; formerly last year'sclothing was lost because of the warm, rainy weather of the summer.
Health.The general health is much improved. Tubercular troubles are on thedecrease, there being no new cases this year. Chronic eye troubles caused by in-

sanitary conditions and dark houses with repeated snow blindness have given sometrouble. Many of the causes have been corrected and the prospects are far better.There is a great need for a hospital at this place. It is by far the largest village of
Eskimos in this section, and is easily accessible from any point in the region. Manycases could be safely handled in a hospital which are now lost. Eskimos respond toreasonable treatment more readily than to overdosing. There needs to be some onewho is responsible to look after this matter. The church has.appointed a "sickcommittee" of two men ana two women to attend and nurse all cases needing help.The chairman of this committee has become quite efficient and reliable. She cap bedepended upon to follow instructions. She is training an assist:int.

Village government. The village is governed by five commissioners elected annuallyand serving without pay. The laws, made by referendum vote, are few but effective.There has been no attempt to escape the decision of the commissioners. The localcode covers the local needs regarding property rights, the cats of dogs, public dutiesof residents, sanitary measures, and morality. A tax of 25 cents on each resident overthe age of 16 furnishes a fund for street work and improvements. All of the men arewilling to do their share' of voluntary labor on public improvements. Through thisFystem the village has built an addition to its neetinghouie, which accommodates
the Government school at present. This building contains the big tower clock.The tower of the church with its clock face 4 feet in diameter is the center of visionto the village.

The reindeer industry. Thanks to the retdeer the progress of the people is assured.With the meat for food, the skin for clothing, harness, and leather, the sinew forthread, the horns for knife handles, and the hair for mattresses, the reindeer ie amarvelous animal for this country. The institution of the fairs has brought abouta lively interest in the reindeer business. Almost every family now owns deer.Cooperation is obtained, which is eo necessary in the propagation and marketing ofreindeer.
The fair has made the reinde'er man a specialist; he studies his profession and heis better fitted for his work than other men who are not in the business. This is agreat step forward for the native. The reindeer man is no longer a hunter, fisherman,

trapper, carp inter, or miner; he is a man versed in one good business. Not all herders
have as yet Ittained to this stage, but they must do it or soon be out of the business.The two faire held in this district have done more for the reindeer businessethananything heretofore conceived, and should be fostered as much as is possible. These
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fairs are conducted:with the utmost care and show much thought and ceaseless plan-
ning on the part .of Superintendent Walter C. Shields. Ift all the work and progress
of the business there has been and yet remains the problem of the herder's family
How can the elevating influence of the school reach his children, who in turn are tobecome the future reindeer men? The herder must be at the herd or lose materially;
his children must get to school. If the man is to succeed at his business, he must
have the cooperation of his wife. This problem is yet to be worked out in a practical
way. We have been trying rotation work; letting the heftier and family live at the,
village for stated periods for the benefit of the school 011 the children. This has metsome of the difficulties, but not all. The plan has made the families more willing to
stay their time at the herd. The markets for the meat are in white settlements and
the families and herds are often near those placi where the downward tendency onthe life and morals of the natives is great.

Our-door sports.--The people are great lovers of out-door sports. Football is their
chief game. An earnest effort was made to organize a football team but had to beabandoned as the people who watch the game must have a part in order to keep warn.
Delbert E. Replogle brought his old college basket ball with him and this was adecided improvement on the old fashioned reindeer-hair ball. Caleethenics anddrills were introduced into the schoolroom exercises. Days were given to races ofdog teams and reindeer, as well as to foot races of men and boys and even girls. Wehave an athletic committee with D. E. Replogle as director.

Religious toork.,,Therd" being no missionary in Noorvik the religious work waslooked after by the teacher in charge. The people had regular meetings under the
directions of the Noorvik Monthly Meeting of Friends, an Eskimo organization.
There were also held meetings for village husin(W, mass meetings, men's and women's
meetings, with graphoPhone concerts, and reflectoecope pictures in the meeting
house. Anything elevating or instructive has been festered..

Printing press.A smill.printing press with a font of type could he used by the
school to good advantagq in teaching composition and spelling. The wireless news
could be put into type by the advanced scholars and distributed in the village for
the good of all. It would',not cost much and the natives are asking for it.

The wireless station.The wireless station has been a remarkable sucess. It hasbeen of great service in the'regular course of instruction in history and geography.
It is the northernmost station on this continent. Rummaging in wireless shops in
Seattle, D. E. Replogle pic 'ked up a set of second-hand instruments; then he made
some additional ones hims0f, and with the help of Mr. Walter C. Shields and the
Army wireless men of Noine, secured some lacking articles, bringing the outfit toNoorvik in July, 1917. The first message was sent through to Nome on November
27. dThe aerial was stning just 40 minutes when signals from Nulato were detected,
add an hour later Nome was picked up. The receiving instruments were all but onehomemade and they have been a success from thestart. Lack of meters necessary
to the tuning of the station has caused some trouble at times in the sending. The
most remarkable, thing is that with the few things furnished the station has Worked
so well. All the difficulties are now in control, even to the replacing of, the badly
scratched, second-hand Leyden jars by a condenser made from empty distillate caneOur signals are heard at the Army station in Nome, and are distinctly read in Nulato,180 miles away, with which we now work every Tuesday and Thursday afternoons.We need a better sending set. We have one man to turn the rotary spark gap byhand power; it should be turned by a small motor. The Noorvik Eskimo is no
*longer an isolated native, but begins to feel the citizenship of the world in his bleak
Re is Waking healthy comparisons and contrasts. At first the wireless-was to him anovelty, a toy; when the insets were set up he helped for,the fun of it. Today he
is anziotis for'the news ands connected with the world. A wireless &wage is sothe *lice of God to hitn. The psychological influence Oti him is imm .
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC SCHOOL AT
SELAWIK, UNDER THE ARCTIC CIRCL,F.,

BY FRANK M. JONES, TEACHER.

The school attendance this year has been large and quite steady. With the excep-
tion of a few families nearly all the children were in the village at tile opening of
school. Parents were encouraged to make every effort to 'keep their children in
school awl 'they did so faithfully. In trope cases I know this was a real hardship,
with the father away hunting and shortage of fuel in the village. Some needy chil-
dren were given clothing from the mission and school supplies in order that they
-might be in tezular attendance. The parents' appreciation of their teachers has been
a help to us and their cooperation has helped us settle many problems. Night school
for adults was popular during the winter.

The beginners and primary pupils under Mrs. Jones's direction have shown good
progress. The English-speaking parents of the primary tots were told to speak Eng-
lish to their children at every opportunity. It was easy to pick Olt in school the
scholars so fulped at home. The greatest difficulty the teacher has in the beginner's
class is making thethildren understand directions. We believe it is a bad policy to
use an interpreter or the Eskimb tongue in school. Of course this makes it hard jn
the primary grades, but the pupils learn -to talk English sooner. Baker's Action
Primer was used to teach the small children the use of verbs. The A, B, Cs, chart
work, jingles, and songs were also includedin the Seat's primary work.

The upper grades show, aptitude for physiology and geographe, Arithmetic must
he made very practical. Compositioh is most difficult for the Eskimo child and con-
sequently is most important. lit such work as reading, spelling, and copying the
children do well. Several showed real talent in drawing. Songs and recitations at
Christmas and Easter were beneficial for both children and adults.

If an older pupil was perfect in attendance (luring the week, he or she was permitted
to take home a book to read. - These library books were much app eciated and stimu-
lated attendance. Many times have I dropped in at an Eskimo fume and found the
child reading aloud from his library book. Other children would be listening and
the old Eskimo parents very intently trYing to understand the white man's talk,
the children often interpreting to their parents. The children could hardly wait
until Friday to exchange their books.

Carpentry.Only boards from boxes were available, so the articles made were
small. However, a thorough course in the names, uses, and care of tools was given.
Composition books with the names of tools, a sketch, and their.use were kept by the
boys. At the close of school each boy proudly took his book home. This summer the
hooks will be read and reread 'and thus the work next year made somewhat easier.
In many cases the father at home had learned about the tool's from the boy. Then
he would surprise me by corning to borrow a tool, and instead of making motions to
indicate the tool wanted, simply say the name of the tool.. Eskimos take no care of
guns or tools of their own, consequently need new ones nearly every year. Emphasis
'was therefore laid on the care of gime and tools. At the close of school an examina-
tion was given the boys and the answers were very creditable;

. The following articles were made in school: Soap boxes, cabinets, chests, checker-
boards and checkers, small windmills, hooks (of deer horn), tops, picture frames,
grub boxes, and horn buttons.

Sewing. The smaller girls made rag dolls, which were given to the babies when
finished.. The Bret essentials of sewing were taught them, while making the done.
At the close of the term several small apronsunderwaists and apns were made by these
same girls..

--1.
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The larger girl; show talent in cutting and fitting; but are lacking in the patimicerequired for nice finishing. Patterns were cut from brown paper and' the dreisesmodeled from small pictorial designs. Some girls crocheted lace for trimming. Thefollowing articles were made: Sixteen underwaists, 4 underskirts, 15 dolls, 2 babyhoods, 8 aprons, 2 caps, 3 parka covers, and 14 complete dresses.
In the women's sewing' class the 'Material was furnished, either by themselves orfrom the mission boxes sent from California. lir the fernier case the finished articlebelonged to the owner and in the latter case the garments were distributed to theneedy. Miss. Hunnicutt was ably assisted by Mrs. Jones in conducting these classes.The -women were glad to have the social gatherings and to learn more about sewing.The men would bring the little sewing machines just before class and carry themhome after class was over. Nearly score of hand machines are in the villa* so thework wis rapidly done. The course was made as practical as possible milithe useof English encouraged. Enthuslasni and gossip kept up the interest.
Cooking.All the older girls revered instruction in making light bread, cookies,doughnuts and biscuits. Several women of the village A-ere taught how to makelight bread. The average Eskimostove is unfit for use in baking bread, so the school-room stove was many times called into service. The number of ranges in the villageis increasing. The Eskimos realize that it pays to buy si goo(' substantial stove, onethat holds the heat and bakes well. Cleanliness was emphasiz!ed, and all girls weremade to don clean aprons and cape before taking their cooki;ig lesson. They tookgreat delight in washing the utensils after use. One reindeer boy,. Showed great

. interestand ability in cooking, so he was taughthow to make diffeient kinds of cookiesand cake. He was in great demand when in the viltage and made quite a little moneyby his cooking.
Village improvement.Three new cabins were 'erectc? last fall. Nearly all flipcabins in the villageare well floored and have one or more windows. In all thecabins you can stand upright with ease and some have 8} or 9 foot' Walls. Manyroofs were raised last fall, thus giving more air capaiity and standing room, two thingsbadly needed in the crowded hOtist's. Practically everyfamily now hai its own cabin,

a condition making for better health for the natives. , 1 .
The Friends Cline11, owned and constructed bythe Selawik native/1, is a largehogstructure 25 by 35 feet. It was completely finished and floored, last fall: Four large -windows furnish light. An orchestra of five pieces was. successfully trained, andappeared several times in entertainments in the church.
Shelves and hooks were introduced for the first time in some of -tle, cabins, and aneffort was made to have all the women keep their clothes hung up and off the floor.The regular scrubbing of floors and frequent washing of clothes Were dialed into thewomen, A strict house-inspecting committee of the neatest ESkimo women waseffective in keeping up the standard. Cupboards and tables are mdre numerous andeach yea!' more Eskimos eat from tables and sleep in clean bunks. Thits the yeats.,of drilling and exhortation by the teachsrs begin to show results. The }Aim menfrequently ask about plans to build or improve tpeir houses or their furniture.
Village governmenKAt a&meeting-of the village people in,October the formationof a village government was accomplished by the election of the followingofficials.-to serve for one year: 'lead commissioner,

commiesionersof morals (one man anfkone -woman), commissioner of destitution, commissioner of safety (marshal), and, commis-goner of sanitation. The school- teacher was the adviserof the icicitl officials througboutthe year.
After .the election all the people proMised to stand by the commissioners and toobey the rules they might make. Definite cintlet were taid'out for net:If/Wel. Two

women were elected and served very'w.eil. Some
diffitult probipnis occuiied dlirhagthe year, which were satisfactorily handled by the conttlissiopeit. :The. Nalcipee-take the idea of eelf&govepaaeat very seriously. gepaionally the coreralspiottere,off
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-morals and safety were called upon to exercise their power; during our absence atthe Noatak fair they used it effectively on a white man who insulted'an Eskimo girl.This ie a step forward, as heretofore an Eskimo would searceli' ever lay hands on awhite man for any reason. I believe the satisfactory moral condition of the villageis dnr in a large part to these upright commissioners, who were not afraid to do theirduty.

Destitution in the villagewas reported to the proper official and relief was extendedby the Village. This took quite a burden:off my shoulders, ke it is often hard for the
teacher to distinguish between the needy and the professional beggar. The commia-sioner knew the actual easel.

Vagrant' doge were corralled by the vigilant marshal and those showing signs ofsickness were prtm1ptly shot. Trouble of any kind, and unsafe trails were alsoreported to the contmissioner of safety. Reporting cases of sicknesi and helping toimprove living conditions were the duties of the commissioner of sanitation.
tfra/th and. an ifarson.--Education of the natives regarding personal cleanliness and,hygiene has reduced sickness appreciably. This can be easily seen in the improvedhealth of the bathes. Many new ventilators and higher roofs give more air capacityto the cabins. We were unsuccessful in a few instances in getting the women to keepthe cabins cleaner. The old people do not tvadily accept suggestions from the teacher.in regard to cleanlinesA. The young people, on the contrary, listen and learn. Onelarge family is continually filthy. A little girl in this family has a large rupture justheloie the navel. We bandaged it, fiut of course the relief was only temporary. Aphysician is needed to operate, but as there is none at Kotzebue the case must waituntil one is ava.ilafile. Several eases of eye trouble have been treated. Snow blindnessand subsequent irritation often cause a white film to grow over the cornea. Argyroland boric acid we effectively used in these cases.

One Sunday niorning we were awakened by a violent pounding on the door. Iarose and found 'a native woman with her 5-yearold boy. He had fallen out of a' hunk, she said. lixaniination showed a broken arm. Mrs. Jones administered theaneethe4 whIle. I set the arm. In a few weeks the little fellow's arm was entirelyhealed.
A few cases of ptomaine poisoning occurred, but prompt action always resulted inrelief ,and cure. The people have at last learnett that rotten fish weakens theirstomachs and makes them Isere susceptible to disease, if not directly poisoning them.Many bf the advanced Eskimos come to ask me questions about the location of thehones, organ's, ind functions of the body, thus showing an awakening mind and withit the doom of superstition. , To be sure the old "medicine man ",still practices

amongthe " Ipirnee".(q10 Eskimos), but the younger generation laugh at him. The youngpeopli have a real knowledge of the body and the "Doctor" can not hoodwink the,m.One 'medicine man': coniee'to tne.f.regitft tly for medicine. Ile always4iays it ishie. wife., Superintendent Shields in his talk. SelavAk hit the old "Doctors"'herd, and his epeeph will long be remembered.
' Only three deaihe have ocrpried during the year; two beinglongstanding cases oftuberculosis and one of olcr.ige. All were adutts.. Mrs_Jones has helped ins in many.infant cases and creditle due'her for her part,in saving the lives of some babies of thevillage. Over 20 births haVe'been recorded withAertfeathe.

The scoolroom; a Fawn stove, soap and. water prove quite an attraction for thechildren. So bathe in the schoolroom are.frequent. .Garbage of the village is rafted and burnetkor thrown.intostile nativesleave the vjllago before the snowmelte add return only`atlititettrals until fall, so thegtirbageeProbtim is ealtily solved.. tented,Pring.the summer makes the Eskimoe sturdy and ettoair If they were coopedlts their cabins constantly, tbs ricewould soon deleriorste
Of 1,

. .7
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Industrial life.The fur catch was plentiful during the past winter and the prices
good. Food has been expensive, as usual, but most of the natives have had flour,
sugar, and tea in their homes all winter. Competition between the local stores has
benefited the natives, also the policy adopted by one store of keeping the price
constant on food articles. Fluctuations id price bewilder the Eskimo and invariably
get him 'deeper in debt.

The financial condition of the village is better now titan ever bieforoo As there
were no severe storms this winter the traps set were not 1st and could he well attended.
Many natives have paidtheir old debts. Some, of course,. will he in debt until they
die. One man trapped 66 minks, another 23 foxes-(mostly white) last winter. These
were the largest catches reported.

Some freighting has been done by the natives at good prices. A few others have
worked in the mines at Candle or on the Kobuk. Several make money by working
on the river boats during the summer. The Selawik native is industrioUs and as a
rule honest.

In the "shipyard" there are now eight boats, seven sail and one gasoline. There
will be two new ones elmstnicted this summer. The reindeer boys also have a host
of their own. Selawik has more native boats than any other village near it. Some
of the lumber used in the boats came from the States, but most of it was whipsawed
and dressed by hand.

Fishing furnishes some support in the summer, but the catch is not dependable.
The ownership of deer is the aim of many natives. and some invest in the purchase
of reindeer everything they make each year. This form of sags bank pays good
interest and is safe.

The reindeer. Fawning time this spring was not attended by such cold weather, as
in some years, consequently fewer deaths of flisms occurred. The reindeer boys
watched carefully night and (lay during this period. The natives realize every year
that the fur catch wjll sometime cease and' the (leer man then 'will really come into
his own. I camped week at the largest herd during lawninlY, time in order to over-
see the work and learn more of the industry. The reindeer Imp seemed to appreciate
the interest shown in them and did their best.

Sale for Selawik deer meat has been good and the demand greater than the supply.
The price varied from 12i to 20 cents per pound. The recent reindeer association
organized at Noatak has fixed the price at. a minimum of 15 cents.

Six deer men (two 'with their wives and children) made the trip to the Noatak
reindeer fair. They returned full of "pep" and knowledge gotten there. Mrs. Jones
and I also went, traveling farther that any other teachers in this district to attend
a fair. What we saw and heard convinced us that the fair was a big thing in the
education of the reindeer men. I have no,, doubt they will talk for years about'the
things seen and learned he irit of earnestness, diAcussion of problems,
competitive deermanship, and exhibit handiwork can not be valued in dollars
and cents. The small number of prizes a it difficult to properly award them.
The giving of prizes, even though of sma value, stimulates competition. How-
ever, the ribbons were proudly received and the spirit of earnestnesa could not be
doubted. The reindeer fairs are to the Eskimos what conventions and institutes are

. to the teachers in the States.

ANNUAL REPORT OP THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC SCHOOL AT
UGASH1K, ON THE ALASKA. PENINSULA.

By WILL A. Wicsox, Trlicnss.

'July, Alaska's harveet time, ties very profitable to the 'natives of this village, as
they then reaped over V1,600 in cash laborint: in. the Almon industry.

As boon as the lastIthip.uas One all of the natives, as is theirFtirtom, left for the
beautiful Lliashlk Lakes, idlers they dry their fieh Mr winter consumption:
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I was unable to go with the crowd last fall as I was expecting the school supplies
and waited here to receive them. About the second week of September the natives
began returning to the village and the children entered school as fast as they arrived.

October 24, John Nichols, a half-breed, arrived in a Columbia River boat with some
of our supplies from Nushagak. The weather had been very rough and he and two
small boys had been stranded on a flat near Naknek for several days before they got
a tide high enough to float them. After landing the supplies here they left for Port
Ileyden October 29. After crossing the Ugashik bar they found the sea so heavy
that when they tried to run into Cheering Creek the boat capsized. The two children
were lost. After drifting with the wreckage for about four hours, Nichols was washed
ashore almost exhausted: Fortunately he was found and cared for by natives who
were trapping at that point. We sent nativtes from here to attempt to find the two'''.
boys, but the bodies must have drifted ojt to sea, as our people have been unable
to find them. Nichols's entire winter outfit was lost.

School work.Che attendance was very good this year; the children were in school
practically every day they were in the village and able to attend. The children
from other villages always came to school when they happened to be here.

In addition to the textliook instruction, the girls, under Mrs. Wilson's guidance,
made underclothes, shirts, and 'dresses for each child4.and they are very proud of
their accomplishment. .

Each child took a bath in the school tub once a week and changed clothing. Mon-
day morning, after our family washing was done, the older children used our wash-
ing machine and washed all of the soiled clothing belonging to the school children.
Tuesday the girls ironed these clothes, and each child's towel and clothes were placed
en the shelves ready to be used after the uext bath.

Mrs. Wilson taught cooking to the girls and two of the boys; each child was allowed
to take home a portion of the baking for family use. Some of the whites who have
no cooks were persuaded to furnish flour and other materials from which the girl's
made bread, cakes, and pies, two-thirds going to the men who furnished the flour and
the rest to the girls. The girls take a great interest in domestic work and with tEe
proper surroundings would make good housekeepers.

We were hampered a great deal this year on account of being unable, to get our
supplied. The boys and I expected to paint the school buildings inside and out this
year, but the paint is still in Nushagak; visitors to the village are suggesting white-
wash. Our manual training work this year consisted of making dog harnesses, one
new sled, and repair work on others.' The apprentices made reindeer harness, and
the other boys made some boat models of such material as we had at hand. After
Christmas the boys polished ivory which I bought at Nushagak last year. We also
lengthened the flag polo 16 feet.

Entirlainment.In November we began practice on our Christmas entertainment '
which consisted of songs, flag drills, recitations, and a little play entitled "Mother
Goose's Christmas Party." Each child' in the play was costumed-for the part he or
she wsa to take. The play gave a groat deal of work to th.tchildren and mach benefit
was deirivcd from the practice. At 4 o'clock on Christmas Day every one in the vil-
lage was. bore and enjoyed the entertainment and the prettiest Christmas tree they
had over seen, an evergreen tree which I hauled about 80 miles for the occasion. Thia
year many of the natives placed presents for one another on the tree and every man,
woman, 'and child received a present. After the distribution of 'presents a lunch
consisting of sandwiches,*tea, and cakes was served. .

Th4 birthdays of Lincoln and Washington were celebrated with patriotic ceremonies.
Medical work.There hill been a great deal of sickness in the villages of this region

during the past year, and almost everyone is afflicted with i severe cold at present.
Medical assistance was rindered 70 timesduringthe year. The Prevailingtrouble,

ot.bourse, was tuberculosis. We lid nine.cmes of pneumonia, one:of milk Mins,
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one of abcessed breast, four cases of ',severe frost bite, two of gunshot wound, and one
'ease of foreign body in the eyeball caused by explosion of shotgun shell during process
of loading. We handled all of these cases in the school, securing good results. Two
of the pneumonia cases were fatal. In June I took the woman injured by the e,xplod-
ingghell to Naknek where Dr. Ramon, of the Alaska Packers' Association, removed the
portion of shell from the eyeball. While I was away with this case, h native boy
shot himself in the arm with a shotgun shattering both bones in the lower arm, de-
stroying the joint, and breaking the bone in the upper arm. He was taken to the
schoolhouse where Mrs. Wilson dressed the wound and stopped the hemorrhage.
She then sent him to Naknek onllibwettliswompany's boats, where Drs. Ronson and
Shatter operated on higl. These cases were handled at Naknek through the kind-
ness of Messrs. Smith and Nielsen, superintendent:0.1s it was almost impossible to
get the cases to the (Iovernment Hospital at.Nushagak.

The medical work takes up a great deal of my time; it is hard.to refuse to go to the
other villages when they ask for aid. Ugugtik is 60 miles from here and Upper Ugashik
is 15 miles, so I am kept busy whet they have much sickness there. Many cases
have been brought here from other places for treatment id' wintertime. During the
past winter we have been short of many of the InedicinT we needed and we have
cough medicine of any kind or any liniment, as the supplies for last fall have not yet
arrived from Nushagak. Dr. Borland sent some of the supplies by a man who was
coming this way, but he could not brig a great amount. Dr. Borhirid was .9 with us
for three days in February and did some dental work for us.

During the winter I traveled by dog team as follows: To Nushagak and return,. for
medicine, 570 miles; to.and from Nakriek, taking child to Dr. Borland, 240 miles;
to Uguguk and returnittreat a fractured leg, 120 miles: 36 trips to the upper village
and return, medical calls, 1,080 miles; trip to reindeer herd and return, to treat a
frozen boy, 60 miles; total, 2,070 mile e.

There is no fund for this expense and if I had to hire a team it would have cost
$517.50 for dogs, sled and driver, besides provisions and dog feed. I own my own
team which cost me $140 and used during the year 3,186 fish valued at $286.05. Of
these fish I. caught and dried 1,760 of them myself during my last summer's vacation.

On one trip I was caught in a blizzard and spent two days and three nights in a tent,
without any stove or provisions. I had two native men with me and gave each of
them a fish, took one myself, and kept the rest for the dogs. It was a trip we should
have made in a day, as I took only tent, medicine, and dog feed: it was an urgent
case and I felt that we could make the 60 miles in ye day. It looked line when we
started, but when we were out about three hours the blizzard struck IA se hard that
we could not see. I would have perished on that trip had it not been for the natives
and the animal heat from the dogs. The natives furnished the common senselhd the
dogs the heat. On the third day we started again, although it wastill unfit to travel,
but we made a trapper's camp where we found food and shelter, but we.were "all in."

Besides.these trips I visited each of the herds once a month. When I was away
Mrs. Wilson taught school. She did this that I might care for the sick although sh
was not under *lazy.

We have the good will of every native within a radius of 300 miles and a feeling th t
we have done our duty to those in need.

I

ANNUAL .REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC SCHOOL ON
ATKA ISLAND, ONE OF' THE ALEUTIAN ISLANDS.

By Amos B. CARR, MRS. ELLA D. CARR, AND Liman, E. CARR, TEACHER'S.

School began September 11, a few days after the last visit of the. Cdast Guard steamer.
Our day-school enrollment was 17, and night-school onrolltuunt 13. We held night
sessions for the adults until the trapping season began. These seselons were attended
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with much enthusiasm and interest. Our village chief attends regularly and has
made great progress in English.

Day-school work.The children have made wonderful adventement this year in
using English. The old women of the village rid uled them so much that for a while
it was very hard to get them to speak Eng Lisa, but since they have learned con-
siderable English we hear it spoken quite often among the children at play.

They are excellent in memory work, hence spelling is one of their favorite subjects
and they spell Very well indeed. They aro somewhat slow in arithmetic; we are
trying to make it as practical as possible. The children are drilled much in changing
money, buying iocories, and selling furs.

They like hygiene and have learned the meaning of "germs," etc. We especially
emphasize the ill effects of alcohol and tobacco, as all the aduits in the village make
"sour-dough beer" and use tobacco.

We have been trying the phonic system of teaching reading to the beginners this
year, and can declare it a great success. The children enjoy it and are learning faster
than the other beginners did. The children all sing the old favorite totr and a num-
ber of motion songs.

On)ienday afternoon they draw and paint.. They have made some very good
pictUres of objects with which they aie familiar. ok Tuesday and Thursday after-
noons they sew, and this year they: utlined a quill They made drawings of seals,
foxes, reindeers, Sand other animals, and transferred them to white muslin, then out-
lined them in red. They also knitted a pair of mittens each, and a cap each, and sewed
for each pupil two aprons, one undortiress, and one suit of underwear. Before Christ-
mas they made Rifts for their parents and friends; hemstitched handkerchiefs, sewing
hags, pin cushions, and doilies, while the little folks hemmed towels, made iron
holders, and doll dresses. One afternoon each month is devoted. to patching and
Mendingboys included. While the children Sew the teacher tells or reads stories
to them. On Itriday afternoon they learn new songs, toll stories, and learn new games.

Wednesday afternoon is devoted to instruction in sanitation, hygiene, and cooking.
The children have learned what foods contain the moat nutrition; what to get for
invalids, and how to cook a few simple dishes for .everyday use. The children are
young and we have not accomplished as much in cooking as we would like.

Sanitation anddlealth.The natives take pride in keeping the streets clean; they
are graveled each year, and all refuse is carried into the bay. The houses are scrubbed
triweekly. and bqlding is aired every fine day. Some washing is done every day in
the week.. Windoivii are opened at night and every fine day, as' the natives see
learning that fresh air means health. We have been fighting lice ever since we
Came here. Lousy children were in disgraoe and were placed in the 'lice row" in
school. This year we have not seen a louse on a single child. NN e aria roa)ly proud
of this achievement.

The health of the village was very good this year,ffith the exceptienjf a peculiar
siege of dysentery and vomiting which broke out last fall among tha- children and
lasted from three to six days. We cared for them the best we could ane all recovered.
There were no deaths. Four babies were born, all fine strong girls/ We gave special
care and attention to the babies, instructing the mothers as to the beat method o'
feeding and clothing them. The mothers listened to our advice and, in a measure,
tried to follow our instructions. The children all run to the teachgr when they geta
cut, burn, or scratch. They have learned that sores heal readily when given proper
care, and they do not want their mothers to put old rage on their wounds. .

Occupation of women.During the winter months while their husbands 'are away
the women hive little to do but weatve baskets. This is very,tiresome, close work,
and we are discottraging it to some extent. We tell them toget out and'walk or fish
on nice days, andleave their weaving for stormy days. After much persuasion we'
succeeded in getting some of the women td set traps near home. One woman caught

,
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two blue foxes, which will probably net her close to $100; which is more than she could'make in a year by basket weaving. The outdoor exercise also improved )ter health.On Thursday afternoons the women all come to the schoolhouse to sew and do fancy-work. There is much rivalry among them to see who can do the nicest work. Theyhave made the following articles: Ten crocheted doilies; 7 pairs of pillow slips, hem-stitched; 5 knitted sweaters; 18 pairs of knitted mittens; 12 crocheted caps; 12middies; 10 white dress.; 10 aprons; 12 underdresses; and 12 nightimwns. Besidesthese articles many yards of lace were crocheted to trim the skirts and dresses.
While the women sew the teacher in.truet4 them in hygiene, cooking, and general-welfare subjects. Theyare, good listeners, but rather poor,eonversationalists. How-ever, I have learned more Of their wants and desires during these afternoon talksthan by any other means.
Occu potion.' of men.Last summer We purha.ed a net and with the aid of the menof the village secured enough ,fish to supply the wind,. cilltge A ith, salt and driedfish for the winter.
The men htuiteider down, eggs, andAsea lion in the summer; eider down for quilt,and the sea li'on forit4e in making shoes and hidark los. This year has been a bad oneon trappers; there has been mg nmeh show. The natives say the worst in years. Inspite of all drawbacks they have done very well
The total number of blue foxes caught was 169; silver gray, 33; white, 2. The totalincome from foxes was $8,096; $375was paid out for labor: *2(00 for basketry. The total -'income of the village was $8,671. This makes a per capita of $135.15 for 1917 to Com-pare with $24.45 in 1912. \
Native store. The increase in the income of the village is entirely (blottothe nativestore, which was established here four years ago. The natives receive the full vaneof the foxes sold, and as each year passes evreyetting a larger stock and are able togive better prices on goods sold. *The newstore building which was erected last sum..mer has given the natives confidence in the permanency of the establishment. Theeare proud of ,the store.and think they are fortunate indeed to be so favored, The'chief with all hiseople wish to express their anpreeiation to the Bureau of Educationfor the school and especially the store, .,Their homes are better furnished; they havewarmer, neater clothing; better and more food; and even a few luxuries are no avail-able.
Buildings and improvements.Besides the store building there have been erected .four new frame houses, four toilets, and a silo. Water is pi red from a near-by springthrough the village and into the school building. A faucet was placed in the centerof the town and all can get good water without tracking through the mud up to thespring. Five new dories have been built. All the new houses have been paintedthis spring.
Last January a severe storm from the northeast washed away the wall in front of theschoolhouse, and for a time we thought it would carry the building out, but the seasubsided before that happened. The men put up a new wall which can be only tern.wary. Nothing but a cement wall will hold against the greatseas which surge inhere in wintertime.
Stock. We now have seven head ofcattle. The silo came up in September and by-the time it was erected it was quite late for ensilage, but we filled it about half full.This winter was so severe that the cattle would have perished had we not put upensilage. During the summer mouths they get fat,. and during an ordinary winterthey Clia secure almost all their foixl out of doors. It seems tube an ideal place forraising`Plock. The reindeer are increasing. No accurate. count has been made,but we estimate that there are about 75 on the island. There is grass ancismosa enoughon the island to feed a large herd.
.4gricuiture.-7Lastepring we planted one crate of potatoes and in the fall When wedug them up we found only little marbles, shout 20 pounds of them. 'ThisePring the

.
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natives plaited gardens, and we have two school gardens. Tun** radishes, and
lettuce are planted. Conditions are not fetorable for gardening, as seasons are so
variable. Every year, however, gardens are made and sometimes an abundant har-
vest is reaped. a

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ITED STATES PUBLIC SCHOOL AT
TATITLEK, IN OUTHWESTERN ALASKA.

By CHERIE OK, TEACHER.

There has been noticeable develqpin it in th village during the last year, indus-
trially and in Classroom work. The m t market idvance has been among the younger
men., who-have been engaged in cutti rg piles and logs for mines at different places on
Prince WilliniaSound; in cutting logs for the sawmill at Cordova, and in furnishing piles
for fish canneries. In addition they have sold six or seven thousand dollars' worth of
salmon to the canne ries. Many have worked by the day at mines as assistant cooks
and laborers and in other capacities. I believe we should feel encouraged about this,
became in former yearii the natives worked only hen driven to it by necessity.
Ai I write I do not know.of an idle man. . They are either fishing for salmon or
working at the mines, not becau4 they are forced to work, r at this season of the year
-they can live without effort, but because they wish to earn money. The efforts of the
bureau in this village have certainly had a stimulating influence upon the natives
industrially.

We have made fishermen of the natives, and fishing has come to be a great summer
industry of the entire region. Factors which (lave created a demand for the native
fishermen are their knowledge of the,local waters, legislation in favor of local fisher.
men as opposed to nonresident fishermen, and the procuring ofwreserves which
permit us to control the shore fishing within them. We should be able to control
all the waters within the reserves. As early as lanuary the canneries began cOn-
tracting with the natives for their services as fishermen during the summer. At one
cannery natives have been made the "major crew" All the canneries have been
willing to employ all the natives that could be secured, some of the comPanies
calling at the village and transporting the natives telheir canneries. In causing
the men to work 'steadily and to earn money we have accomplished much of
what we set out to do. The unfinished phase of this part of the work is to teach the

; natives to lay aside a part of their caraingi,i4o create a reserve upon which to draw in
times of iieed'. In this we have not Much progress, though they are acquiring
more eubstantial property in house furnishings, boats, and engines.
. The dehool enrollment increased to ahhis year, overcrowding our rooms and making

it impossible to give sufficient time to all phases of school work. We are in immediat
need of another classroom and teacher. We are now ronductinreclaseeto from the kid-
dergarten tolhe sixth grade, as well as dc14ng industrial work-with both boys and girls,

Our shopwork reached a standard this year that I have been striving to acquire Cdr
many years, We were able to take in outaidAvork and put the schoolboys upon its"
We succeeded in building a 28-fOot launch with our training class, and the boys were
thus able to earn something as well as to have the training. This successful effort
brought inquiries from.several quarters as to Whether we would accept orders for 'boat
building. I believe thalthere can he quite lin industry worked up along this line
it I tan be relieved of sou % of the classroom wok timek in order to devote my e to itt

Another new phase of the work is the introduction of games in the lower grades
by Mrs. Cook. Via has developed alertness and stimniated the use of English. The
children will use English in playing' a game it taught the game in tfe English lan-
guage. We have also found that the earlier a native child enters the school the better
and faster he advances, as he grows up in the language anti ways of the school.
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In our instructions we are directed to report upon our success in agriculture. Thereis not much that I can report about ttat, as this is not an agricultural section. Eachyear I prepare a very small,piece of ground and rail a few vegetables, but the pro-duction never pays for the effort. There is no arable ground here; it is tundra, whichmust be stripped of moss, drained, dug up, cut into fine pieces, mixed with sandand gravel and fertilized; then, if the season is favorable, one can raise turnips, cab-bage, peas, lettuce, and ridishes. We can prepare the soil, but we can not governthe weather conditions. have had but two favorable summers out of the -evenI have spent here. The natives have never followed my lead in gardening to anyextent, and I have not encouraged them in it for the reason that gardening comesat the same time that the fishing is being done, and the proceeds of one day's fishingwould buy mote vegetables than a garden would be likely to produce in an entiresummer. It seems to me that it would be impractical to encourage agricultureunder the conditions here.

We should very much like to install a sawmill, have the natives cut lumber formodern houses, lay ottt the village in lots and streets, and to construct a water andsewerage system. While.l believe the native should usually pay for what he gets,yet in introducing these
new undertakings, the bureau must expect to take the lead,.eand bear the expense. My idea of conducting the improvement would be for thebureau to advance the amount necessary to buy and install the sawmill; to assemblethe natives and make them acquainted with the project; to get them to promise toset up the mill; also to pledge themselves to secure logs and saw lumber enough for ahouse within a certain time. After the mill is completed we should get them tobuild additional houses within certain periods, and consent to a survey of the villageand a plan of drawing for lots, under the supervision of the bureau. We started fishingin a similar way, furnishing a seine and dories. We had our ups and downs, and attimes I was very unpopular, but we have a fishing industry to-day. In a few yearswe could have a model village. The task is hopeless as long as log houses are built inthe same old hit-and-miss way.

'The natives observe the law as well as the whites, and often better. Often they areencouraged by whites to break the law, particularly in taking valuable skins, such assea otter, which are protected. Much the same conditions exist in regard to morals.They follow the examples set by a certain class of white men.

ANNUAL REPORT lalik THE UNITED STATES -PUBLIC SCHOOL AT
KLUKWAN.

Br FAT R. SHAVER, TEACHER.

.Shop work.On 'account of extremely cold weather last winter there was muchtitle when we could not use our shop. Although there was not so much work doneas ionnerly* the quality was up to the standard. The younger pupils, made toys,boxes, tables, etc., ,besides helping to make sleds and stovepipe. The older boys. made sleds, boxes, tables, galvanized pails,
camp stoves, heaters, dust pans, stove-pipe, etc. We could have made a dozen more heating stoves and sold them, but wereunable to secure the drafts and legs, which are cast, in time for use. The beatersmade were larger than before and sold for $10 each, making a good profit for the work-men. Tanks for cooking the oil out of fish were Made of galvanized iron and sold for$17 each:

The shop has been a great help to the people of the village. It has saved manytrips to Haines, and often thearticle made was more suited to-the needs of the nativethan any that could have been purchased. Many good suggestions were given by the'native. and followed to advaptage in our work.
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Agricultural work.Several new experiments were carried ok in agriculture. Kafir
corn grew to about 5 feet in height but did not mature,. beardless barley grew well
and matured a fair crop. Canadian field peas proved a great success, most of the crop
ripening and furnishing an abundance of forage as well as seed, which will prove of
great value here. Mange ls grew 18 inches long; sugar beets did 'well; millet just
began to head when the frost came. Alfalfa made a good growth; it has not been
winter killed since I began to plant it two years ago. I cut two crops last year and
the season was dry. Corn did not do so well as usual; potatoes matured a good crop
and were dry and mealy; beets grew nicely. Swiss chard was- especially good, the
stalks being about 3 inches broad and 16 inches long. Tomatoes were ripened out of
doors; there were quantities of green ones, and we foUnd that many could be ripened
in the house. A few cucumbers were raised. We had several cuttings of asparagus:
the stalks were strong and health. Rhubarb is always good. We have been unable
to obtain a good crop of strawberries as many of them are knotty. Peas'were exceed-
ingly tine and the crop abundant. The beans were the best I have seen anywhere;
they were not left to mature as they were the snap variety. Kale and cabbage are
always good. Radishes, turnips, and rutabagas grew well but were infested with' the

t maggot. Cauliflower formed beautiful heads of the very best quality Kohl
rabi was very large and solid. Parsnips were at good as can be grown.

The natives took much interest in their gardens and raised very good crops. Their
main crop was potatoes, but other vegetables, also flowers, were raised. The children
often go to the woods to gather flowers and they are very fond of the briglIt-colored
ones. Every garden has to' be fenced to protect it from the dogs. There was not sr
much new land cleared ha usual, as the natives had qo team with which to break it.
The nettles do not interfere much with the gardens although there are plenty of
therfi. 'flares -tail is a greUt pest and has nearly taken up some garden plots. It is
hard to get rid of.

Plans are being made for an agricultural fair this fall. Prizes are to be given for the
best gardens and vegetables. -

Medical work and sanitation.This work was carried on under the direction of Mrs.
Shaver. There was an epidemic of measles in our village, which affected nearly
every child. There were three deaths of children who were not strong and had been
sick before. Aside from the above,. the village has been quite free from sickness.

This spring a general village clean up took place. Eleven wagon loads of tin cans,
etc., were hauled and dumped into the river. A clean -up this fall should leave the
village in very good condition.

Dr. Craig has given us his help and advice at all times:in the treatment of illness
and in maintaining sanitary coalitions, which we have appreciated very much.

The cooperative store.The store did over $10,000 worth of business last year
with a net profit of 15 per cent to the stockholders. This profit was divided as follows:
Six per cent was paid on stock, six per cent on purchases, and three per cent was placed
in a reserve. Some of the older natives were not satisfied with.the profits because they
had dropped off from those of preceding years. The high cost of supplies was the cause.
The reduced profits on package goods was hard- to overcome as thore was often an
advance of a cent or two on a package. We do not hive pennies, so could hardly raise
the price, which cut down the profits that much. At present the prices, have advanced
so much that our prices have been advanced accordingly. Male% something unfore-
seen happens our profits will be very gopd by the close of the year.

In connection with the store I might add that the credits are cgreat drawback.
There is generally one of two causes for them. It is very seldom that the party asking
credit has no money, but because a certain amount has been kid away for the big
potlatch. TO is never touched, even though the family is in want. The other
reason, which is the cause of most of the credits, and which is being overcome gradu-
ally, is the fact that the jiativwniust see and handle the money in a transaction in
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order to know the profit made. Guns, ammunition, and the food used on a hunt arealmost always bought on credit when the proceeds of the hunt are to be sold. Whenthe furs or vat obtained in the hunt are sold, the store bill is paid and the Money inhand is the rofit. If the hunt is not successful the bill may be one of long standing.Hunting and trapping.The natives had a good catch of furs last winter andrealized good prices for most of their catch. Traders paid between $8 and $12 forlynx, while those handled through our department at Seattle brought nearly twicethat amount. The furs handled by our department ratted the natives $3,606.16,which was about half the catch. Some of the natives shipped their furs to Chicagoand St. Louis, but they did not realize nearly so much as did those who sold, their fursin Seattle. Circulars showing big prices still play a prominent part in attracting thenative shipper. The returns have nearly always been disappointing. Next winterwill seed, nearly all of the furs sold where there are competitive bids. The furs of 16natives were shipped from Klukwan and handled by Mir department. One man'sfun netted him over $1,100 for three months' work. A native of Klukwan by the nameof Gundagain was offered b' a trader $2S for four skins. He received through thebureau $60.90 for the same ft. Another was offered $27 and,received over $17 net.A trader paid $12 each for some lynx skins but bought a most beautiful black fox skinfor $250 that should have brought'three times that amount. The bureau, no doubt,receives many knocks for helping the natives to dispose of their furs, but I feel that thisis one of the best ways by which we can instill confidence in them and'get them torealize that we have their interests at heart.
Fishing. The natives of Klukwan did fairly well in their fishing. They receivedabout $10,0014 for fish and for work at the cannery. Not all of this came to Klu,kwan,

as some of our people went away to work after the cannery season closed. Most ofthem oh&ained employment in the mines at or near Juneau. This wag/ added be-tween $2,500 and $3,000 to their earnings. Most of this sum was put away until afterdeath to be given away in a big potlatch. Everything given away at that time issupposed to go into the hereafter to help the soul in the spirit world,
Canning.About 500 pint and 200 quart glass jars were filled with fish, vegetables,and berries. Some of the natives took advantage of the opportunity and used thecann?r. They had no trouble about the berries and fish keeping. iGts.The goats came through the winter in better condition than usual. 'Nye kidshave been raised. They may become acelidated and in time prove of value liertc.'"
Old eustorna.The big potlatch was held at Yendistuckie, where the feasting lastedfor two weeks. This village is about 19 miles from Klukwan. Most of the peoplefrom our village and Haines were there. The only ones not going, I think, were thosenot invited. I have not been able to find out just how the is,tlateli was conducted,as it was too far from here and school had just started. One native gae away $1,000in addition to the food he furnished. This must have beerf an unusual amount ofmoney, as there was Iota of talk about .it. They had the white man's dance everyafternoon and evening. There was one day when they did not let the whites in. Iwas not able to find out what took place at that time. When the people returned theysaid they did not know that it was to be an old-custom affair, but that when they gotthere they could not get away. The truth is that this feasting will fill many an even-ing with gossip, 'and they would not have missed it for anything.

The next potlatch was held at Douglas and was given by a native merchant ofthat place. The natives were given to understand that this was not to be an old-cus:torn affair,but to dedicate a native brotherhood hall. lt, however, kerned out to beotherwise. The Klukwan band was invited with the promise of a handsome present,but did not receive enough to pay its expenses. Most of these feasts end in dissatis-faction of some kind.
In order to counteract these practices we should give the natives something to takeplace. We do this in part by our school entertainments and parties, but they

e
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like to get together in their own way At times.. We need more room in which to enter
tarn the natives of the village. The new basement for the school building will help-
out wonderfully.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC SCHOOL AT
HYDABURG, IN SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA.

BY MARK SAID, TEACHER.

Ilydabing school opened October 2, 1916; and closed April 27, 1917, thus com-
pleting its sixth Aar. A total Of 103 was enrolled, with an average attendance of
01.3. All grammar grades, excepting the fifth, were taught in the three rooms. After
Christmas the regular work. was supplemented twice a week by manual training for
the older boys and sewing and cooking for the girls.

The census of Hydaburg for 1916-17 shows a population of 335. During the year
ending June 30 there have been 19 births and 25 deaths. The excessive mortality
is largely due the ravages of an epidemic of measles, which broke out-in December
and was . I ne 1 that school was closed during that month. During the progress of
the di
The measles a proved fatal in but one or two cases; but five tubercular boys,,

.P:.l wereple we sick; at one time the teachers were caring for 125 patients.

when left in a weakened condition by the measles, were quickly carried away by the
othef-disease; five other children followed within two months. Of those who died,
9 Were young people between the era of 10 and 20 years, 13 were babies, and but 3
were adults. Tuberculosis and its menigital complications claimed 75 per cent of
the number.

Early in October the people organized logging, milling, and building crews, and
began the construction of a new church. Before snow fell the frame was up and
sheathed and the roof was on. This is to be a church belonging entirely to the people
They are accepting no help. from the mission board's building fund. All the label
is crenated and the Forest Service has alloied free use on stumpage for the lumber.

In the. fall the bureau authorized the erection of a teacher's residence at Hydaburg.
A plan was selected, and the lumber was cut to fit the plan in Seattle and forwarded
to Ilydaburg.

After Christmas the interests of tire-townspeople centered in industrial progress.
A new dock, measuring 44 by 96 feet, with an approach 360 feet long and 16 feet wide,
was completed. It'is located at the southern end of the town. /The dock is sub.
rstantially'built, resting on hemlock piles,. faced three sides with eprucb fender piles,
and surfaced with 2 by 125pruce planking. At the shore end the foundation for a
warehouse to be used in connection with a cannery, was completed and part of the
framework of the building was set up. On the north side of this structure the founda-
tion for a cannery building to measure 40 by 100 feet was about half finished. For
setting the piling for this work,-a steam pile driver was rented from Sulzer at an ex-
pense of $10 per day. Th4 driver was in use for 19 days at an expense to the trading
company of $190. This was paid for in log&

These construction operations kept an average of 20 men working for three months.
Every man in town put in some time at the work. Rages, fixed by the stockholders
of the trading company in open meeting, were 30 cents per hour for workmen and
35 cents for bosses. Most of the earnings were applied to pay up accounts owing the
trading company by the laborers, and the surplus wept to purchase stock in that cow.
pany, it being agreed that ouch stock should not draw dividends until the cannery
produced profits from operation. The mill crews and the logging crews were also
paid in this manner, and during the period the trading company collected $4,042.80
on current and back accounts, and the. net'increase in the accounts receivakble was
held to $10.24; $500 worth of stock was sold.
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The sawmill has been very busy this spring. Between January 15 and May 31 ithas cut 300;000 feet of lumber. Of this, 65,000 feet went into the.construction of thenew dock, 10,200 feet into the warehouse and cannery foundations. and about 200.000feet have been sold. bringing the company $3,800. This amount does not representa profit. Tb expect efficient service or dividends of the mill ib its present conditionis out of the question. The equipment is becoming so worn that frequent stoppagefor repairs is necessary.
On the let of June the King salmon began to run and the trill crew allowed therest of the town to the fishing grounds. The King Batmen fishing has been excellentthi eason. Many- of the fishermen have earned more than $15Q. One boat has madea ut $800 in a month's time. Led by reports of business possibilities for the store ina I Lion where many people camp for the King salmon season the trading companyer ted a small building and sent out a stock of goods this spring. This season thefish did not elect to swim in the neighborhood of the store. the people scattered to findthe fish, and the venture will but little more than pay expenses.The experience of the past year suggests the following recommendations: ,One'man in Hydahurg is not enough to take care of the town's growing needs. Thereshould he one man to attend to the industrial, commercial, and civic activities. andone to devote his time to the school and social life. A competent doctor or nursewith headquarters in Hydaburg is of paramount importance. In order to operateon a dividend-paying basis, the sawmill should be reconstructed in a new location.equipped with more power, a band saw and a larger planer, and the company shouldown a logging donkey engine. (and, lastly, by the installation- of a cannery. thetown would gain, not only economically but mentally, morally, and physically.

..ANNUAL REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC SCHaOL ATKLAWOCK, IN SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA.
BY CI1ARLEA E. Hiess, TEACHER.

On account of the lateness of the canning season, school did not begin until thest of October. Most of the ptrians of the school had returnedlo their homes by thistime and we were able to begfn school with a very good attendance, which was main-* tained throughout the school year. Our first month showed an enrollment of 69 pupils,white our average attendance for the year was 63i. Thejotal enrollment for the yearwas 88. -

Mrs. Hibbs, taking the same grades she Mad the previoitm year, was able in a veryshort time to have all the pupils in her room properly located and dOing their regatta;work. This is the first time since entering the native service I have had the (Imamt ty of seeing the advantage gained by returning teachers to former positions. andhe results show out much more plainly than in the white schools of the States..very possible mattes should be used to retain teachers from year to year on accountof the extra amount sOf work they are aisle to acepmplish.
all reading in the grades special effort was placed on the use of phonics, or thesoup, method, with very satisfactory resuhs. The pupils have become very efficientin the' ability to prepare reading lessons unassisted and also in reading them. Storytelling as pioductive of good results both in memory training and in the use of Eng-lish. T e pupils enjoyed this work very much, for most of them have enough ofan English vocabulary to understand the stories and `data given thgrn:Much tirne,in arithmetic in the grides was given to oral and mental practice and. drill in the four fundamentals. I believe the grades here will fall very little belowthe respective grades in the States in this work.

More anti
previous

work was done in domestic science during past year thanduring any previOus year. This wits not only conducive of good results among the
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children but also awakened much interest and enthusiasm among the parents.- Much
practical work was done in the making of clothing and quilt's as well as in crochetting
and knitting.

We have enjoyed the most satisfactory year in the Klawock Commercial Co. since
mycorning to Klawock. Our greatest difficulty lies in ;be amount of credit,we are
almost compelled to give. However, we have been steadily gaining.'and while at
times the credit system caused some little emharassment on our part in our dealings
with the Wholesale houses-we are now on a fairly firm foundation and, feel quite sure
of our position. Last winter when our books were audited we 'gave a 12 per cent divi-
dend and placed 2 per cent in the business. This established much more confi-.
det1ce in the village and w.e are yet increasing our stock. We hepe in the near future

-ao establish a sawmill and cannery in connection with the store. There wag much
talk of a small hand cannery last winter, but the sharp advance in tin caused us to
hold urthese plans until bettor inducements can he obtained in tin and.machinery.
A. small sawmill is much needed here, as with the growth of the village much side-
walk material is.needed as well as building material. 'The bureau should extend
every effort in helping us to secure this mill, as it would be a great encouragement
to the people of and Karheen who are rrwying here for school privileges.
With a little encouragement from the bureau I feel it is but a short time until we-can
have all the Thlingete of the west coast of-Prince of Wales located at Klaweek as thji
If ydahs are how located at Hydablirg.

The people of Klawock,have been exceptionally healthy during the past year,
having had no deaths in the village. ,But a resident of the village died at a fish camp.
Several, however, are in the last Stages of tuberculoeis and can last but a short time.
The medical work during the past year was considerably _lighter than the previous
year and the assistance rendered by the teacher of sanitation was also very valuable.
If it is impossible to establish hoepitals'at these villages I would suggest a building
be arranged with two or three beds with a nurse placed in charge. In the serious ,
cases medical aid can be securdd from Craig, 6 miles distant. It is -impossible to
treat many of the more simple cases satisfactorily in the homes on account of the
unsanitary conditions arki the unreliability of the natives in giving medicines.

We have had very little trouble in the village during the past year. The town
council has enacted some \very creditable laws and very successfully enforced many
of them. The council elecjed last fall seems to realize more than the previoupand
first council the duties ree ng on them and the powers intrurted to then) and have
performed their duties in very creditable manner, Most of the people from the
village of Shaken moved h o last winter, and the people from Karheen expect to
move hero this fall. This ill materially increase our population and uniteatimost
all the Thlingeta on the island. We hope to finish our school building this summer
and get our village surveyed. The `hew part of the -village will. be occupied by. the
now citizens and alfew of our better families that wish to got better homes in a less
crowded section than that in-which they are now living. These things are all encour-
aging, and while we feel much has been accomplished during the past year We hope .
with better conditions and facilities to accomplish much more during the next year.

The parents as well as pupils take much interest and pleasure in school entertain-
ments and two Very successful ones were given (luring the winter. We have already.
raised $45 toward a printing press for the school.

At one of our entertainments I had an exhibition of military drill which was so ,
well received that I decided to continuo the drill among the boys in school. I feel,.
thn time was well spent in the lessons of discipline taught as well as the physical
exercise obtained.

Toward spring I suggested to some of the pupils as well as parents that we organize
a school band. This was enthusiastically received and the village furnished us with 'instruments. Sixteen boys took part, ranging from 8 to19years, and after twoinontitst
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.64 WORK OF THE BUREAU OF-EpudATION' FOR ALASKA.jpractice were able to make a very en-Astable showing.- While I do notleel thjs is anecessity in the schoolwork here, it worked up great interest in the school amongtheparents and assisted so much in punctual attendance, both among the membeisofthe band ancrthose,that enjoyed coming early to hear the practice, that Vbelieve itwas well worth the effort and shook' t4e continucki. We practiced -each morning ateight and it w,as not unusual to, have boys at the schoolhotrse.gefore seven awaiting, time for praytice. "'

-After thellolidays a musical and literary srciety was organized, holding meetingsonce each week. Any one in the village ally to speak the English.language,wes
eligible to membership, atidonl English was to be spoken in the society hall. 'Seineof the older people could not mule;stand the mission of this SatietY at firs] and refusedto attend or allow their clrildren to,attend. Some. were. faithfal, however, and ourmembership and attendance kept crowing until we found the school auditoriuth toosmall for the gatherings. They took especial delight in debating; even school girlsjust in their teens tating part.: The judgment used in selecting subjects and theability with which they were handled -were sZery ,trnitifying.

I. believe the time and effort put forth for the-Metlaliatli-llyclab-urg-KIMrk
school fair was well spoilt. While the people of Klawock are very. jubilant over theresults of the fair, Lam convinced that 'the time has not yet coine-for coMpetitioaamong the natives, when it is those from different tribes that are contesting. haveworked with two tribes and find the idea prevalent that each is the chosen tribe.They yet delight in relating the prowess of their forefather's ih overcoming die eunning of the other tribes and cannot-take defeat grae.nrusly. 'Phis competition, ie.gardless of the fairness of the judges, only tends 4p-intensify this feeling of rivalrywe are trying to stamp out, and whatwe gain from an educational standpoint we losein keeping open this old hatred thafhnust be allayed to establish a )mion of the na-tives for common good. I would. recommend that these fairs be held annually; eachschool putting its beet or what i has at hand on exhibition; a regular program'of education'al value for patrons and teachers_should be given each day, and one,night be given each school for an entertainment for the benefit of those in attendance.

EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORT OF THE GOVERNOR OP ALASKA, 1917.
The natives of Alaska.The economic conditions among the native population of

11

Alsekh have changed eonsiaerably during the past year. !Phew, depending on fursfor their main livelihood have not only faced 'I scarcity of pelts, but have foundthat prices were below normal on account of the war. cn, the other hand, the eastof food mid other supplies which have to be shipped in fmgaethe States has increased 544 to 300 per cent. Added to Ma, in.a good many sections, there has also teen a scarcity '. of fish during the year, which Ind -reduced their winter supply of this food article.-To combat the above conditions, the United States Bureau of Education, through&Age'ney otits teachers in Alaska, issued instructions urging .the natives to live u,IIINItch as possible independently of food supplies and manufactured articles which'have to be brought from the outside, and to conserve the native products not only fortheir own salvation but for the assistance they thorelly render the country in the wetin which it is engaged: . To this end tfie, native, as a formai, is gradually becominga factor in the development of the Territory. Through its schools in Alaska,. the.Bureau of Education is ,attempting to teach the natives the advantages of- hlaviegtheir own gardens in which to raise foodstuffs, not only for their own use, but forthe use of miners and others IR their vicinity. The products Of the Kuskokwire,KotzebusSound, itnd upper Yukon regions are very creditable and shot great proMise.It has been difficult in the past to impress upon the natives the advisability of ill- .'Maining'Iiith their gardens until the crops are assured. They q-have to combat their.
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natural tenden'cyto leave their Mimes in order to go fishing. Whilelt is necessary
for them to obtain digh as well as vegetables, the two can be canthined if handled:intebligently. .' -
'fader the present lab's it is possible for Afttives. to acquire allotments of land in

AlasRa. To date their .usefulness has been rather doubtful: The allotments as now.
matle; are really too small for hunting purposes 'end ttlodarge for farms. The native
has not yet reathetrthe stage where he can handle intelligently at WO-acre farm,

,eaen if it- were in a position to clogs it and, put it under cultivation. Up to the
presetri L has only been possible for Him to handle a good-Sized garden. -After he
1,.1, arned the lesson well and. the advantage of die tatteLke,W411 then be lit'a posi-
:i,at to undertake the eultivarinta of e 5-acre form.,

.4.
Tlie native is a!eA) Jbarnintl.: to avail hintielf of banking facilities. Through the

ItureatroVeltication in Sinttle it has been possible for hint, for siverai,years, to send
his furs and other phalacts to lae sold in ,Seattle. thereby assaring him the highest
return for his peltiy. The money'whichhe has then to his edit is either used in
!.hippinz hintsuchamplies as he !nest have, (h.. if it .is not needed for this purpose, ,
iusually kept by the' bureau for him and placed at innfrest. The chief of the Alaska

.

division Is-uwiel bond for-takifig care of. these mattiis for the natives, and in the
paig, year approximatul $26,00 was handled in this Manner for, them. All such
aecounts handled by the chief of the Alaska divisien are audited quarterly. Those
01 the natkrefi yliodeli re and are able to hataile their own accounts have been given
tOir indivhlual sat ings and checking accounts.

The.natives oontinho to avail themselves of the Alaska legislative provision of 1915
i.:raiti;etiship. A Is;;;everal villages have been organized in accordance with the
ael. passed by: the same' legislature. .1'p to the present mes s. these have been in
!-titheastcrn Alaska, where the static's appear to he the moseprtgressive. \\len a
village is properly otganizeil. a council manages its affairs in a very creditable manner,
and improved conditions are always the result (4 styli management.

The baron has collected miseellane.ms statistics in regardlo the tive population,
as l While t,mlt.te returns have not been r4eied from aH sZ.tim of the Territory,
titlijient statistics have been received to make possible a survey the natives and
their comfit io Reports were received from SO village; in Alas , havingn total pop-- ulataiii of 9,2. . Of this yuliber itialipeara that 5,028 are tilts, 2,F55 children of
school age, mu 51 children under school age! Of the g, :LS adults, 1,311 can read '
and write, and .of 2:655 children of :wheal tiger 1,599 can read and write. Of the
poptilafion there are 53 e:igitieeta,"82.1tilnts, 36 captains, 13 teachers, 28 preachers, 419._
carpenters, 306' reindeer iuen,xuld,59 millets, the remainder hei,ngclassified as fisher-
men and trappers.

'Their progress toward adopting.cit'ilized habitations nmy.bc.noted in'the &Ft thAt
of tic 2,522 dorniciles in which this population 1;50 are frame or log buildingti,

`of which 341 are thee-roost, 317 Nco-room, and J351 one -roust capacity. Of the entire
-.2,522 dwellinp, but 597 coutd: he classified:as:shacks or igloos. In addition tathese

dwellijtgA, Sti villages had a totatot 54 community buildings, such tii; town, halls, coop- 'erative thire buildings; etc. '
'Another .interesting phase. of the ttatisties. bearing 41.1 thi>.pmgretis &tide by the

natives is'that relatit% to means of navigation*. A native boat to the average person
means a crudely falltionedialatt of skins and sinew's, While the-latter,a still n,evi-
cleric:, especially along the Arctic shores, the bureau's statisticashoWtha iu addition
to the 431 skin,boala and I 63,1rch.hatk canoe', there a 1,325 wooden boats, of which
163 are'sailbrits of.aqftverailt: tonnage of 4.8. and 208wer boats of 4.9 average,tork-
rage; equipped with 8.400vage horsepower enenos. ;Wan the fact is taken into
collsidei%tibn that these statistics Cover less than 40 per cent of the native population
, 397,996-18X5 A . ;.

65
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of Alaska, it is remarkable to note how they have availed themselves of modern con-veniences and adapted them to their needs. In southeast-ern Alaska the nativefishermen equipped with power boats are no small asset to the salmon industry of theTerritory. Nfost-of such boats have been built by the native owners. They not onlypossess such ability to a marked degree, but the care and handling of gas enginesappear natural to theta. Their acquisition of eiviliiation's- conveniencee may beemphasized by the fact that these 9000 natives own 1.843 sewing machines and suchhome furnishings as 132 organs. 2.078 clocks, 1.563 phonographs, and 1,837 bedsteads.The fact that the Alaska natives are not a dependent people can not be overem-phasized in order to give them the credit they deserve for successfully fighting for anexistence in the fame( rapidly changing conditions, caused by coming in contact withthe white man. Although the native has had to rearrange his mode of living and toa certain extent, his method of securing his livelihood, he has rarely been forcedto ask for aid. The Bureau of Education has, during the past year, expended but $2,000for the relief of destitution. That is $ cents per capita, based on a native populationof-25,000. In most cues the relief was given only on account of temporary destitution,and return of wood and labor was received in payment of the supplies given. Thenet amount expended for destitution, therefore, is almost negligible. With .a tittleforesight on the part of the Federal Government, the natives' future and permanentindependence can be assured.
In such sections of Alaska where reindeer have been distributed the natives'economic independence is already established. I fowever, such sections are restrictedto the coastal regions, western, and northwestern Alaska. The value of the reindeerindustry to the natives of Alaska can not be overestimated, and the intioductienof this industry into Alaska will ever remain a noteworthy example of one of theGovernment's constructive policies. The Bureau of Education, to whose creditthe successful management of the industry belongs, having thus established its abilityto deal with the problems of the natives, should be given by Congress.the additionalmeans it needs and has sated for so many years with which to establish the nativesof the entire. TerriWry ona permanent economic basis.

The present appropriation for the education of the natives of Alaska, $200,000,is the same as it was in 1908. It is obviously impossible for the bureau to enlargeits work, provide for vocational training, establish boarding schools, etc., when every._dollar is needed to maintain the school service already establiShed. When the vastterritory that has to be covered is taken into consideration and the fact that the nativecommunities rarely exceedstwo'or three hundredin 'number together with the cost ofreitelfitg most of the isolated native villages an&the ever-increasing cost of suppliesand material necessary to a school system, it is surprising that the bureau is able tomaintain its 70 schools on such a small appropriation and secure the results whichhave been obtained. Congress must be made to realize the importance of providingadequately for the natives of Alaska. They already bear their sharO of the taxes. Quitea number are availing themselves of citizenship, as well as organizing their villages.Given means to iiitiPerly guide the natives in their acquisition of civilization, theBureau of Education should have .no difficulty in .transformi lig the natives into self-reliant and useful citizens. They are unquestionably an asset to Alaska, and theirdevelopment is, of paramount importance to the beet interests of the Territory. Inaddition to the increased educational
appropriation, the Bureau of Eduation shouldhive at its disposal a reimbursable fund with which to establish indulkies among thenatives. Since the majority of the natives live in their own conunteleii, the estab-lishment of such industries would not mean competition with whirrenterprise, butrather the development of native resources within these communities. The successof the cooperitive stores already established in nine villages without the aid of Govern-mint funds demonstrates what cau lie done along this line under proper stpervision.Two of these native store companies not oilly do a general mercantile business but
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manage sawmills which produce lumber for their own communities and for neighboring
towns as well.

For obvious reasons the Bureau of Education has encouraged the establisXment
r,i larger villages. This end is secured by a policy of setting aside selected tracts
through Executive orders for the use of natives e ively. and the estabbehment
thereon of suitable and attractive industries. The b eau is thus able. to secure
a maxirnum,smoitut of benefit for a larger number of ii ives than is possible when
they are scattered in more or less isolated and small vi e;. This policy at present
is in its infancy, but sufficient progress has been made to clearly demonstratejiof
feasibility in parts of Alaska. Much along this line can not be done, however, unless
appropriations are available with which to Iswech the industrial enterprises necessary
to the success of such native rezrves and to maintain and equip schools adequate
to meet the needs of natives at racted to such reserves. These reserves are in no
sense to be confused with the Indian reservations of the Sttees. The reserves in
Alaska are set aside merely for the use of natives, and reside upon them in no
way curtails the freedom of the native. In his present state he is no match for his
keener white brother and his interests must. therefore, be protected. Equally
important with his educational and industrial development is the proper care of
the native's physical well-being. Here again the vast area to he covered and the
scattered villages to be provided for make the task colossal. The native of Alaska
has great recuperative power and needs in many cases only a little medical' aid or
advice. This can usually be given by the teacher, if \a" native school is at hand.
There are, however, many chronic cases in praccically \every village which are, in
most urgent need of a' physician's care and treatment. Having an appropriation
of but $50.000, theViareau of Education is utterly unable cope with the situation.

Trachoma. tuberculosis. and venereal diseases are the meat common of their afflic-
tions and must be combated energetically to save the natives from extermination.
Unless the appropriations for medical relief keep pace with those for educational
and industrial matters. the latter,will be practically useless. The responsibility
for this lack of attention lies wholly with Congress. The heeds, particularly the
medical. have been presented to Congress/time and again by Various agencies, with
no meta except appropriations that are inadequate and that clan not possibly meet
the needs of the situation. When one considers that a seaman with but 60 days'
service has at his disposal free medical and hospital care under the United States'

. Public Health Seryice in any United States port., whenever it is needed, it seems rank
discrimination to permit the natives of Alaska., who are practically helpless without
ouch aid, to go unattended. Not only is it necessary to provide this aid for the sake
of those afflicted. but also for those who may yet remain well. Equally important
is the consideration for the white population. as the physical deficiencies of -the
natives. unless promptly attended to, beconie a menace to their white neighbors. ."

The .4kuka native school service. Seventy schools, of which two were summer
sehools only, were maintained by the Bureau of Education during the past 'year...
The total enrollment was 3.600. Most of these schools . included the elementary
grades only, 'presided over by one of the teachers. In some of' the larger villages
more Advanced work, up to the eighth or ninth grade. was done,, se at Metlakatla,
Uydaburg, Unalakleet, Wales, and Barrow, vfhere from three to six teachers. are
employed. The curriculum covered includes not only the three "R's," but such
practical subjects as manual training, domestic science, agriculture, sanitation and

Whygiene; and, in order that the adults ay have similar advantages, evening clauses
are held in the schoolrooms and 'meetings for the .women of the villages are ,held
afternoons, at regular intervals. Thus the entire village comes in contact with the
school and enjoys its.benefini. 'Tlie influe4e of these schools, therefore, can not be
gauged by reports of the enrollment of the /lay school.
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Quite often the teachers anc the only white people in the illative communities andthe natives, therefore, naturally look to them for guidance, founsel. and assistancein matters concerning .their welfare. In addition to the schoolroom duties theteachers devote themselves to "settlement" work and by practical advice and exampleimprove the modes of living of their villagers. The teachp's in this service must,therefore, not only !lessens pedagogical ability, but mustlie all-around. practicalpeople who can be of service to the entire community.. Each school is also providedwith a wellselected assortment of medicines with which to alleviate the minor ail-ments and sufferings of the people. The acute medical knowil.dee a teacher posset.tsesthe more eflective.is this important phase of the work. The schoolroom work of thenative boys and girls makes a very creditable showing. comparing Very favorablywith that done in white schools. Daring February a southeastern Alaska schoolfair was held at Metlakat la at wIrilk exhibits from most of the schools of the districtwere shown. Delegations from Klawoek and Ilydaburg attended and the usualcontestsThetui.en these ttcnschoois and Met lakat la were eventS of the week. PrAperlyencraveti certificates were awarded to the victorious contestants and the owners ofthehlest exhibits. This fair was the lirst of its kind and will probably be an annualextV. being not only of benefit to the native children an an inspiration for theirbest efforts, but also an opportunity for the teachers of the schools to ctinqure methodsand he of mutual assistance.
The industrial work which is of such inportance to-thenatives is gradually being developed. The progress which has been made, hoWever.has been bandit:m.1.W because of a lack of- funds. Just as important as a practical.education is In the native children is the assistance which adults need along industriallines. Enongithasbeen clone to demonstrate that such an investment is secure andwill bring a very satisfactory return. however., this has been accomplished prac-tically without Federal aid. If a large number of natives are to be taught industrial

independence a reimbursable fund is necessary. which can die used for the launchingof native enterprises: prmierly supervised. returns to the /Mid being made by annualinstallments. the fund thus replenished_ being used iu the launching of other enter-prises.. The Burceati of Education has for several years asked for $25.000 for this pur-pose. and it is to be lipped that it will be'granted at the next regular session of theCongress.
There are at pres,trit 10 native cooporative store companies in Alaska whose localaffairs are suprvised andthe 'hooks kept by the teachers located at the pitmen wherethe stores, are Maintained. Two of thefn have sawmills With which they producelumber rot local use and wherever a market may be had. The accoufits of theseStore companies are annually audited. fly an adequate accounting system whichmakes possible definite statements in regard to business these native companies areof invaluable edticational benefit to the native -stockholders. They are uniformly,successful and are a credit to the natives, having been capitalized with their ownmoneynd credit received from Seattle wholesales houses and are managed entirelyby.themsolves, except- for the advice 'and oversight of the teacher.
AgricUlture is being developed through school gardens with Very gratifying results.These school gardens may be found in alniiti every seetion'of Alaska, and throughthis aAency not only the interest of the younger generatlon'is being stimulated, butthat of the entire village. The energy expended on the gardens will bringespe.--cially good returns this year, when the prices of food of kinds are almost prohibi-tive. fly a large production of vegetables and the ator, of.large quantities of.driedfish, canned berries, and other- local products the natives c n live almost independently\

of outside supplies, thereby contributing materially to the conservation of foOd in theunited Stites.
Another 'interesting phase of the industrial work in connection- with the ilativeschool is being developed on Atka Island. As an experiment two head of cattlewere shipped there by the Bureau. of Education fiveyears ago. This email herd has
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now increased to eight head.' A silo has been erected, the_ensilage being made of
the luxuriant grass of.the island, on which the cattle seem to thrive.

Not a small share of the success of this school service is due to the well organized
supervision given the schools. The Territory is divided into five districts, each of
which is in charge of a superintendent directly responsible to the chief of the Alaska
division in Seattle. These superintendents are required to visit each school at least
once a year, which, in additionlo always being in close touch with the local condi-
tions of vac school, 'lakes a uniform and efficient wheel system possible. The
superin ents travel by means of regular steamers, launches, dog teams, and rein-
dee . In the western and northwestern districts the reindeer is the only means of
transportation used by the superintendents during the winter, and the hundreds of
miles traversed by them is indisputable proof of thejeaSibility, of reindeer for trans-
portation. In order to properly protect the natives'.interest, the rules and regula-
tions of the service forbid its employees from engaging in trade for:profit. During
the years of its existence there has been but one noteworthy example of theyans-
eression of. this rule. This occurred at Wainwri..' t. Alaska. during the fiscal year
1915-16. The teacher in charge and his wife trailed with the natives during the
winter for while fox skins to such a successful extent that when the skins were sold
upon their arrival in Seattle the following summer they found themselves tempo-
rarily richer by the net profits of over $3,000. .Action against them was immediately

*taken by the Bureau of Education,, and one-half of the amount was recovered for
the Wainwright natives. This money was used the next ear as a nucleus for a
cooperative store at that place. The matter was settled by compromise, and a larger
recovery would have been probable except for the fact that it was claimed that the
trading had been done by the teacher's wife, who was not under actual appointment
by the Bureau of Education: The amended regulations now apply to all members.
of the teacher's family who reside with theteacher in quarters furnished by the
lillrean.

A very important need of the bureau for the successful conduct of its schools is a
power schooner. The bureau must necessarily place its schools where the natives
have their villages. coesequently, many are located out of the paths of the regular
transportation lines. Bence every sununer the bunlau is hard put to secure suitable
vessels in which to ship the annual supplies to these inaccessible places. Usually
such mitallie vessels have to hopabl exorbitant rates to induce them to call at these
points. Added to this is the uncertainty, orthese vessels making such calls before
navigation closes. Of paramount. importance is the .safety of the people who are
sent as teachers. The means by -which it has been necessary tOgetthe teachers
to some of these posts are without question hazardous and inadeplate. The people'
who are Willing to undertake the work at these lonesome stations should not be naked
to!take all these unnecessary, risks to their lives. and the inconveniences which at
present are required'of them. If the bureau had a boat of 350 or 400 tons capacity;
it could carry teachersand deliver the supplies promptly, safely, and economically.
To reaCh-the stations in the Bering Sea apd the Arctic Ocean, except the few that are
ports of call for regular steamers, is an eve /present worry to the officialsof the bureau.
After such a boat had served its usefulness it could be used as a training ship for the
native boys of\southeastern Alaska. This phase alone, were .no other considered,
should justify tl e acquisition of the boat in question.

The Melakatla. ndians,Affaits at .Metlakatla assumed a somewhat more defi-
,aite.shape during the past year. The legality of the fishery reserve having been
reaffirmed by the' circuit board of appeals, definite: plans for the 'development of
this interesting colony are -now being. formulated. While the Bureau of Education
would 'have preferred:to have handled the colony on a native cooperative bails,
sufficient capital cbuld not be raised.- Neither were Federal appropriations available ,

for this purpose. The fire in May, 1916, which destroyed the old cannery buildings,
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automatically canceled the agreement with the P. E. Harris Co. fOr the rehabilitatingand operation of the cannery for a period of five years. Negotiations were, therefore,opened for again leasing the cannery and fishing privileges of the island. Two goodoffers were made by .1. L. Siniley and C. L. Burkhardt. The bid of the Former wasconsidered theinore attract iVe by the council of Metlakatla and the Interior Depart-ment and was accepted. 1' trier the terms of the agieement the cannery is to be rebuiltNin time (of We during the season of 19IS, beyond which the cannery is to be opemtedfor a additional years. At the mid of this period the revenue accruing from thecontract, consistintr of cent per fish for all osh taken in traps from the reserve by thelessee, is 'expected, to be sufficient to enable the Interior Department to take over theproperty of the lessee.'after Wffich the cannery will be run by the native coop4ative
company whichsx:as organized in 1916, under the name of the Metlakatla Commer-cial Co. ThiS company is now doing a general mercantile business and is managing,the sawmill., which lily produced most of the lumber for the new cannery buildingsthat are nearing complOtirm at the present time. Originally organized with 'acapital of $2,95, the presoet pail -np stock of the Metlakatla commercial Co. is$7,373. A continued growth will place this company on a firm financial basis and.will enable it to take over the anitory at the expiration of the present low, Throughthe meant thus afforded the remain* re4toratinn of this colony is assured, not onlyin the final possession of the'coverating cannery, but ate wages and incomes thus
assured the inhabitants during succes4ive years. Considerable opposition to thisreserve has at timed been evidenced' by NA rions people, but the opposition invariably,
it would seem, reveal selfish motives.

Alaska halt miles and miles of territory in whAthe progreiksave white man is willable to seculte a good return for his energy. Et1ort.4\which aim at the overthrow ofthe protection given a few Indians Chrough the setting 'aside of a small island in iirderthat they may live happitr and. contentedly must be Condemned. If it were pos-sible 'Ca the objectiors to view the matter from abroad, humanitarian standpoint. theirobjections would unquestionably cease., The repeated statement that the AnnetteNand fishery reserve was made for the bonefit of "foreign" Indians who migrated.from lirilith Colombia fails of itself when confronted with the fact 'that over three -.fourths of the inhabitants of Metlakatla were born in Alaska,. The Metlakatlansare already one of the most progressive tribes in Alaska, and if the Bureau of Educe-tion is left unhampered by outside influence this native community will undoubtedly' become one of the most prosperous and contented in the Territory. The bureau hasalready established an excellent day school, whose efficiency will be increased whenthe presynt building is completed. The remaining wing will include a gymnasium,an auditorium, shower baths, domestic science and manual training rooms; two addi-tional schoolrooms, and a small surgery. Added to this will be the machine shop ofthe .lessee of the cannerY, which will be available during the winter for the classes. from the scheol. Witfi this equipment as a nucleus, the way is opened, with but alittle additional outlay, for a small boardingand industrial school for advanced pupilsfrom southeastern Alaska.
At present Many .native children are sent to the States to attend the Ashman andChemawa schools, under the Bureau of Winn Affairs, CA advanced training as well'aelementary education. This course has provedkverydisastrous, as the cliange inclimate usually impairs their health to such an extent that tuberculosis is contracted,after which the decline is rapid, and the complete change. in environment has a fataleffect upon the pupil's future usefulness. The conditions under which 'pupils livein the training schools are radically different from their prdvious environments. Thetrades they learn are frequently useless when Jfiey return to their homes, and theideas and ews of life which are the result of the life at a school where every act is'according to a well-ordered program, which thereby displaces individual responsi-bility, Make it plicult for them to readjust themselves to the -environment of the
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native villages when.they again reach their home. All this, combined with impaired
health, makes such pupils practically failures when they return home. The training
schools for these native pupils must be located- in Alaska, under conditions similar.to -
their previous envitonments, where health will not be impaired but rather improved
on account of supervision and where only such practical subjects will be taught as
will be useful to them in the future.

Need; of Me serrire.The needs of this service may, therefore, be summed up in
four main points, all of which are dependent on increased appropriations from Con-
gress:

First. More schools. As already shown. actual schoolroom work, while important;
is but a small part of the beneficent results of the establishment of aschool in a native
community. There are ntnnerous villages in Alaska of sufficient size tie more than
justify the establishment of schools.

4Second. A reimbursable fund with to establish- industrial enterprises among
the natives as an insurancefor economic independeticeo.

Third. A power schoenr to.be used its a freighter and as a training ship.
Fourth. An industrial training school in southeastern Alaska for advanced pupils..
T,o Alaska natire medirat sercire.This service is under the Bureau of Education,

with the advice and-cooperat len of the United States Public Health Service. The
sppropriwion foT this we for the past year wa.s $50,000, which was $25,000 more than
the first appropriation ever made Inn medical reef among -the natives, granted the
previms wear. Before that a port ion.of the educational appropriation had been used
for this puriscse. The preSnt appropriation just about covers the work previously
supported under the Murat inial fund. The past year a well-equipped and complete
hospital was maintained at Juneau, having a capacity of 2,1 patients and a staff con-
sistieenof a physician, three nurses, an orderly. jasiitor. cook, and interpreter., From
the tIV that the hospital was kept lilted' the greater part of the year. one may judge
of the long-felt need it is tilling and thegreat service it. hi to the native population of
southeastern Alaska.. Small hospitals, housed in former aclionl lelldings, were also
maintained at Kanakanak cut Bristol Bay and Nulan; on the Yukqn, each of which
was gt charge of a physician and ott6nurse. The one at Kamikanak is now being
enlarged and altered, which, .upon completion, will make it a modern and complete
hospital of Ilfieds' capacity. In addition te the three physicians in charge at these
hospitals, the bureau had under appointment a physician at 4ome and at Cordova

.and contracts with physicians at Council, Candle. and Ellamar. In addition to the
nurses t e three hospitals, a nurse' was stationed at St. Mediate. Koggiung onBristoli and Akiak on the Kuskokwim; also two tmve4g nurses in southeastern
Alaska. Contracts f,, the care of native patients were also tfaille at Nome, Ellamar,
Anchorage, and Seattle. Thelast named was a children's orthopedicrhospital, to
which Alaska native chihlrenwere sent.for special treatment..

Each school has a carefully selected stock of medicines. and supplies, which con-
stitutes a sinalr dispeniary with which the teacher ministers to the ailments of the
inhabitants of the village in which the school is located. Anyone at all familiar with
the extent and geography of Alaska will realize instantly the handicap the Bureau of
Education ii laboring under in attempting to minister, to the locaVnative needs with
such a limited approliriation. Much has, been written and said concerning the relief.
which the .natives should have. Without this relief all other plans for theni are nec-
essarily futile. An crualysis of the situation causes one almost to agree with the pes-
simistic alternative that the Cong,ress should either attend to the needs of the natives
in a comprehensive and sufficient manner or else do nothing at all and allow the race
to din'out as quickly as possible. While the service now rethlered in a few places
mentionedis efficient and valuable, the total results are meager when compared with
the total native population. It is Almest incomprehensible that Congress, which
provides kir the Indians of .the.atates with Such a lavish hand; can not grant a few
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thousands to a people who have never been charges of the Government and who askfo only a little assistance to their own efforts to make them useful. and self-reliantCitizens.
The Bureau of Education could easily make excellent use of an appropriation of$200,000. With this sum an effective medical service could be orgr-iiized With whichto meet the needs of these peopl. While the vast extent of the Territory wiN alwaysbe a handicap in covering .this field, the sum mentioned would make possible theestablishment of additional hospitals and appointment of physicians at strater4calpoints in the Territory, where the greatest number of serious cases could be treated,and the-appointment of nurses in communities not sufficiently populated to justifythe establishment of a hospital large enough to warrant the services of competent-nurses,:

As tuberculosis is so prealent among the natives, special attention should be givento this disease. The bureau sestimateainclude the construction of tuberculosis cahinssin connection with the hospitals at Akiak aM Kanakanak and the erection and main-tenance in the Chilkat Valley of a tuberculosis 'sanitarium of 50.beds. It is to be sin-cerely hoped that this, as well as the other plans for this urgent work, will be speedilyrealized.. The establishment of hospitals for natives leit* only of benefit to thenative people,-but also to the whites. The picsent hospitals, excepting Jun'eau,are, and the proposed hospitals will be. located in sections notterved by white hos-pitals. The appropriation act is so worded as to permit the ad niission 6f white patients,and this provision has already proved a godsend to sick and injured nlineraand pros -pectors.
There is at present ,no definite arrangement in regard to supplying the needs ofnatives in villages where Territorial schools are located". The bureau holds that whenwhite inhabitants of such a village have secured a Territuriil school for their com-munity the bureau not justified in continuing sits school in a ,pjace where the totalpopulation, both nativ' and white. is'not large enough to support two schools. Uponthe withdrawal of the native school, the bureau no longer has a reps entative insuch a community and is, therefore; not in a position to attempt to look after thenatives. It also holds that, since the Territorial school was voluntarily requested,'Sr,- the accompanying responsibiliti4r the,care of all the inhabitants and their interests'is thereby assumed by the Tekitorial -authorities. However, these local schoolboards have renobnced this responsibility and the Territory has been unable to assistin the matter. Consequently the natives in the* commqnities.receiv no attentionat all. Were the bureatesappropriations sufficiently large to meet the needs of the_natives this question would not- arise:, Under the present conditions, however,the bureau Aust.-expend its funds where the goaateat benefits to \the natives willaccrue; aid the communities sufficiently populated with white.people to justify al'erriforiarsChool are not considered as dependent on the bureau's oversight 9)3 aremore pur4ly native villakes.

. *.
Alaska reizedeer ierrice.Statistics for the year ending June 30, 1917, are not yetavailable, but a conservative estimate wotild, place 'the tail nurnber of reindeer inAlaska at 95,000. This large number is the result Of the introduction%into Alaska of1,280 reindeer froM Siberia.. The statistic' for the year ending June 30, 1916, shovtotal of 82,1131 reihdeer, distributed among 8519rds. Of this number, 56,045, or 50per cent, were owned'b'S, 1,293 nat&es;3,390, 4 per cent, by. the 'Unite(' States;5,186, or 6 per cent, by missions.: and 17,530, or 22 per cent, by Laplanders and otherwhite4. That this industry is of paramount importance.i.c; the natives interested isrecognized in the 'fact Chat the income of the natives from this industry, exclusive ofmeat and hides used by themselves, amounted to $91,430. That the reindeer industryhas proved a successful enterprise from a financial standpoint is seen in the followingtable.
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Valuation of 56,015 reindeer owned by natives n 1916, at 825

11, 401,125.
Total Income of natives from reindeer, 189.1 -1916

470,837
Valuation of 211(106 reindeer owned by missions, Laplanders, and other whites and the Govern

went in 1916
052,650

Total income of missions mid Laplanders and other whites from reindeer, 1893-1916 146,926, -
Total valuation and income

2,671.538
Total. Goyerament appropriations, 1893-1916

312,007
Gain (756 per cent)

'2, 339, 534

This industry was introduced into Alaska for the sole purpose of Making the natives
economically independent in 'such portions of Alaska to which the industry could be
adapted. In this the industry has been eminently successful. The distribution of
the deer has now been firmly established and the natives affected thereby are assured
of a livelihood that is usually limited only by the individual's energy. Even in such
sections where conditions are not favorable to the opportunities to realize any financial
returns from reindeer, his herd provides the native and his family with food, clothing,
and transportation, which are sufficient in themselves to prevent him from becoming a
charge of the Government.

The distribution of the deer has been accomplished through a system of apprentice-
ship whereby a native serves four years as apprentice,46 the end of which time hi
owns the deer called for by the contract of apprenticeship, namely, 6 deer the first
year, S the second, and 10 each the third and fourth years. Having satisfactorily
served, his apprenticeship, he then becomes a herder and assumes charge of his herd.
Each herder is required by the rules and regulations to take apprentices under the
same terms that he himself served as apprentice. The distributionis thereby per-
petuated and will continue long after the Goernment itself owns no deer.

While the primary object of the industry is to assist the natives find for this reason
has been restricted to them as much as possible, the past three years have seen the
entrance of ta white'man into the enterprise. Tho rule; and reg-ulitions forbid
natives to sell female deer, except tb natives. However, certain Laplanders who
were brougliVto Alaska for the purpose of instructing natives in the care of deer,
for which they received reindeer, were not subject to this. restriction and conse-
quently a herd' of about 1,200 deer was acquired by Lumen & Co., of Nome, during
1911: Doring 1915 this company, desiring to increase its herd- and not finding any
more Lapp deer conveniently availal1le, negotiated a purchase of about 1,000 deet
from herds of the Swedish Evangelical Mission Covenant of America, at Golovin.
These herds were the result of a loan of deer made to the minion during the earlier
days of the industry, when it was the'desire of the Bureau of Education to distribute
the deer as quickly as po'ssiblo. The appropriations being small and the philan-
thropic enterprise being in line with missionary work, it was thought that tlfe loan
of a small herd to each mission in the field, with the understanding that the same
method of distribution to the natives should, be used as in the .GovernmepVerds,
would be of mutual assistance and would aid materially in the4aptd distribution of
the deer. Some of the earlier contracts covering such loans were drawn very loosely.
It. appears the Golovin mission's loan was made under oral agreement with the
then local missionaries. Years later the missionaries had changed and the agreement
was gradually forgotten, so tlwt when the offer of about $18,000

11.8,000 was made by Lomeli
& Ca-it was forthwith accepted,, The matter has since been the subject) controversy
between the bureau and the Mission board, in which the former has tried tgpshow
'the bead that, although the legal reasons may be Nor, the board is morally bound
to preserve the original objects of the introduction of deer into Alaska.namely, the
'distkibuticiii among the natives.. The Anal disposition of this matter depends on the
outcome of litigation at pre ant under wny, 'in connection with a Etter and' similit
violitibpkOf the NOtwegito Evnngelltxl Lutheran Church at teller; whichol:n
sold.04t 300 deer toloniten.di 01). The loan to this missionie covered
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contract, which it Is alleged heas been deliberately broken by the mission-in its sale.of female deer to other than natives. The matter is now in the hands of the Depart.ment of Justice and its final outcome will be important, since it will affect the statusof all deer now held by missionary organizations in Alaska.
Four reindeer fairs were held during January and February, at Akiak on the Kuis.kokwim, Shansi& in the Norton Sound region, Igloo on Seward Peninsula, andNoatak in the Kotzebue Sound district. These fairs were largely attended by nativesand whites who are interested in the reindeerinchistry.._The usual contests enlivenedthe week's fiItivites. Letures were given daily on iFatous. phases of the work;

discussions were held and many- controversies arising in coarection,with the owner-ship of deer and the personal affairs of herders and apprentices were settled by a'native council elected by 'the delegates to the fairs. These conventions hale nowbecome permanent annual affairs, and their importance to the natives and the indus-try can not be rated tqo highly. The rivalry engendered makes for increased interest
itnd renewed efforts in' he various phases of reindeer work. The annual comparison
of methods means ilicreased efficiency of herders and apprentices, and the amicable
settlement of differences which invariably arise between reindeer men. results inharniony andgood-fellowship.

The seeds of this service may be summarized in an increased appropriation for thepurpose of employing two 'Specialists, whose duties will be to' introduce methods forimprovement of breeding and scientific°handling of the deer; to investigate reindeer
diseases and establish means of combating them, and to give special attention to allmatters pertaining to the improvement of the industry. This enterprise has nowassumed proportions that make it imperative that it be-handled in a scientific man-
ner. The present apprOpriation of $5,000 is,and the'Past appropriations have been,only large enough for the work of distributing the deer, among the natives. Becaugeof a lack of funds 'this distribution has necessarily been limited and very gradual.The time has now airived'when this inaustry'raust be handled with due respect toits size and importance. That Federal appropriations invested in this enterprise
brihg a magnificent return has already been proved. congress should, therefore; nothesitate in providing additional means for 'continued improvement and scientificmanagement of this industry.
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